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Preface
Welcome to the Proceedings of the 1st Doctoral Consortium at the European Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (DC-ECAI 2020)!
This Doctoral Consortium (DC) is under the umbrella of the Mentoring and Communication for Starting
Researchers (MC4SR) ECAI Program. In addition to the DC, MC4SR included other events such as
Meeting with a EurAI Fellow, Job Fair, and the 9th European Starting AI Researchers’ Symposium
(STAIRS).
The DC-ECAI 2020 provides a unique opportunity for PhD students, who are close to finishing their
doctorate research, to interact with experienced researchers in the field. Senior members of the
community are assigned as mentors for each group of students based on the student’s research or
similarity of research interests. The DC-ECAI 2020, which is held virtually this year, allows students
from all over the world to present their research and discuss their ongoing research and career plans with
their mentor, to do networking with other participants, and to receive training and mentoring about career
planning and career options.
The Programme includes two main sessions:
• Training Session (August 29th). The focus of this session is on training transversal and
communication skills. The session has 60 attendants who will learn how to present their work
in oral presentations with an emphasis in the practical case of a scientific elevator pitch for both
the academy and industry. The session is led by Martin Holm Mortensen (FundingBox Research).
• Mentoring Session (August 30th). This session is aimed at dissemination of the ongoing research
developed by Starting AI Researchers. We have 40 speakers who will present and leverage their
work to the AI community with brief 3-minute video presentations. Peers and senior AI researchers
will attend discussion sessions and provide speakers with feedback and guidance on future research
directions. The three best presentations are to be awarded.
We want to thank all attendants and especially to speakers and mentors for contributing to this Doctoral
Consortium.
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Doctoral Consortium - Training
The Training part in the DC-ECAI 2020 takes the form of a webinar that is split into two sessions
to be held by August 29th. These sessions are devoted to training transversal and communication skills.
The attendants are expected to learn how to present their work in oral presentations with an emphasis in
the practical case of a scientific elevator pitch for both the academy and industry.
The session is led by Martin Holm Mortensen who is Senior Project Manager at FundingBox Re-
search; Master of Science in European & International Politics from The University of Edinburgh and Ba.
in Public Administration from Roskilde University. He has 20 years of experience in startup management
as a founder, c-level manager and on the Board of startups like ComputerPeople (Nordics), CapaSystems
(USA + Denmark), CopenhagenDowntown (Denmark) and Clippingpath.com (UK + Bangladesh). Dur-
ing the last 7 years Martin has changed focus towards helping startups with commercialization, sales and
investments externally as a Project Manager, Consultant and Investment Manager in some of Europa’s
best accelerators and growth projects like the Fundingbox lead EU program “IMPACT Growth”, the
Nordic accelerator “Accelerace Management” and the UK accelerator “NBG” in Nottingham.
iii
Doctoral Consortium - Mentoring
The Mentoring part in the DC-ECAI 2020 is organized into five Mentoring Tracks (MT), to be held
by August 30th. MTs have chairs who lead the session, introducing each speaker and handling questions
and answering. There are 8 speakers in each track. Each speaker has a slot of 15 min for a brief personal
introduction which is followed by an informal conversation regarding current and future research work.
• MT1: Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (Chair: Karina Gibert)
– Munyque Mittelmann, “Auction Description Language (ADL): a general framework for rep-
resenting auction-based markets”
– Periklis Mantenoglou, “Online probabilistic interval-based event calculus”
– Fernando E. Casado, “Learning from the individuals and the crowd in a society of devices”
– Gianluca Zaza, “Monitoring cardiovascular risk by facial video processing and fuzzy rules”
– Kenneth Skiba, “Towards a ranking-based semantics using system Z”
– Ignacio Huitzil, “Advanced management of fuzzy semantic information”
– Gönül Ayci, “Handling uncertainty and risk in privacy prediction”
– Marcelo de Souza, “On the automatic configuration of algorithms”
• MT2: Agents, Planning and Scheduling (Chair: Jaume Manero)
– Francisco J. Gil-Gala, “Evolving priority rules for scheduling problems by means of hyper-
heuristics”
– Justin Svegliato, “A metareasoning framework for planning and execution in autonomous
systems”
– Marcel Tiator, “Smart object segmentation to enhance the creation of interactive environ-
ments”
– Norah Aldahash, “Improving agent interaction safety through environmental control and reg-
ulation”
– Stanislav Sitanskiy, “Recognition and learning of agent behaviour models”
– Gabriele Sartor, “Integrating open-ended learning and planning for long-term autonomy”
– Jeferson José Baqueta, “A computational trust model for task delegation”
– Anas Shrinah, “Verification and validation of planning-based autonomous systems”
• MT3: Natural Language Technology (Chairs: Jose M. Alonso and Alejandro Catala)
– Kervadec Corentin, “Improving visual reasoning in visual question answering systems”
– Weilai Xu, “Stylistic dialogue generation in narratives”
– Aaron Keesing, “Improving robustness of emotion recognition in multi-accent and multilin-
gual speech”
– Andrea Cascallar Fuentes, “Fuzzy quantified protoforms for data-to-text systems: a new
model with applications”
– Chaina Santos Oliveira, “A two-level item response theory model to evaluate automatic
speech recognition systems”
– Damián Ariel Furman, “Hate speech analysis via argumentation schemes mining”
– Yago Fontenla-Seco, “A framework for the automatic generation of natural language descrip-
tions of processes”
iv
– Carlos Andres Lopez Jaramillo, “A model for adopting the omnichannel strategy from a
context-aware computing and natural language processing approach”
• MT4: Explainable and Trustworthy AI (Chairs: Pedro Meseguer and Ulises Cortés)
– Gunay Kazimzade, “Structures and infrastructures around AI: unbiasedness, politics and
metrics in data-driven socio-technical systems”
– Ilse Verdiesen, “Accountability and control over autonomous weapon systems: a framework
for comprehensive human oversight”
– Joyjit Chatterjee, “Explainable AI for intelligent decision support in operations and mainte-
nance of wind turbines”
– Raúl Antonio del Águila Escobar, “OBOE: an explainable text classification framework”
– Ettore Mariotti, “Understandable deep learning analysis for very high energy astroparticle
physics”
– Conor Hennessy, “Explaining Bayesian networks in natural language”
– Ilia Stepin, “Argumentation-based interactive factual and counterfactual explanation genera-
tion”
– Lucas Morillo-Méndez, “Age-related individual differences and their implications for the
design of cognitive interactive systems”
• MT5: Big Data and Deep Machine Learning (Chairs: Manuel Mucientes Molina and Manuel
Fernández Delgado)
– Aiste Gerybaite, “Big data in IoE: investigating IT approaches to big data in healthcare whilst
ensuring the competing interests of the right to health and the right to privacy”
– Jorge García-González, “Deep learning neural networks to detect anomalies in video se-
quences”
– Russa Biswas, “Embedding based link prediction for knowledge graph completion”
– Ana Vieira, “Using machine learning for the personalized healthcare of vascular diseases”
– Hemant Rathore, “Adversarial attacks on Android malware detection models using reinforce-
ment learning”
– Noelia Rico, “Ranking rules as a tool for reducing the impact of the distance in machine
learning methods”
– Armand Vilalta, “Semantic embeddings in deep convolutional neural networks”
– Bartosz Piotrowski, “Reinforcement learning for saturation-based theorem provers”
The 40 speakers had provided previously brief 3-minute video presentations which were evaluated
by the Awards Committee in terms of:
• Clarity: Did the presentation clearly describe the impact and/or results of the research, including
conclusions and outcomes?
• Significance: Is the Thesis significant to the field? Are the communicated results coherent?
• Communication: Did the presenter capture and maintain their audience’s attention?
v
Two weeks in advance to the DC-ECAI 2020 Mentoring session, the Awards Committee screened
the 10 finalists in the DC-ECAI 2020 Best Presentation Contest:
• Periklis Mantenoglou (NCSR Demokritos)
• Corentin Kervadec (Universite de Lyon)
• Fernando E. Casado (CiTIUS-USC)
• Ettore Mariotti (CiTIUS-USC)
• Norah Aldahash (University of York)
• Weilai Xu (Bournemouth University)
• Gabriele Sartor (Universita degli Studi di Torino)
• Ignacio Huitzil (University of Zaragoza)
• Noelia Rico (University of Oviedo)
• Armand Vilalta (Barcelona Supercomputing Center)
The three winners will be announced in the DC-ECAI 2020 closing session. In addition to a diploma,
the winners will be awarded with a 3-months research stay at CiTIUS-USC, including travel and accom-
modation expenses, as well as 700 eur per month for subsistence allowance.
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Doctoral Consortium - Program (*)
(*) Time is expressed in GMT+2/CEST.
August 29th, 2020
9:00–9:10 Welcome and Opening
9:10–10:30 DC Training (Session 1)
10:30–10:45 Break
10:45–12:15 DC Training (Session 2)
August 30th, 2020
13:45–14:00 Introduction to Mentoring
14:00–15:00 DC Mentoring (Session 1)
14:00–14:15 Munyque Mittelmann (MT1)















14:45–15:00 Gianluca Zaza (MT1)
Norah Aldahash (MT2)
Andrea Cascallar Fuentes (MT3)
Raúl Antonio del Águila Escobar (MT4)
Ana Vieira (MT5)
15:00–15:30 Break
15:30–16:30 DC Mentoring (Session 2)
15:30–15:45 Kenneth Skiba (MT1)
Stanislav Sitanskiy (MT2)
Chaina Santos Oliveira (MT3)
Ettore Mariotti (MT4)
Hemant Rathore (MT5)
15:45–16:00 Ignacio Huitzil (MT1)
Gabriele Sartor (MT2)




16:00–16:15 Gönül Ayci (MT1)




16:15–16:30 Marcelo de Souza (MT1)
Anas Shrinah (MT2)
Carlos Andrés López Jaramillo (MT3)
Lucas Morillo-Méndez (MT4)
Bartosz Piotrowski (MT5)
16:30–17:00 Concluding Remarks and Farewell
ix
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Auction Description Language (ADL): a General
Framework for Representing Auction-based Markets
Munyque Mittelmann1
Abstract. The goal of this study is to present a language for rep-
resenting and reasoning about the rules governing an auction-based
market. Such language is at first interest as long as we want to build
up digital market places based on auction, a widely used framework
for automated transactions. Auctions may differ in several aspects
and this variety prevents an agent to easily switch between differ-
ent (auction-based) markets. The first requirement for building such
agents is to have a general language for describing auction-based
markets. Second, this language should also allow the reasoning about
the key issues of a specific market, namely the allocation and pay-
ment rules. To do so, we define a language in the spirit of the Game
Description Language (GDL): the Auction Description Language
(ADL) is the first language for describing auctions in a logical frame-
work. ADL is appropriate to represent different types of well-known
auctions, such as the English Auction and the Multi-Unit Vickrey
Auction. ADL allows us to derive properties about auction protocols
(e.g. the protocol finiteness) and the behavior of a rational bidder.
1 INTRODUCTION
A huge volume of goods and services are sold through auctions. Typ-
ically, an auction-based market is described by a set of rules stating
what are the available actions to the participants, how the winner is
determined, and what price should be paid by the winner. There are
variants where multiple winners could be considered or payment may
also concern the losers. Actually, an Auction protocol may differ in
numerous aspects: single or double-side, ascending or descending,
single or multi-unit goods, and so on [5].
This great variety of auction protocols prevents any autonomous
agent to easily switch between different auction based-markets [10].
Having a language for describing auctions from a general perspective
is then at first interest. This language should also allow the reason-
ing about the key issues of a specific market, namely the allocation
and payment rules. Participants may be able to process the auction
definition and, consequently, define their bids wrt. these rules.
The goal of this study is to present a logical language for rep-
resenting and reasoning about the rules governing an auction-based
market. Our approach is based on the Game Description Language
(GDL) which is a logic-based language for representing and reason-
ing about game rules; GDL is the official language for the General
Game Playing challenge [3]. We revisit the GDL variant proposed in
[9] and define the logical Auction Description Language: we allow
numerical variables, comparison and parameters at the opposite of
GDL. Handling numerical values is critical for defining the payment
and allocation rules.
1 Université de Toulouse - IRIT, France, e-mail: munyque.mittelmann@irit.fr
1.1 Related work
An auction protocol is an allocation procedure. Its main characteris-
tics are (i) it is a centralized procedure, i.e. it has a central authority
(the auctioneer), and (ii) it has monetary transfer. This is not always
true for an allocation procedure. For instance, a negotiation protocol
may be defined in a distributed (decentralized) approach, where the
allocation is the result of a sequence of local negotiation steps [2].
By the other hand, a protocol for exchanging goods or services is not
dependant on monetary transfer.
To the best of our knowledge, almost all contributions on the com-
putational representation of auction-based markets focus on their im-
plementation. In [7], the authors propose an assertive and modular
definition of an auction market by representing the market as a set of
rules. These rules tackle at first the how and when to bid and assume
a single-agent perspective. There is no general reasoning as the se-
mantics is an operational one. The language proposed in [10] adopts
an assertive perspective: the proposed language allows the represen-
tation of a general auction market, but it is too poor for enabling
reasoning. In [1], the authors show how a specific auction, namely
combinatorial auctions, can be encoded in a logic program. A hy-
brid approach mixing linear programming and logic programming
has been proposed in [6]: the authors focus on sealed-bid auctions
and show how qualitative reasoning helps to refine the optimal quan-
titative solutions. The closest contribution is the Market Specifica-
tion Language [12] based on GDL [3]. The proposed language is
rich enough for representing an auction through a set of rules and
then interpreting an auction-instance with the help of a state-based
semantics. However, the main limit is the single-agent perspective.
2 CONTRIBUTION
The current version of ADL focus on single-side auctions: that is
one seller and multiple buyers or vice-versa. The language is general
enough for taking care of goods’ quantity (single or multi-unit) and
whether it is open or not (sealed-bid). We focus on the auctioneer per-
spective: how the auction is organized, how the goods are allocated
and how to know if the auction is complete.
ADL is appropriate to represent different types of well-known auc-
tions, such as the English Auction and the Multi-Unit Vickrey Auc-
tion. For instance, the rules of an English Auction can be formulated
by ADL-formulas as shown Figure 1, where k, inc ∈ N \ {0} and
startingBid ∈ N, represent the amount of bidders, the increment in
each bidding turn and the starting bid value, respectively.
In the initial state, no one is bidding and the starting bid value is
defined (Rule 1). In each round, the players can accept to raise the
bid or decline and thus give up from the auction (Rules 6 and 7). The
propositions and variables are updated to the next turn, where the bid
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1. initial↔ first ∧Bid(startingBid)∧∧
r∈Neng ¬isBidding(r) ∧ ¬currWinner(r)
2. terminal↔ ¬first ∧∧r∈Neng ¬isBidding(r)∨∨
r∈Neng wins(r)
3. wins(r)↔ (isBidding(r) ∨ currWinner(r))∧∧
i 6=r∈Neng ¬isBidding(i)
4. payment(r, x) ∧ allocation(r, 1)↔ wins(r) ∧Bid(x)
5. payment(r, 0) ∧ allocation(r, 0)↔ ¬wins(r)
6. legal(acceptr)↔ initial ∨ isBidding(r)
7. legal(decliner)↔ >
8. ©Bid(add(x, inc))↔ Bid(x)∧∨r∈Neng does(accept
r)
9. ©Bid(x)↔ Bid(x) ∧ (terminal∨∧
r∈Neng does(decline
r) ∨∨r∈Neng wins(r))
10. ©isBidding(r)↔ ¬does(decliner) ∨ (isBidding(r)∧
terminal)
11. ©currWinner(r)↔ isBidding(r)∧∧
y 6=r∈Neng ¬isBidding(y) ∨ r ≺ y
12. ©¬first ↔ >
Figure 1. English Auction represented by Σeng
is raised if at least one bidder accepts it (Rules 8 to 12). If there is
only one or none active bidder, the auction ends (Rule 2). The winner
is the last bidder to accept or one of the bidders that accepted before
if everyone declines in the current bidding turn (Rule 3). The losers
do not pay, while the winner pays the highest bid (Rules 4 and 5).
ADL allow us to derive properties about auction protocols, such
as its finiteness and the uniqueness of payment and winner. It also
enables us to show in an explicit way what should be assumed about
the behavior of a rational bidder, i.e. a player with a private value for
the good being auctioned and who tries to maximize a payoff func-
tion. For instance, we are able to show that a rational bidder would
keep bidding in an English Auction, as long as the bidding value is
smaller then her private value. While different sorts of auction proto-
cols can be expressed in ADL, the bids are represented through the
agents’ actions. ADL actions are predefined in the auction signature
and may have integer parameters representing amount and quantity.
However, we believe that the use of bidding languages to generate
the action set would allow agents’ to bid over goods combinations
(bundles), quantities and preferences in an easier and more flexible
way. A bidding language is better fitted to combinatorial auctions and
its addition to ADL will be investigated for future work.
3 PERSPECTIVES
My thesis aims at designing a General Auction Player (GAP) that can
interpret and reason about the rules governing an auction-based mar-
ket. To allow an agent to switch between different kinds of markets,
the first step is to develop a general Auction Description Language
(ADL), a logic-based language for representing the rules of an auc-
tion market, which will then allow a GAP to reason strategically in
different environments. ADL is a lightweight approach that considers
as the starting point GDL, a simple and practical logical language.
During my thesis, there are two main tracks I intend to explore.
First, from the auctioneer point of view, my goal is to go explore
two main variants of auctions: double-side auction and combinato-
rial auction. Clearly, ADL is well suited for both of them but re-
quires some extension. Multiple sorts of goods are not yet possible
for instance. I aim to define a new language with its characterization
focusing on bids (goods, quantity, bundles and preferences).
Second, I want to investigate how ADL-based players may be im-
plemented so that they can reason about the properties of an auction
such as the strategy-proof aspect. The key difference, when the player
perspective is considered, is the epistemic and strategic aspects: play-
ers have to reason about other players’ behavior. My approach will
adopt a perspective imported from Strategic Reasoning: considering
a set of rules describing a market, the agent should be able to “under-
stand” the rules (e.g., how the winner is determined), to reason about
her own private information (e.g., what price should she propose)
and also about other players’ private information (e.g., what she be-
lieves about other player’s private valuation). The epistemic com-
ponent will be based in the epistemic extensions of GDL (GDL-III
[11] and Epistemic GDL [4]). In order to reduce the model-checking
complexity of these approaches, I first aim to explore a conserva-
tive extension of GDL, where the belief and knowledge operators
are restricted to numerical variables representing private values, thus
logical connectives such as disjunction will be avoided.
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Online Probabilistic Interval-based Event Calculus
Periklis Mantenoglou1,2
Abstract. Activity recognition systems detect temporal combina-
tions of ‘low-level’ activities on sensor data. These systems exhibit
various types of uncertainty, often leading to erroneous detection. We
present an extension of an interval-based activity recognition system
which operates on top of a probabilistic Event Calculus implementa-
tion. Our proposed system performs online recognition, as opposed
to batch processing, thus supporting data streams.
1 MOTIVATION
Event recognition systems process streams of sensor data and infer
composite events of interest by means of pattern matching. Com-
monly, the sensor data contained in the input streams are called ‘low-
level events’, while the instances of the detected patterns in the out-
put are called ‘complex events’. In human activity recognition, sen-
sors may provide the system with the coordinates of a person and
their orientation, while visual information processing tools may, sub-
sequently, derive short-term activities (STAs), which include a per-
son ‘walking’, ‘running’, etc. In this case, an event recognition sys-
tem derives composite long-term activities (LTA) such as two people
‘moving together’, ‘meeting’ or ‘fighting’.
Uncertainty is inherent in activity recognition applications. An in-
put stream may contain STAs expressed as Pr :: STA. Pr corre-
sponds to the probability value of the STA which serves as its confi-
dence estimate. A probabilistic event recognition system consumes
such streams and derives a collection of complex events with at-
tached probability values.
Point-based event recognition systems compute complex event oc-
currences at each separate time-point of the stream. Instantaneous
event detection, in conjunction with uncertainty in the input, often
result in erroneous LTA recognition. Common cases include LTA
probability fluctuations and delayed probability escalation for abrupt
LTA occurrences. To tackle these issues, an interval-based system
may consume the derived LTA probabilities to compute temporal in-
tervals of LTA occurrences and provide more robust recognition.
The goal of this work is to provide an extension of an interval-
based event recognition system in order to perform efficient online
recognition. PIEC [1] works on top of probabilistic point-based sys-
tems and computes intervals of LTA by means of batch processing.
We have presented online PIEC (oPIEC), which extends PIEC by
supporting data streams [6].
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2 RESEARCH GOALS
A recent survey [3] outlines the main requirements of a stream
reasoning system which performs event recognition. In this regard,
oPIEC improves upon the underlying point-based system to handle:
1. large data volume by means of online, out-of-core processing and
2. noise and 3. data incompleteness through interval-based recogni-
tion.
Contemporary event recognition system specifications are a trade-
off between the requirements of [3]. As an example, RTEC [2] is a
run-time event recognition system which can integrate complex do-
main models and handle event streams by incorporating a windowing
mechanism along with caching and indexing techniques. It is not de-
signed, however, to cope with noise and uncertainty.
The goal of our research is to enhance the capabilities of point-
based event recognition systems in this manner and potentially meet
the standards of state-of-the-art stream reasoning systems.
3 COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM
The input of oPIEC is a stream of probability values which refer to
the occurrence of an LTA at each time-point. Hence, we will firstly
discuss the point-based system deriving these probabilities. A brief
overview of the batch interval-based system PIEC will follow. Fi-
nally, we will discuss our contribution for supporting online recogni-
tion.
The Event Calculus is a formalism for representing and reasoning
about events and their effects [5]. The dialect of the Event Calculus
we adopted comprises events, ‘fluents’ and a linear time model of in-
teger time-points. Fluents are properties which have different values
at different points in time. These value are affected by event occur-
rences. To integrate the Event Calculus into an activity recognition
system, we match events with STAs and fluents with LTAs.
Prob-EC is a system based on a probabilistic logic programming
implementation of the Event Calculus [8]. Prob-EC handles uncer-
tainty by means of the logic programming framework ProbLog [4].
Since Prob-EC has been proven effective in human activity recog-
nition experiments [8], we used oPIEC on top of Prob-EC for the
majority of our experiments.
PIEC (or Probabilistic interval-based Event Calculus) consumes
the output of a point-based system, e.g. Prob-EC, and computes the
‘probabilistic maximal intervals’ (PMIs) of LTAs, i.e. the maximal
intervals during which an LTA is said to take place, with a probability
above a given threshold. The probability of an interval of some LTA
is equal to the average of the LTA probabilities at the time-points that
it contains. We define a PMI as follows:
Definition 1 A probabilistic maximal interval ILTA =[i , j ] of LTA
is an interval such that, given some threshold T ∈ [0, 1],
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P(ILTA) ≥ T , and there is no other interval I ′LTA such that
P(I ′LTA) ≥ T and ILTA is a sub-interval of I ′LTA.
Given a dataset of n instantaneous LTA probabilities In[1 ..n] and
a threshold T , PIEC infers all PMIs of that LTA in linear-time. To
achieve this, PIEC constructs:
• The prefix [1 ..n] list containing the cumulative or prefix sums:
∀ i ∈ [1 ,n], prefix [i ] =∑ij = 1 In[j ]− T .
• The dp[1 ..n] list, which is calculated by traversing the
prefix list in reverse order and is defined as: ∀ i ∈ [1 ,n],
dp[i ] =maxi≤j≤n(prefix [j ]).
PIEC processes a dataset sequentially using two pointers, s and
e , indicating, respectively, the starting point and ending point of a
potential PMI. Furthermore, PIEC uses the following variable:
(1)dprange[s, e] =
{
dp[e]−prefix [s−1 ] if s > 1
dp[e] if s = 1
It can be proven that:
dprange[s, e] ≥ 0⇒ ∃e∗ : e∗ ≥ e , P([s, e∗]) ≥ 0 . (2)
Consequently, [s, e∗] is a potential PMI. In this case, PIEC incre-
ments the e pointer until dprange becomes negative. When dprange
becomes negative, PIEC produces the following PMI: [s, e−1 ].
Once a PMI is computed, PIEC increments the s pointer and re-
calculates dprange . By repeating this process, PIEC computes all
PMIs of a given dataset.
In contrast to PIEC, oPIEC works on data batches In[i ..j ], with
i ≤ j, which it discards after processing. To ensure correct PMI
computation in the absence of the data prior to i, oPIEC identifies the
minimal set of time-points that need to be cached in memory. These
time-points are cached in the ‘support set’ and express the starting
points of potential PMIs, i.e., PMIs that may end in the future.
The support set comprises a set of tuples of the form
(t , prefix [t − 1 ]), where t is a time-point and prefix [t − 1 ] ex-
presses the prefix value of the previous time-point. Since PMI
computation involves calculating dprange[s, e], we cache the value
prefix [s − 1 ] for each potential starting point – see equation 1.
It has been been proven that a time-point t may be the starting
point of a PMI iff:
∀tprev ∈ [1 , t), prefix [tprev − 1 ] > prefix [t − 1 ] (3)
Therefore, oPIEC caches the time-points with the currently mini-
mal prefix [t − 1 ] value, and no other time-points.
When processing the data batch In[i ..j ], oPIEC computes the PMI
[s, e] as follows:
• If the PMI is inside the current data batch, i.e. s ≥ i , it is com-
puted by means of PIEC.
• Otherwise, when s < i , the PMI is computed using a variation of
PIEC in which the s pointer iterates over the time-points in the
support set. Now, the algorithm runs in linear-time with respect to
the size of the data batch and the size of the support set, hinting
that, to support efficient reasoning in streaming environments, the
support set needs to be bound.
oPIECb integrates the functions of oPIEC with an algorithm for
support set maintenance, i.e. which elements of the support set
should be deleted, in order to make room for new ones. Suppose that
a time-point t of the current data batch satisfies condition 3 when
the support set is full. In brief, oPIECb collects every element of the
support set along with every candidate element in the set S. Then,
it calculates, for every element of S, its ‘score range’, an interval of
real numbers defined as:
score range[t ] =[prefix [t − 1 ], prefix [prevs [t ]− 1 ]), (4)
where prevs [t ] is the time-point before t in S. The longer the
score range[t ], i.e. the longer the distance between prefix [t − 1 ]
and prefix [prevs [t ]− 1 ], the more likely it is, intuitively, that a fu-
ture time-point te will arrive with dp[te ] ∈ score range[t ], and thus
that t will be the starting point of a PMI. Hence, oPIECb removes the
elements with shortest score range from the support set.
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
oPIECb has been thoroughly tested on a benchmark dataset for hu-
man activity recognition. To generate the input stream of instanta-
neous probabilities, we used Prob-EC, as well as OSLα [7]. These
experiments proved the efficacy of our system. oPIECb reaches the
predictive accuracy of PIEC with a small support set, as compared to
the size of the stream.
Since the accuracy of oPIECb depends on the correctness of the
support set, we aim at developing new support set maintenance tech-
niques, and thus reduucing the memory requirements of our system.
To further investigate on the predictive accuracy of oPIEC, we in-
tent to compare it with other state-of-the-art event recognition sys-
tems, as well as target other domain models, apart from human ac-
tivity recognition, like the maritime domain.
Finally, we plan to revise the definition of a ‘probabilistic maximal
interval’ in an attempt to optimise the recognition of our system with
regards to the uncertainty of the underlying point-based system.
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Learning from the Individuals and the Crowd
in a Society of Devices
Fernando E. Casado1
Abstract. State-of-the-art machine learning methods have several
drawbacks when facing real distributed problems, in which the avail-
able information is biased, evolves over time, and is irregularly and
heterogeneously distributed among the different devices. We propose
a new approach for learning in society, called glocal learning, where
devices get certain prominence back, having to learn locally, continu-
ously, and autonomously, but also improving models globally, in the
cloud, combining what each device has learned locally.
1 CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
Nowadays, we live in a context in which smart devices are almost
ubiquitous. Smartphones, tablets, wearables, robots and “things”
from the Internet of Things (IoT) are already counted in millions
and allow a growing and sophisticated number of applications related
to absolutely all human domains: education, health, leisure, travel,
banking, sport, social interaction, etc. Most of these devices are al-
ready interconnected or connected to the cloud and can collect huge
amounts of data from the environment thanks to the fact that they are
becoming more and more sensorized. Devices can take advantage of
this data by learning models in order to adapt and improve their be-
havior, thus benefiting the consumer. Nevertheless, how to do this
effectively and efficiently is an open question.
Traditional and offline server-based machine learning techniques
are the most common approach to carry out the learning process. In
the context of distributed devices, this involves collecting data from
all the devices. This data, typically sensor measurements, photos,
videos, and location information, must be later uploaded and pro-
cessed centrally in a cloud-based server or data center. Thereafter,
the data is used to provide insights or produce effective inference
models. With this approach, in the last decade, deep learning tech-
niques have proven to be very accurate. However, in this kind of dis-
tributed scenarios, cloud-centric learning can be highly inefficient or
even infeasible, since it involves facing the following challenges:
• Scalability, in terms of storage, communication, and computa-
tional costs. Central storage is never a scalable solution. Transfer-
ring large amounts of data over the network can take a long time,
and communication may be a continuous overhead. Similarly, the
computational cost of central processing is much bigger than the
sum of the costs of parallel computing.
• Data privacy and sensitivity. Central data collection puts user
privacy into risk. In recent years, governments have been imple-
menting data privacy legislations in order to protect the consumer,
limiting data collection and storage only to what is consented by
the consumer and absolutely necessary for processing.
1 CiTIUS, Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, Spain, email:
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• Nonstationarity. Most machine learning algorithms assume that
data comes from a static distribution. However, it does not hold in
many real-world applications, where the underlying distribution
of the data streams changes over time in unforeseen ways. This
phenomenon is widely known as concept drift [5]. If a concept
drift occurs, the inducted pattern of past data may not be relevant
to the new data, leading to poor outcomes. This problem is related
to two conflicting objectives: retaining previously learned knowl-
edge that is still relevant and replacing the obsolete one with cur-
rent information. This is known as the stability-plasticity dilemma.
• Acquisition of relevant labeled data. Gathering enough relevant
labeled data is typically a complex task because it usually involves
human intervention. In real-world problems, training data may not
have labels or these may be poisoned or mistaken, leading to run-
time mispredictions.
2 RELATED WORK
Taking into account the aforementioned challenges, there have
emerged some adaptations of the cloud-centric paradigm that sug-
gest that the deep learning process can take place in the cloud and
the learned model can be then transferred to the device, which is
where it is employed [7]. Other hybrid proposals suggest that there
may be a global training in the cloud and a final adjustment of the
model at the local level, or just the other way round, a pre-training
of the model in the device and a final training in the cloud [4]. How-
ever, any of these strategies would still involve moving a significant
volume of potentially sensitive data to perform the cloud stage.
A better option for learning in this kind of scenarios where data
is naturally distributed seems to be distributed learning [8]. Differ-
ent from the classical cloud-centric approach, in distributed learning
the learning process can be carried out in a distributed and parallel
manner along a network of interconnected devices that are able to
collect, store, and process their own data locally. Once each device
performs its local learning, a global integration stage is typically car-
ried out in the cloud, so that a global model is agreed upon from local
models. There have been proposed many powerful distributed opti-
mization algorithms to solve the local sub-problems. Many of these
proposals are based on gradient descent or other optimization algo-
rithms, such as augmented Lagrangian methods, being Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) the most popular one [1].
There are also some approaches based on ensemble learning, such as
Effective Stacking [9].
In recent years, a new framework called federated learning and its
most widely known algorithm, Federated Averaging (FedAvg), have
been boosted by Google [6]. The core idea of federated learning is
similar to that of distributed learning., i.e., to solve local problems on
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the devices and aggregate updates on a server without uploading the
original user data. However, the goals pursued by each are different.
Distributed learning mainly focus on parallelizing computing power,
and usually assumes that the local datasets are identically distributed
and roughly have the same size. None of these hypotheses are made
for federated learning. Instead, datasets are typically heterogeneous
and their sizes may span several orders of magnitude. Another key
area of attention for federated learning is data privacy.
Allocating the learning process among the network of devices is a
natural way of scaling up learning algorithms. Furthermore, it makes
it easier to protect users’ privacy, since sharing raw data with the
cloud can be avoided. Therefore, distributed and federated learn-
ing are much more suitable for the context of devices than tradi-
tional server-based learning. Nevertheless, there are still some issues
that these paradigms do not address or only partially address. The
most important one is the aforementioned nonstationarity. In order
to deal with this problem, there is another framework called contin-
ual learning [5]. Continual learning is built on the idea of learning
continuously and adaptively about the external world, being able to
smoothly update the prediction model to take into account different
tasks and data distributions but still being able to re-use and retain
useful knowledge during time. Hence, continual learning is the only
paradigm which forces us to deal with a higher and realistic time-
scale where data becomes available only during time, we have no
access to previous perception data and it is imperative to build on top
of previously learned knowledge. However, continual learning does
not address how to learn in distributed contexts.
3 OUR PROPOSAL
Each learning proposal mentioned so far is focused on providing a
solution to a specific challenge, but normally neglects others. For ex-
ample, federated learning focuses on scalability and user privacy, but
it does not cope with nonstationarity. This is addressed by contin-
ual learning, which, however, does not take into account issues such
as learning from distributed data or user privacy. Therefore, we have
developed a new paradigm of learning in society, called glocal learn-
ing [2, 3], intending to address all the aforementioned challenges at
the same time. Our approach consists of achieving local models, on
the devices themselves, but which are later agreed upon globally, in
the cloud. This global model is then returned to the devices so that
they speed up the local learning. This process of global consensus
and local adaptation can be repeated indefinitely over time.
At the local level, the device processes the data that it captures
from its environment. Local learning gains more prominence than
in distributed or federated proposals. There is a semi-supervised
transduction module to make the most of unlabeled data in semi-
supervised contexts. Autonomously, the device will be able to make
decisions about what data to store and for how long, when to train a
model, and when to update it. This is possible because our proposal
explicitly addresses the detection of concept drifts.
In the cloud, a global model is agreed upon from the local mod-
els that are shared by the devices. Different from a simple average of
weights as it is usually done in federated learning, our consensus sys-
tem includes a voting algorithm, which we call Distributed Effective
Voting [3]. Using this method, the participating devices are evaluated
against each other, which help us decide which local models to rely
on and which are dispensable in global integration.
The fact that only models are moved amongst the local devices
and the cloud, helps to reduce communication costs and protect local
privacy. Learning in a distributed and parallel way, being robust to
concept drift, also improves scalability in terms of storage and com-
puting.
4 RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
So far, we have limited our proposal to supervised and semi-
supervised contexts, and in particular for classification tasks. We
have applied it in a heterogeneous community of smartphone users
to solve binary and multiclass classification tasks related to human
activity recognition. The results [3] show the advantages that glocal
learning provides with respect to other state-of-the-art approaches.
We believe that we have opened a very promising line of research
and a large amount of work can still be done. To date, we have pro-
posed a general architecture and a first implementation of each of its
components [3]: local learning, semi-supervised labeling, drift detec-
tion and adaptation, and selection of local candidates for the subse-
quent global consensus. However, we believe that all of these parts
have a large scope for improvement. For example, we want to ex-
plore optimal ways to update local models and to combine them in
the cloud. We also want to include new components, such as glocal
feature and instance selection, and to increase its applicability.
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Monitoring cardiovascular risk
by facial video processing and fuzzy rules
Gianluca Zaza1
Abstract. Remote photoplethysmography has been recently used
to monitor vital parameters by avoiding the use of contact devices.
The goal of this work is to develop a smart mirror intended as a con-
tactless device that captures video frames of the mirrored face and
provides a real-time estimation of vital parameters through remote
photopletismography. The mirror-based system embeds an AI com-
ponent based on fuzzy inference rules to predict the level of cardio-
vascular risk using the estimated parameters as input.
1 INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease is one of the main death causes in the world
according to a 2015 report2. To prevent the onset of chronic diseases
and detect the risk level of cardiovascular diseases [6], it is essential
to monitor vital parameters such as heart rate (HR), respiratory rate
(BR) and blood oxygen saturation (SpO2). Conventional methods
for measuring cardiovascular parameters use skin contact techniques
requiring wearable devices (ECG). Although non-invasive and low
cost optical devices (e.g. pulse oximeter), using photoplethysmogra-
phy (PPG) can detect the cardiovascular pulse wave through varia-
tions in transmitted or reflected light [1], they still require direct con-
tact to the skin. For this reason, these devices are unconfortable. An
alternative approach is to use a video processing algorithms extract
a remote photoplethysmographic (rPPG) signal [17]. Then, through
the use of image processing methods and blind source separation al-
gorithms, vital parameters are estimated [12]. This paper provides a
synthetic description of the ongoing PhD research activity of the au-
thor. A more detailed description can be found in [10, 11, 3, 2, 4]. We
propose a non-contact device for monitoring vital parameters based
on a see-through mirror with a camera capturing facial video frames
of patients. Through the processing of the rPPG signal extracted from
the video frames, HR, BR and SpO2 are measured. Also lip color
is automatically estimated by using clustering-based color quantiza-
tion. Finally, a hierarchical fuzzy system (HFIS) is integrated in the
mirror-based monitoring system to infer the cardiovascular risk level.
The goal of the research is to develop a pervasive device that can be
easily used both for personal monitoring in domestic environments
and for supporting medical diagnosis through telemedicine.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
The proposed system estimates vital parameters in real-time through
the use of a see-through mirror made of an acrylic film equipped with
1 Computer Science Department, University of Bari Aldo Moro, Italy, email:
gianluca.zaza@uniba.it
2 www.who.int/healthinfo/global burden disease/estimates/en/index1.html
(accessed on 2 March 2018).
Figure 1. Location of ROIs and tracking points (left figure) and result of
vital parameter estimation through the smart mirror (right figure).
a camera that acquires the facial video frames useful to extract the
photopletismographic signal arising from facial blood vessels. Good
light is guaranteed by a wood frame including two strips of white
LED lights on the right and left side of the mirror. In the current
prototypical version of the system, the computer is an All-in-One
equipped with CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-5200 2.20GHz 64 bit, 4GB
RAM and 500GB hard disk.
The first step is the real-time identification and acquisition of the
face through the camera. A preliminary 26-seconds video frames cy-
cle is acquired to avoid camera distortion; the following frames are
acquired every 2 seconds. To capture and process video frames we
used the Python OpenCV3 library; to detect the face inside video
frames we used a pretrained frontal detector, available with the Dlib4
library. Then, we apply a Facial Landmark Detection5 to obtain a set
of 68 facial landmarks [9]. Next we identified three regions of interest
(ROI) with a strong passage of blood modulation, namely a forehead
ROI (90×30 px) and two (right and left) cheek ROIs (20×30 px).
To reduce signal distortion due to facial movements, we applied the
Kanade-Lukas-Tomasi tracking method [13, 16]. We added a new
ROI (75×80 px) in the center of the face to join the 3 ROIs and
build a motion matrix that helps keeping track of the ROI coordi-
nates between the subsequent frames. Fig. 1(left) shows the ROIs
and tracking points on the face.
To estimate the vital parameters we analyze the RGB signals com-
ing from the ROIs. Each ROI is separated into RGB channels and
then for each channel all ROIs pixels are averaged to obtain a VRGB
signal matrix. Afterwards, the Finite Impulse Response [15] and the
Chrominance method [7] are used to eliminate high frequency noise
in signals and obtain a more robust signal to lighting variations. To
ensure uniform signal sampling we apply the linear interpolation
method. Finally, to discover the most informative signal for the eval-
uation of vital signals [12, 17, 8] we use the Power spectral density
3 OpenCV: https://pypi.org/project/opencv-python/
4 Dlib: http://dlib.net/
5 Facial Landmark Detection: http://dlib.net/imaging.html#shape predictor
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through Welch’s method [14]. As an additional vital parameter, the
color of lips is obtained through the extraction and analysis of the
specific ROI including the mouth. K-means clustering is applied to
quantify the predominant color in the ROI, thus obtaining the 3 main
colours in RGB format. Finally, we converted the color from RGB to
hexadecimal format and then from hexadecimal format to a linguis-
tic term using the Name-That-Color library6. Fig. 1(right) shows the
output of the mirror-based system after estimation of vital parame-
ters.
Besides measurement of vital parameters, the system includes a
fuzzy diagnosis component to predict the risk of cardiovascular dis-
ease. To this aim we have developed a Hierarchical Fuzzy Inference
System (HFIS) starting from a flat fuzzy rule base previously defined
with the help of a physician [2]. We created the linguistic variables
and related fuzzy sets using the FISDET tool [5]. The HFIS consists
of 3 FIS organized in a hierarchical fashion. Each FIS has 2 input
variables and 1 output variable. We created intermediate input/output
variables between levels named Y1 and Y2 with their respective lan-
guage terms. The last level provides the final output which represents
the level of cardiovascular risk. On the overall, 27 rules have been de-
fined from the combination of input and output variables present in
each HFIS level.
3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We conducted a preliminary experiment to evaluate the goodness of
measurements made through the mirror-based system by comparing
it to a standard pulse oximeter. We considered 21 people (4 women
and 17 men) aged between 22 and 37 years. During the tests we asked
each user to stand in front of the mirror at a distance of about 50 cm.
We found that measurements obtained by the mirror have a good
correlation with measurements obtained by the pulse oximeter.
Then we tested the accuracy of the HFIS by comparing it with
the flat FIS created in the previous work [2]. The testing data were
collected by asking experts to evaluate and label a dataset of 116 sub-
jects containing vital signs and assign each label a risk level (Low,
Medium, High, Very High). We created 12 HFIS configurations, con-
sidering all combinations of input variables. The best HFIS was com-
pared with the flat FIS. The overall accuracy on testing data was
71.55% for the best HFIS and 69.97% for the flat FIS. The HFIS
has also a smaller rule base (27 fuzzy rules) compared to the flat FIS
(81 rules).
Table 1 compares results for the two fuzzy systems. It can be seen
that TNR (True Negative Rate) and NPV (Negative Predict Value)
are generally higher than TPR (True Positive Rate) and PPV (Posi-
tive Predict Value) for the HFIS. This means that the knowledge base
is more effective in determining the non-belongingness to each class
than the sensitivity to each specific risk level. This is probably due
to the imbalance of the data set. HFIS better discriminates the ex-
treme risk classes (Low and Very High), while the original FIS better
recognizes intermediate risk classes (Medium and High).
Table 1. Classification results of HFIS and FIS.
HFIS FIS
Risk ACC TNR TPR PPV NPV ACC TNR TPR PPV NPV
Low 0,76 0.80 0,14 0.04 0.93 0.83 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.60
Medium 0,76 0.80 0.14 0.04 0.93 0.75 0.76 0.57 0.13 0.96
High 0.91 0.97 0.12 0.25 0.94 0.91 0.94 0.50 0.40 0.96
Very high 0.91 0.97 0.53 0.73 0.93 0.88 0.96 0.40 0.60 0.91
6 http://chir.ag/projects/name-that-color/
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This work aims to create a low-cost, non-invasive and easy-to-use so-
lution to monitor vital parameters and predict a risk of cardiovascular
disease. Preliminary experiments have shown that our device pro-
vides accurate measurement of vital parameters, as well as reliable
risk prediction thanks to the intelligent component based on fuzzy
rules. Future works aim to conduct large-scale experiments in hospi-
tals in order to acquire more data from patients suffering from car-
diovascular diseases. Furthermore, we intend to use machine learning
techniques to automatically extract fuzzy rules from data.
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Towards a Ranking-Based Semantics using System Z
Kenneth Skiba 1
Abstract. We discuss ranking arguments from an Dung-style ar-
gumentation framework with the help of conditional logics. Using
an intuitive translation for an argumentation framework to generate
conditionals, we can apply nonmonotonic inference systems to gen-
erate a ranking on these conditionals. With this ranking we construct
a ranking for our arguments.
1 INTRODUCTION
Formal argumentation [2] describes a family of approaches to mod-
eling rational decision-making through the representation of argu-
ments and their relationships. A particular important representative
approach is that of abstract argumentation [6], which focuses on the
representation of arguments and a conflict relation between argu-
ments through modeling this setting as a directed graph. Here, argu-
ments are identified by vertices and an attack from one argument to
another is represented as a directed edge. This simple model already
provides an interesting object of study, see [3] for an overview. Rea-
soning is usually performed in abstract argumentation by considering
extensions, i. e., sets of arguments that are jointly acceptable given
some formal account of “acceptability”. Therefore, this classical ap-
proach differentiates between “acceptable” arguments and “rejected”
arguments.
However, ranking-based semantics [1] provide a finer-grained as-
sessment of arguments. For this idea there is already a line of work
like a ranking with respect to a categoriser function [11] or based
on a two-person zero-sum strategic game [10] and many more. [5]
summarizes the state-of-the-art models for ranking arguments.
We want to make some first steps towards the use of conditional
logic and the System Z inference mechanism [7] to define rankings
between arguments. Conditional logic is a general non-monotonic
representation formalism that focuses on default rule of the form “if
A then B” and there exist some interesting relationships between this
formalism and that of formal argumentation [8, 9]. We make use of
these relationships here for the purpose of defining a novel ranking-
based semantics for abstract argumentation.
2 ABSTRACT ARGUMENTATION
FRAMEWORKS
In this work, we use argumentation frameworks first introduced in
[6]. An argumentation framework AF is a pair 〈A,R〉, where A is
a finite set of arguments andR is a set of attacks between arguments
with R ⊆ A × A. An argument a is said to attack b if (a, b) ∈ R.
We call an argument a acceptable with respect to a set S ⊆ A if
for each attacker b ∈ A of this argument a with (b, a) ∈ R, there
is an argument c ∈ S which attacks b, i. e., (c, b) ∈ R; we then say
1 Institute for Web Science and Technologies, University of Koblenz-Landau,
Germany, email: kennethskiba@uni-koblenz.de
that a is defended by c. An argumentation framework 〈A,R〉 can be
illustrated by a directed graph with vertex set A and edge setR.
Example 1. Let AF = 〈A,R〉 with A = {a, b, c, d} and R =
{(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, c)} be an argumentation framework. Argu-
ment b is not acceptable with respect to any set S of arguments, as b
is not defended against a’s attack. On the other hand, c is acceptable
with respect to S = {a, c}, as a defends c against b’s attack and c
defends itself against d’s attack.
Up to this point the arguments can only have the two statuses of
accepted or not accepted2, but we want to have a more fine-graded
comparison between arguments. For this we use the idea of ranking-
based semantics [1, 5].
Definition 2 (Ranking-based semantics). A ranking-based seman-
tics σ associates to any argumentation framework AF = 〈A,R〉 a
preorder σAF on A. a σAF b means that a is at least as acceptable
as b. With a 'σAF b we describe that a and b are equally acceptable,
i. e., a σAF b and b σAF a. Finally we say a is strictly more accept-
able than b, denoted by a σAF b, if a σAF b and not b σAF a. We
denote by σ(AF ) the ranking on A returned by σ.
3 CONDITIONAL LOGICS
We use a set of atomsA and connectives∧ (and),∨ (or), and¬ (nega-
tion) to generate the propositional language L(A). w is an interpre-
tation (or possible world) for L(A) when w : A→ {TRUE, FALSE}.
We denote the set of all interpretations as Ω(A). An interpretation
w satisfies an atom a ∈ A (w ` a), if and only if w(a) = TRUE.
The relation ` is extended to arbitrary formulas in the usual way.
We will abbreviate an interpretation w with its complete conjunc-
tion, i. e., if a1, . . . , an ∈ A are the atoms that are assigned TRUE
by w and an+1, . . . , am ∈ A are the ones assigned with FALSE,
w will be identified with a1 . . . anan+1 . . . am. For Φ ⊆ L{A}
we define w ` Φ if and only if w ` φ for every φ ∈ Φ. With
Mod(X) = {w ∈ Ω(A)|w ` X} we define the set of models for
a set of formulas X . A conditional is a structure of the form (ϕ|ψ)
and represents a rule “If ψ than (usually) φ”.
We can consider conditionals as generalized indicator functions





1 : w ` φ ∧ ϕ
0 : w ` φ ∧ ¬ϕ
u : w ` ¬φ
(1)
where u stands for unknown. Informally speaking, a world w verifies
a conditional (ϕ|φ) iff it satisfies both antecedent and conclusion
2 However, using labeling-based semantics we can generate a three-valued
model [14].
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((ϕ|φ)(w) = 1); it falsifies iff is satisfies the antecedence but not
the conclusion ((ϕ|φ)(w) = 0); otherwise the conditional is not
applicable ((ϕ|φ)(w) = u). A conditional (ϕ|φ) is satisfied by w if
it does not falsify it.
Semantics are given to sets of conditionals via ranking functions
[7,13]. With a ranking function, also called ordinal conditional func-
tion (OCF), κ : Ω(A) → N ∪ {∞} we can express the degree
of plausibility of possible worlds κ(φ) := min{κ(w)|w ` φ}.
With the help of OCFs κ we can express the acceptance of condi-
tionals and nonmonotonic inferences, so (ϕ|φ) is accepted by κ iff
κ(φ ∧ ϕ) < κ(φ ∧ ϕ). With Bel(κ) = {φ|∀w ∈ κ−1(0) : w ` φ}
we denote the most plausible worlds.
As there are an infinite number of ranking functions that accept a
given set of conditionals, we consider System Z [7] as an inference
relation, which yields us a uniquely defined ranking function for rea-
soning.
Definition 3 (System Z). (ϕ|φ) is tolerated by a finite set of con-
ditionals ∆ if there is a possible world w with (φ|ϕ)(w) = 1 and
(φ′|ϕ′)(w) 6= 0 for all (φ′|ϕ′) ∈ ∆. The Z-partition (∆0, . . . ,∆n)
of ∆ is defined as:
• ∆0 = {δ ∈ ∆|∆ tolerates δ}
• ∆1, . . . ,∆n is the Z-partition of ∆ \∆0
For δ ∈ ∆: Z∆(δ) = i iff δ ∈ ∆i and ∆1, . . . ,∆n is the Z-
partitioning of ∆.
We define a ranking function κZ∆ : Ω → N ∪ {∞} as κZ∆(w) =
max{Z(δ)|δ(w) = 0, δ ∈ ∆} + 1, with max ∅ = −1. Finally
∆ |∼Z φ if and only if φ ∈ Bel(κZ∆).
Example 4. Let ∆ = {(a|¬b), (b|¬a), (c|¬b ∧ ¬a ∧
¬d), (d|>), (c|¬d)}. For this set of conditionals, ∆ = ∆0∪∆1 with
∆0 = {(a|¬b), (b|¬a), (c|¬b∧¬a∧¬d)} and ∆1 = {(¬a∧¬b| d)}
therefore we have the values from the following table.
ω Z((a|¬b)) Z((b|¬a)) Z((c|¬b ∧ ¬a ∧ ¬d)) Z((d|>)) Z((¬a ∧ ¬b|d))
abcd u u u 1 0
abcd u u u 0 u
abcd u u u 1 0
abcd u u u 0 u
abcd 1 u u 1 0
abcd 1 u u 0 u
abcd 1 u u 1 0
abcd 1 u u 0 u
abcd u 1 u 1 0
abcd u 1 u 0 u
abcd u 1 u 1 0
abcd u 1 u 0 u
abcd 0 0 u 1 1
abcd 0 0 1 0 u
abcd 0 0 u 1 1
abcd 0 0 0 0 u
Table 1. Values for Example 4
So we can derive (κZ∆0)
−1(0) =
{abcd, abc̄d, ab̄cd, ab̄c̄d, ābcd, ābc̄d} and (κZ∆1)−1(0) = ∅.
In some recent works [12] we have already presented these first
steps. In these works we first translated an abstract argumentation
framework into a conditional logic base, using methods introduced
in [8,9]. Using the constructed logic base as well as ranking functions
like System Z we can then rank the resulting worlds based on their
plausibility. So the most plausible world is ranked the highest. Based
on this ranking we constructed a way to rank the arguments, which
results in an ranking-based semantics [1,5]. The first idea is to count
the appearances of each argument in the most plausible worlds. So
for System Z we count how often a positive literal of an argument is
inside (κZ∆0)
−1(0).
One approach to evaluate an ranking-based semantics is to check
the properties, which this semantics satisfies and which it violates.
For that we should first look at the simplest properties like Void
Precedence [1, 10], which says that an argument which is not attack
should always be ranked higher then an argument with an attack, or
Self-Contradiction [10], meaning that an argument which contradict
itself should always be ranked worse then any other argument.
This approach for ranking arguments can lead to a new way of
reasoning inside formal argumentation and also bridging the gap of
plausible conditionals and formal argumentation.
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Advanced Management of Fuzzy Semantic Information
Ignacio Huitzil 1
Abstract. Managing vague and fuzzy semantic information is a
challenging topic in the fields of knowledge engineering and Arti-
ficial Intelligence (AI) while there has been some work in the field
of fuzzy ontologies, there are still many open problems. In this pa-
per, we briefly overview some advanced features of the management
of fuzzy ontologies and fuzzy ontology reasoners. Some highlights
presented here are new algorithms to learn fuzzy ontologies, novel
reasoning algorithms, new methods to manage imprecise knowledge
in mobile devices, and the development of real-world applications as
a proof of concept of our developments.
1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, ontologies have become a standard for knowledge
representation. An ontology is an explicit and formal specification of
the concepts, individuals, and relationships that exist in some area
of interest, created by defining axioms that describe the properties
of these entities [11]. They have been successfully used in many
applications, making knowledge maintenance, addition of seman-
tics to data, information integration, and reuse of components eas-
ier. In the W3C’s Semantic Web stack, ontologies are represented by
a logic-based language such that knowledge expressed in Web On-
tology Language OWL. This language provides a strong mechanism
for querying and reasoning with data and its current standard version
is OWL 2 [3]. By using a reasoner, one can infer facts which are
implicitly contained in an ontology.
Ontologies have proved to be useful in many applications, but they
are not appropriate to deal with imprecise and vague knowledge,
which is very common in many real-world domains. Given that fuzzy
logic and fuzzy set theory are appropriate formalisms to handle such
imperfect knowledge [12]. Accordingly, fuzzy ontologies generalize
classical (crisp) ontologies to allow assertions that are not either true
or false, but can be partially true. More precisely, concepts denote
fuzzy sets, relations denote fuzzy relations, and axioms and facts may
hold to some degree of truth. Knowledge representation with fuzzy
ontologies can be done with languages such as Fuzzy OWL 2 [1],
while reasoning is supported by reasoners such as fuzzyDL [2].
However, there are still many open problems in fuzzy ontologies,
such as developing techniques to build them, developing efficient rea-
soning algorithms, improving the support in mobile devices, and ap-
plying them in real-world problems.
Our contributions include: (i) creating and evaluating advanced
techniques to help building fuzzy ontologies using automatic ma-
chine learning algorithms, (ii) improving the access from mobile de-
vices, (iii) proposing new efficient reasoning algorithms for fuzzy
ontologies, and (iv) developing real-world applications using fuzzy
ontologies as proof of concept.
1 University of Zaragoza, Spain, ihuitzil@unizar.es
2 FUZZY MANAGEMENT CONTRIBUTIONS
This section describes our main results on different sides of the man-
agement of fuzzy ontologies: learning, reasoning, and applications.
Learning fuzzy ontologies. A common problem is how to ob-
tain the concrete definitions of the fuzzy datatypes. We have devel-
oped a tool named Datil that implements algorithm to learn fuzzy
datatypes for fuzzy ontologies based on the values of the data prop-
erties with numerical ranges [10]. A clustering algorithm provides
a set of centroids, which are then used as the parameters to build
fuzzy membership functions partitioning the domain of a values of
the data property. Datil implements several unsupervised clustering
algorithms such as k-means, fuzzy c-means, and mean shift, and sup-
ports different input formats, including OWL 2. We have applied
Datil to many use cases:
• We categorized users according to their life style routine. Start-
ing from the values of 64 data properties (such as the numbers
of steps or calories) for 40 volunteers, collected by using wear-
ables, we learnt 4760 fuzzy datatypes (for example, low number
of steps) [10]. Then, we defined categories using linguistic terms
(for example, a couch potato walks a low number of steps).
• We computed linguistic summaries of the biometric features used
in gait recognition [8], as they are more informative for a human
than the numerical values. Using fuzzy ontologies with data from
91 volunteers, we obtained linguistic descriptions so we can say,
e.g., that the individual to be recognized has a high step length.
• Finally, we learnt the fuzzy datatypes used in a beer recommen-
dation system using a Fuzzy Beer ontology with 15317 beers [4].
For example, we learnt fuzzy datatypes for the data property ABU
(alcohol level). This makes it possible to state, for example, that
Estrella Galicia beer is associated to the linguistic label NeutralAl-
cohol with degree 0.69 by comparing its ABU (5.5) and the lin-
guistic label. An evaluation of the quality of the linguistic labels
computed by the three clustering algorithms using the opinions of
46 beer aficionados results showed that mean-shift algorithm gave
the closest results to human answers (40% of coincidences).
Another approach to compute the definition of fuzzy datatypes for
fuzzy ontologies is to build a single fuzzy datatype from multiple
fuzzy datatype definitions (i.e., by experts) by using linguistic
aggregation operators. We have developed a tool called Fudge that
implements several well-known linguistic aggregation strategies
such as the convex combination, linguistic OWA, weighted mean,
and fuzzy OWA. We have also proposed and implemented two novel
linguistic aggregation operators, based on a left recursive form of the
convex combination and of the linguistic OWA. The modular design
of this tool makes it easy to support more fuzzy operators. Fudge
supports missing data and in some cases can use fuzzy quantifiers to
define a vector of weights [7].
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Reasoning. We have extended the reasoning engine fuzzyDL in
two directions, to solve the instance retrieval and the realization prob-
lems, and to be a serializable and incremental reasoner.
• We proposed specific algorithms to solve the instance retrieval and
the realization problems with respect to a fuzzy ontology [6]. Our
algorithms are based on a reduction of the number of optimization
problems to be solved by merging some of them. Our evaluation
shows that the novel algorithm to solve the instance retrieval out-
performs the previous one, and that in practice it is common to
solve a single optimization problem.
• Reasoning on mobile devices is challenging because of their lim-
ited resources. We extended fuzzyDL to make it the first serializ-
able and incremental ontology reasoner (to the best of our knowl-
edge) [9]. This makes it possible to reuse previous inferences com-
puted by another device (e.g., a server in the cloud) without start-
ing from scratch. Essentially, we made all classes serializable, and
we implemented some prepossessing tasks that avoid repeating
computations. In an empirical test (88 ontologies) we shown that
fuzzyDL computes smaller serialized files than other serializable
reasoners (JFact). We also proved that reasoning time is smaller
with respect to the non-incremental version.
Real-world applications. We have worked on gait recognition, rec-
ommendation systems, and blockchain.
• Gait recognition implies the automatic human classification from
sequences of data about their movement patterns. It has applica-
tions in security or medicine. We used fuzzy ontologies to repre-
sent sequences of Microsoft Kinect gait data and some biomet-
ric features [8]. We built a new dataset, more reusable and inter-
pretable, with 91 ontologies. We also proposed a novel recognition
algorithm for straight line walks. It is based on fuzzy logic sim-
ilarity and a voting scheme to aggregate the values obtained for
each step of the sequence. An evaluation showed that out system
outperforms existing algorithms. We also faced the problem of the
identification of new unknown individuals.
• Beer market is a hot topic which is receiving a notable attention in
the last years. We developed GimmeHop, a beer recommendation
system for Android mobile devices using fuzzy ontologies and se-
mantic reasoners [4]. GimmeHop is able to deal with user context
(in particular, user location) by using fuzzy hedges, with user pref-
erences by using weighted mean aggregation, and with incomplete
data by using quantifier-guided OWA to provide weighting vec-
tors with different sizes. We performed an extensive evaluation of
several features of the system, including data traffic, running time,
quality of the recommendations and quality of the linguistic labels
(obtained using Datil). Our experiments show that remote reason-
ing is feasible and efficient. in terms of data traffic and time. Local
reasoning is only feasible if we limit the number of individuals:
the tested devices were able to support around 3000 beers.
• We proposed a novel architecture to integrate fuzzy ontologies and
blockchain technologies [5]. This way, users can model flexible
restrictions (e.g., the price is approximate) using fuzzy sets. The
main advantage is that it is possible to develop smart contracts
where a partial agreement between the involved parts (e.g., the
seller and the buyer) is possible. Computing the partial agreement
is reduced to solving a fuzzy ontology reasoning task (the best sat-
isfiability degree of a combination of fuzzy concepts representing
the constraints of each of the parts). This approach has four fuzzy
ontologies, a schema ontology, a personal ontology to represent
each part and a common ontology that contains the agreed values
of the smart contract. The architecture is developed on Ethereum,
using fuzzyDL reasoner to compute the partial agreements and
InterPlanetary File System to store the common ontology.
3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented some approaches in the management of fuzzy se-
mantic information, mainly in learning elements for fuzzy ontolo-
gies, solving reasoning tasks, and developing real-world applica-
tions. Regarding fuzzy ontology learning, we have described Datil
and Fudge tools. Regarding reasoning, we have extended fuzzyDL
semantic reasoner, and discussed reasoning on mobile devices. We
have also discussed applications of fuzzy ontologies in security, rec-
ommendation systems, e-commerce, and decision making.
Future work in fuzzy ontology learning includes improving Datil
by adding more sophisticated clustering algorithms. A challenge of
our applications is to go from a prototype to production stage. We
are also interested in applying both Datil and Fudge in some more
real-world domains. For fuzzyDL resoner, we would like to support
local reasoning on Android devices.
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Handling Uncertainty and Risk in Privacy Prediction
Gönül Aycı 1
Abstract. Online social network users frequently share personal
information online. While each post is targeted to a certain audi-
ence, it is not always easy to judge what the privacy implications
of shared content will be. To ensure that privacy is preserved, each
user has to think through these implications before sharing content,
which is difficult at best. Recent work advocate use of intelligent sys-
tems that can help people preserve their privacy by helping users de-
cide whether the content is private or not so that the user can take
an action accordingly; e.g., only share with family as opposed to
publicly. Most of these approaches are centralized in that they use
the data that has been shared by many users to make recommenda-
tions. First of all, we recommend privacy labels for each content.
In our proposed text-based approach, we use Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) techniques such as Term Frequency-Relevance Fre-
quency (TF-RF) while extracting features. At the learning phase, we
use Random Forest algorithm. As a classification result of learning
models, misclassified images can have different costs. Our second
goal is to develop uncertainty and risk models for prediction results
of content before sharing. Uncertainty and risk are significant con-
cepts to preserve the privacy of users by deciding privacy settings
and identifying the privacy preferences of users. Finally, we would
like to explain the decisions of models. Explainability is important
for understanding the reasons behind the predictions of proposed al-
gorithms. This part is not clear now. We can explain decisions using
such as rules of machine learning algorithms.
1 INTRODUCTION
Privacy is a significant issue for humanity throughout history. Alan
Westin defines privacy as “the claim of individuals, groups, or insti-
tutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent
information about them is communicated” [6]. Several studies sug-
gest that before the explosive growth of the Internet, individuals have
always had a desire for privacy [10, 14]. However, in recent years, an
interest in social media is increasing, preserving the privacy of users
become a popular issue. Users share content and interact with each
other in OSNs. Nowadays, there are more than 300 web sites collect-
ing the information of more than 400 million registered users [1], and
the most popular and the biggest OSNs are Facebook which has over
2.38 billion monthly active users in the worldwide as of March 31,
2019 [2], and Twitter which has 326 million monthly active members
as of October 26, 2018 [3].
Privacy of OSNs users is compromised by using social and content
sharing platforms [17]. People tend to share text-based content such
as tweets or comments and visual-based such as images or videos.
One of the most shared content types is an image in OSNs. While
sharing images, users can specify different types of relationships
“friend”, “family,” “colleague”, etc. Learning the privacy preferences
1 Bogazici University, Turkey, email: gonul.ayci@boun.edu.tr
of users from images is a popular and challenging topic because of
the subjectivity of privacy. Privacy of images can not be subjective,
we can learn privacy patterns and preferences of users using shared
images in OSNs. For instance, Zerr et al. [15, 16] conduct a study
known as the PicAlert dataset. PicAlert dataset consists of Flickr
images that are labeled as private, public, or undecidable by exter-
nal viewers. An image is considered to be “undecidable” if the user
could not decide at first glance (the annotator needs to display meta-
data of the image or use a link to show original context), or it can be
“private” if it belongs to the private sphere (e.g. self-portraits, family,
friends, your home) or contains objects that the user can not be shared
with the world (e.g. a private email), or otherwise, the rest is consid-
ered to be “public”. One of the most challenging parts of conduct our
study is to find a useful dataset. In our studies, we use the PicAlert
dataset. It is seen that 17% of the images have conflicting labels from
annotators and only 0.014% of images labeled as undecidable.
Researchers propose visual-based and tag-based approaches for
predicting the privacy of images. In visual-based studies, Squiccia-
rini et al. [12, 13] use SIFT, RGB features, and user-annotated tags,
and Ashwini [4] explores features and generates tags using a pre-
trained object CNN for the privacy prediction task. In tag-based stud-
ies, user annotated tags are used for access control policies [7], and
tool generated tags are used for privacy prediction of images [8]. Kur-
tan and Yolum [8] propose an agent-based approach that predicts the
binary privacy settings of images such as public or private using their
content tags. Their approach constructs an internal tag table and an
external tag table to learn the privacy preferences of users.
Besides privacy prediction of images, uncertainty, and risk of the
learning algorithm’s decision are greatly important. All of the wrong
decisions are not equal. When the learning algorithm makes wrong
decisions, it can cause catastrophic, and costly results. If the learn-
ing algorithm classifies private content as public, it can violate her
privacy and destroys the quality of her life. We will develop a model
of the uncertainty and risk for the privacy prediction task. One of the
candidate research questions is that can we calculate a personalized
risk? When the image will be misclassified and decide whether to
share the content according to the level of the risk and uncertainty
values.
2 NOVELTY
In our AI4P ECAI workshop paper, we propose an approach that
learns the privacy preferences of the user from tags. Different from
the previous privacy prediction models, the proposed approach uses
the Term Frequency - Relevance Frequency (TF-RF) method [9] to
extract features and classifies the image using a machine-learning al-
gorithm such as the Random Forest (RF) algorithm [5]. When a tag
does not valid in the training set, the model suggests a value for the
unknown tag based on cosine-similarity metric using vector repre-
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sentations of the tag. This method reaches acceptable accuracy scores
when there are only five tags per image.
We will develop this model using visual features of contents with
deep-learning models. There are some studies using one of the pop-
ular deep-learning architecture which is CNN [4]. However, we de-
sire to improve by integrating uncertainty and risk into the proposed
model. Uncertainty and risk are two significantly important concepts
to decide privacy settings, identify the privacy preferences of users,
and affect the happiness of users.
3 IMPACT
OSNs user tends to share information about herself. Current social
networking sites allow users to change their privacy preferences how-
ever OSNs users can have difficulties in managing their privacy set-
tings. There are some HCI studies about this issue in the literature.
For instance, some users thought that Facebook’s grouping and pri-
vacy feature too confusing or difficult to use, and some of them do
not trust Facebook [11]. The proposed model will be able to auto-
matically predict privacy settings of the content instead of her while
she is sharing content in OSNs. Whenever she desires to use it, the
model can decide whether the content will be shared or not.
When the content has tags, we want to develop a tool that will be
able to explain her privacy preferences. We are curious about what
is private to OSN users? What are the reasons behind the learning
algorithm decide whether the content is private or public? In which
case the learning algorithm does not decide? Is it possible to develop
a human-understandable tool for this purpose?
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On the Automatic Configuration of Algorithms
Marcelo de Souza∗
Abstract. This paper proposes a set of techniques for assisting the
automatic configuration of algorithms. First, we present a visual tool
to analyze the configuration process. Second, we describe some cap-
ping methods to speed up the configuration by early stopping poorly
performing executions. Finally, we propose a strategy to automati-
cally identify premature convergence in the configuration.
1 INTRODUCTION
Algorithm configuration is the task of finding one or more parame-
ter settings, also called configurations, which optimizes the expected
performance of a target algorithm for a particular set of problem in-
stances. A configuration scenario is composed by the parameter space
Θ, a set of training instances Π, and a performance metric c(, ) of
executing the target algorithm under configuration  ∈ Θ on instance
 ∈ Π. We usually define c as the running time of the execution
or the cost of the best found solution, for decision and optimization
problems, respectively.
There are different tools that automate the algorithm configuration
process. This paper focuses on the irace configurator [1], which im-
plements an iterated racing procedure to explore the parameter space.
Given the configuration scenario ⟨Θ,Π, c⟩ and a computational bud-
get B, irace iteratively samples a set of configurations and evaluates
them using racing. Statistical tests are used to eliminate configura-
tions which perform worse during the racing phase. The surviving
(elite) configurations are used by the probabilistic models to sample
new configurations for the next iteration. These steps are repeated un-
til the budget B is exhausted. B is a maximum number of evaluations
or an execution time limit.
Some difficulties arise when automatically configuring algorithms.
First, it is not easy to analyze the configuration process. Mistakes
in the design of the configuration scenario (e.g. choosing non-
representative training instances or using a too large budget) are hard
to detect. Second, configuration is costly, since many candidates must
be executed on different instances, and each execution is often time
consuming. Finally, the sampling models of irace can converge in an
intermediate point of the configuration, then the newly generated can-
didates are very similar to those already evaluated, loosing diversity.
The current convergence detection implemented in irace is not effec-
tive in most cases.
We present strategies to deal with the aforementioned problems.
First, we propose a visualization tool to analyze the configuration pro-
cess (Sec. 2). Second, we present several capping methods to avoid
wasting time evaluating poor performers (Sec. 3). Finally, we pro-
pose a new approach for detecting the premature convergence of the
sampling models (Sec. 4).
2 VISUALIZATION TOOL
We propose a tool that produces visual representations of the con-
figuration process performed by irace. Figure 1 presents an example
∗ Santa Catarina State University, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul,
Brazil (marcelo.desouza@udesc.br).
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Figure 1. Visualization of the automatic configuration of ACOTSP.
of the main plot for the configuration of ACOTSP, an ant colony op-
timization algorithm for the traveling salesperson problem. The plot
presents all candidate evaluations and indicates the beginning of each
iteration (vertical dashed lines) with the corresponding number of
candidate evaluations performed so far. Iterations with soft restart are
presented in red. Different instances are identified by distinct colors
and executions of elite configurations are represented using different
markers (⚬ for elites of the current iteration,♢ for elites of the last iter-
ation, and☆ for the best found configuration). For each iteration, we
compute the expected performance of both elite and non-elite config-
uration sets as the median of the results obtained so far. When certain
configurations were not evaluated on a given instance, we replace the
missing result values by the worst performance of the elite configu-
rations of the corresponding iteration.
The provided visualization gives an overview of the configuration
process and allows one to see how the candidates evolve over the it-
erations. We can also observe how the computational budget is used
in each iteration and compare the performance of elite and non-elite
configurations. Finally, we can identify possible mistakes in the de-
sign of the configuration scenario. For example, Figure 1 shows that
the instance represented in green must be hard, since all configura-
tions present almost the same bad performance on it. On the other
hand, the instance represented in blue must be easy, since most of
the configurations present good performance on it, in comparison to
the performances on other instances. Besides that, we observe that
from the fourth iteration on, the performance of elite and non-elite
configurations does not improve, at the same time that convergence
has been detected in all subsequent iterations, indicating a premature
convergence of the configuration process.
We provide additional features to allow the user to check more de-
tailed information about each execution by hovering the cursor on
the corresponding point. We also allow the user to control the vi-
sualization (e.g. by expanding a desired area or moving the plot)
and configure the output settings (e.g. by hiding elements or ex-
porting the plot). We also provide a second plot to see the perfor-
mance of each elite configuration on the test instances, given that
the test option was used when running irace. The tool is available
at https://github.com/souzamarcelo/cat.
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Figure 2. Original (left) and aggregated (right) performance profiles.
3 CAPPING METHODS
During the configuration, a considerable effort is usually spent eval-
uating poor candidates. For example, observe all the poorly perform-
ing executions of the first iterations in Figure 1. We introduce a set
of capping methods to speed up the configuration of optimization al-
gorithms. They use previously seen executions to determine a perfor-
mance envelope, i.e. a minimum required performance, and then use
it to evaluate how good new executions are. When the conditions of
the envelope are violated, the execution is stopped.
The capping methods behave as follows. The performance enve-
lope is computed before evaluating a new configuration on a given
instance. Each previous execution is represented by its performance
profile, i.e. the solution cost as a function of the running time, where
P (t) = c gives the cost c of the best found solution after run-
ning the algorithm for a time t (or any other measure of compu-
tational effort). Figure 2 presents two performance profiles (P1 and
P2) to be aggregated into the performance envelope. We propose two
types of envelope. The profile-based envelope is given by a perfor-
mance profile and can be obtained by applying the worst (W ) or
best (B) aggregation functions to the set of performance profiles. The
worst aggregation function selects the pointwise maximum solution
cost among the performance profiles for each value of time t, then
W (P1,… , Pn)(t) = max {P1(t),… , Pn(t)}. Analogously, the best ag-
gregation function selects the pointwise minimum solution cost, then
B(P1,… , Pn)(t) = min {P1(t),… , Pn(t)}. Figure 2 presents the ag-
gregated performance profiles for both functions on the right side.
The area-based envelope considers the area defined by the perfor-
mance profiles, instead of dealing directly with them. The area of a
performance profile P is given by AP = ∫
tf
0 P (t) dt, where tf is the
cut-off time for finished executions or the current effort of an execu-
tion in progress. In this approach, the performance envelope is given
by a maximum area available for the next execution. Similarly to the
previous strategies, the maximum area is obtained by the worst ag-
gregation functionW (P1,… , Pn) = max {AP1 ,… , APn}, or the best
aggregation function B(P1,… , Pn) = min {AP1 ,… , APn}.
We applied the proposed capping methods for the configuration of
the following algorithms: ACOTSP, HEACOL (a hybrid evolution-
ary algorithm for the graph coloring), TSBPP (a tabu search for the
bin packing problem), and HHBQP (a hybrid heuristic for the uncon-
strained binary quadratic programming). We executed irace 20 times
for each capping method and computed the mean effort savings in
comparison to configuring without capping. We also executed the re-
sulting algorithms 5 times to compute the mean relative deviation
from the best known solutions (for HHBQP, we computed the mean
absolute deviation). Table 1 presents the results when using no cap-
ping (first line), for profile- and area-based approaches (P andA) and
both aggregation functions (W and B). The best values of each sce-
nario are in boldface. We observe that all capping methods produce
significant effort savings, while the quality of the final configurations
does not degrade. As expected, the best aggregation function is more
Table 1. Mean effort savings and mean deviation for each capping method.
Cap. ACOTSP HEACOL TSBPP HHBQP
sav. r. dev. sav. r. dev. sav. r. dev. sav. a. dev.
- - 0.33 - 4.14 - 1.31 - 49.72
PW 59.7 0.37 61.3 4.22 22.6 1.25 44.3 65.16
PB 77.7 0.52 74.8 4.48 38.1 1.27 74.9 58.38
AW 26.8 0.35 27.2 4.18 12.4 1.28 17.3 46.97
AB 52.7 0.38 47.0 4.18 41.4 1.35 65.9 68.56
aggressive, producing greater effort savings but worse final configura-
tions in comparison to the worst aggregation function. More detailed
results and the source code of these and additional capping strategies
can be found at https://capopt.github.io.
4 CONVERGENCE DETECTION
The current method of convergence detection implemented in irace
is based on a distance measure between elites and each generated
configuration. If the distance is less than a threshold, the associated
sampling models are restarted. We present an alternative approach
to detect convergence, which compares the performance of the con-
figurations of the current and previous iterations, instead of analyzing
the configurations individually. If the difference in the observed qual-
ity (i.e. the mean running time or the mean relative deviation from a
lower bound) of both iterations is smaller than a threshold, the sam-
pling models are restarted.
We analyzed previous runs of irace and applied our approach to
the available data. We observe that the proposed method is able to
detect the convergence almost whenever the current method detects.
Besides that, the proposed approach is able to detect convergence in
some cases when no improvement is reached, but the current method
does not detect any convergence. We plan to extend this method to
consider not only the observed performances, but the evolution of
the probability distributions used to sample new configurations.
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preliminary experiments indicate that the proposed methods are
effective for improving the automatic configuration of algorithms.
The visualization provides useful information and can be helpful to
understand the configuration process and to identify possible mis-
takes in the configuration scenario. The capping methods led to a
significant reduction in the configuration time for different scenarios.
This allows us to scale the automatic methods to challenging config-
uration tasks. Finally, an effective method to detect convergence can
help to diversify the parameter space exploration when appropriate,
and then make a better use of the available computational budget.
For the next steps, we plan to extend the experiments. We will use
the visualizations to analyze an extensive set of configuration scenar-
ios, identifying common made mistakes and how to visualize them.
We also want to apply the capping methods using the total config-
uration time as budget and allowing irace to use the saved effort to
further explore the parameter space.
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Evolving priority rules for scheduling problems by means
of hyperheuristics
Francisco J. Gil-Gala1
Abstract. On-line scheduling is often required in a number of real-
life settings. This is the case of distributing charging times for a large
fleet of electric vehicles arriving stochastically to a charging station
in which there are a number of physical and power constraints. In this
thesis, we consider a scheduling problem derived from a situation of
this type: the one machine scheduling problem with variable capacity
over time and tardiness minimization, denoted (1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti).
The goal is to develop new priority rules to improve the results from
some classical ones as the Apparent Tardiness Cost (ATC) rule. To
this end, we propose to use Genetic Programming (GP) and state
space search. We have already developed some prototypes showing
high capacity to obtain high performing rules.
1 INTRODUCTION
Scheduling problems appear profusely in many fields of industry and
management and stand out for their high computational complex-
ity (generally they are NP-hard). For this reason, they often require
the use of advanced algorithms and techniques from Artificial In-
telligence. This thesis focuses on a problem of this class, denoted
(1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti), in which a number of jobs must be scheduled
on a single machine whose capacity varies over time, with the goal
of minimizing the total tardiness objective function. Figure 1 shows
an example.
This problem was introduced in [7] in the context of schedul-
ing the charging times of a large fleet of Electric Vehicles (EVs).
Specifically, solving the Electric Vehicle Charging Scheduling Prob-
lem (EVCSP) tackled in [7] requires solving a number of instances
of the (1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti) problem over time. Due to the computa-
tional intractability of this problem and the tight real-time require-
ments of the EVCSP, on-line scheduling represents the most (if not
the only) suitable approach to the (1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti) problem. In
[7], it is solved by means of the Apparent Tardiness Cost (ATC) pri-
ority rule, commonly used in the context of scheduling with tardiness
objectives.
The terms Dispatching Rule (DR) and Priority Rule (PR) are com-
monly used in the scheduling literature to refer to “a simple heuristic
that derives a priority index of a job from its attributes” [1]. Due to
their low computational cost, PRs are well suited for on-line schedul-
ing: the job with the highest priority among those available at a given
time is scheduled next.
Priority rules can be defined manually by experts on the problem
domain, as it is the case of the ATC rule [8], although it is clear
that automatic methods could capture some characteristics of the
scheduling problem that are not clear to human experts. For this pur-
pose, hyper-heuristics are a suitable choice as they are “heuristics to
1 University of Oviedo, Spain, email: giljavier@uniovi.es
Figure 1. Feasible schedule for an instance of the (1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti)
problem with 7 jobs and a machine with capacity varying between 2 and 5
over time.
choose heuristics” [2]. As priority rules may be naturally represented
by expressin trees, Genetic Programming (GP) [9] is a common ap-
proach. Several authors have adopted the GP paradigm for learning
rules for scheduling problems, such as job shop scheduling [11, 6],
among others.
Figure 2 shows an expression tree representing the classic ATC
rule. As usual, it includes a set of function symbols as +,-,*,/,max
or exp; a set of problem attributes as di (due date of job i), pi (dura-
tion of job i), p̄ (average duration of the unscheduled jobs) or γ(α)
(earliest starting time for the next job); and a set of constant symbols
as 1.0 or g (a parameter that must be established). In our study, we
consider a set of symbols similar to the ones above.
Figure 2. Expression tree representing the ATC rule.
In the next section we describe the thesis proposal. Then, in section
3 we review some of the research work done so far and show some
results from the prototypes developed. Finally, in section 4 we sum-
marize the main conclusions that may be drawn from the research
work done so far and some ideas for the future.
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2 THESIS PROPOSAL
The thesis is carried out within the project TIN2016-79190-R of the
research team iScOp;2 in particular within the general goal aimed at
the resolution of scheduling problems with metaheuristics and the
more specific one focused on new methods to solve the Electric Ve-
hicle Charging Scheduling Problem (EVCSP) formulted in [7].
The main objective of the thesis is to develop efficient methods to
solve the (1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti) problem online and the integration of
these methods in the EVCSP solver. More specifically:
1. Analysis of the (1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti) problem and development of
schedule generation schemes.
2. Exploiting the use of hyperheuristics, in particular Genetic Pro-
gramming, to evolve new priority rules to guide the schedule gen-
eration schemes.
3. Exploring the use of state space seach paradigm as an alternative
to GP in the context of small search spaces.
4. Design of local search procedures to be combined with the above
methods.
5. Incorporation of the evolved rules in the EVCSP solver.
3 WORK DONE AND IN PROGRESS
In [3] a GP was proposed to evolve priority rules for the
(1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti) problem. The GP follows the strategy proposed
in [9], but incorporates new elements adapted to the problem as
a smart representation of tree expressions, which allows for limit-
ing the search space, or the restriction to dimensionally compliant
rules, which are more rational and explainable. Then, a state space
search alternative termed Systematic Search and Heuristic Evalua-
tion (SSHE) is proposed in [3], which is effective in small search
spaces thanks to the use of symmetry breaking rules and a heuris-
tic procedure to evaluate candidate rules. We have also considered
the exploitation of ensemble of rules in [5]. Our approach consists in
running a small number of rules in parallel and take the result from
the best rule as the solution of the ensemble. This method is effec-
tive as long as the online requirements are fulfilled. The problem of
computing ensembles was formulated as a varaint of the maximum
coverage problem and solved by a Genetic Algorithm (GA) from a
large pool of rules obtained by other methods.
In the above algorithms, the rules and the ensembles are evalu-
ated on a set of training instances of the (1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti) problem.
Then the evolved rules are tested on a set of unseen instances with
similar features. Table 1 summarizes some results from the above
methods and provides a comparison with some classic hand desiged
rules and a Memetic Algorithm (MA) proposed in [10] to solve the
problem offline.
Table 1. Summary of results on the benchmark set proposed in [10]
produced by the methods proposed in [3, 4, 5].
Avg. Tardiness




Best rule (GP) 986.32 992.14
Best rule (SSHE) 993.90 997.05
Best ensemble (GA) 971.32 978.26
MA (30 runs) Best/Avg. 950.18/950.63 959.06/959.51
2 https://www.di.uniovi.es/iscop
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have seen that GP and heuristic search are suitable methods to
obtain prioirty rules for the (1, Cap(t)||
∑
Ti) problem, and that
these rules outperform classical ones as SPT, EDD or ATC in this
problem. We have also analyzed the use of ensembles of rules and
demonstrated that they may be suitable, but at the cost of increas-
ing the processing time. From the differences between online and
offline algorithms, we have seen that there is still room to improve.
In this regard, one of the biggest challenges is to devise some neigh-
bourhood structures that can be exploited by a local search algorithm
(LSA), which could then be combined with GP or to be exploited
to design GRASP like algorithms. The experimental results also en-
courage further research, as for example devising new optimization
algorithms or applying the proposed approach to other scheduling
problems.
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A Metareasoning Framework for Planning and Execution
in Autonomous Systems
Justin Svegliato1
Abstract. Metareasoning, a particularly effective computational
approach to bounded rationality, is the process by which an au-
tonomous system optimizes its own planning and execution in or-
der to act effectively in its environment. The need for metareasoning
has become critical to autonomous systems due to the uncertainty
about the range of their potential circumstances and the limitations
of their reasoning capabilities. My thesis develops a novel metarea-
soning framework for monitoring and controlling both the planning
processes and execution processes of autonomous systems. The plan-
ning module employs efficient metareasoning techniques that relax
unrealistic assumptions of earlier work while the execution module
employs robust metareasoning techniques that resolve a range of ex-
ceptions and maintain a level of safety. The result is a modular and
nonmyopic metareasoning framework that monitors and controls the
planning and execution of autonomous systems.
1 INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that autonomous systems cannot be ca-
pable of perfect rationality due to the intractability of optimal deci-
sion making in complex domains [5]. As a result, there have been
substantial efforts to develop computational approaches to bounded
rationality [4]. Metareasoning, a particularly effective computational
paradigm for bounded rationality, enables an autonomous system to
optimize its own planning and execution processes in order to act ef-
fectively in its environment. This enables the autonomous system to
handle any uncertainty about the range of its potential circumstances
and the limitations of its reasoning capabilities. Consequently, due to
the growth in the complexity of autonomous systems in recent years,
metareasoning has become critical to automated decision making.
There has been considerable progress in developing metareason-
ing techniques for monitoring and controlling the planning processes
of autonomous systems. For example, a recent method identifies the
best algorithm to solve a problem among a portfolio of algorithms
by compiling a model with a limited number of features to predict
the efficiency and accuracy of the each algorithm [3]. Another recent
method selects the next computation, specifically the next simula-
tion, to be performed by Monte Carlo search techniques by repre-
senting the decision as a Bayesian selection problem that maximizes
the value of information [2]. There are also many methods that de-
termine when to interrupt an anytime algorithm and act on the cur-
rent solution by using a profile that represents the performance of the
anytime algorithm [1]. However, despite these advances, developing
metareasoning techniques for monitoring and controlling the execu-
tion processes of autonomous systems has not seen much attention.
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Figure 1. A metareasoning framework for monitoring and controlling the
planning processes and execution processes of an autonomous system.
In my thesis, I develop a metareasoning framework for au-
tonomous systems that improves the efficiency of meta-level control
for planning processes and expands the scope of meta-level control
to execution processes. The framework is composed of a pair of mod-
ules shown in Figure 1. The planning module enables the system to
monitor and control its planning processes to generate policies for
acting effectively in its environment within an acceptable amount of
time. My thesis proposes methods used by the planning module that
relaxes unrealistic assumptions made by earlier work. The execution
module enables the system to monitor and control its execution pro-
cesses to act appropriately on the policies generated by the planning
module. My thesis introduces methods used by the execution module
that resolve a range of exceptions and maintain a level of safety.
The general aim of my thesis is therefore to build a metareasoning
framework, which is composed of a planning module and an execu-
tion module, that makes the following contributions.
1. Online Performance Prediction. Determine the optimal stop-
ping point of an anytime algorithm by predicting the performance
of the algorithm online to avoid relying on substantial offline pre-
processing needed to compile and maintain a performance profile.
2. Model-Free Meta-Level Control. Employ reinforcement learn-
ing methods to learn and adapt a policy that indicates when to
interrupt an anytime algorithm and act on the current solution to
handle changes in the parameters of meta-level control.
3. Adjustable Anytime Algorithms. Adjust the hyperparameters
of an anytime algorithm at runtime to attain the best solution in
the shortest amount of time using deep reinforcement learning.
4. Exception Recovery. Resolve a range of exceptions that pre-
vent an autonomous system from completing its task by recover-
ing from unanticipated scenarios during execution.
5. Safe Operation. Maintain a level of safety as an autonomous sys-
tem completes a task by periodically monitoring and proactively
avoiding potentially unsafe situations during execution.
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2 COMPLETED WORK
We describe the contributions that have been made toward the plan-
ning and execution modules of the metareasoning framework below.
Contributions 1 and 2. Autonomous systems rarely have enough
time to determine the optimal solution to real world decision-making
problems. To generate an acceptable solution under strict time con-
straints, an autonomous system often uses an anytime algorithm that
gradually improves the quality of a solution as it runs and returns the
current solution if it is interrupted. However, to exploit the trade-off
between solution quality and computation time, it must decide when
to interrupt the anytime algorithm and act on the current solution.
Existing metareasoning techniques that monitor and control any-
time algorithms rely on planning with a model, called a performance
profile, that describes the performance of a given anytime algorithm
solving a specific problem on a particular system [1]. This model is
compiled offline before the activation of meta-level control by using
the anytime algorithm to solve thousands of instances of the problem
on the system. Planning with a model, however, imposes many as-
sumptions often violated by autonomous systems in the real world.
First, there must be enough time for offline compilation of the perfor-
mance profile of the algorithm. Second, the settings of the algorithm
across every problem instance must be the same. Third, the distri-
bution of problem instances solved by the algorithm must be known
and fixed. Fourth, the CPU and memory conditions of the system
executing the algorithm must be static.
Addressing these unrealistic assumptions, we propose two metar-
easoning approaches in recent work [9, 10, 7]. Both approaches mon-
itor the performance of the anytime algorithm and estimate the stop-
ping point at runtime by expressing the state of computation in terms
of solution quality and computation time. However, the first approach
predicts the performance online with a model by using a performance
predictor while the second approach learns the performance through
experience without a model by using reinforcement learning. For
each approach, we empirically show their effectiveness on a set of
common benchmark domains and a mobile robot domain.
Contribution 4. Due to the complexity of the real world, au-
tonomous systems use decision-making models that rely on simpli-
fying assumptions to make them computationally tractable and fea-
sible to design. However, since these limited representations cannot
fully capture the domain of operation, an autonomous system may
encounter unanticipated scenarios that cannot be resolved effectively.
A simple approach to ensuring the necessary conditions of nor-
mal operation is to place the entire responsibility on the operator de-
ploying the autonomous system. However, while relying on human
judgment can improve performance, it is desirable to limit human
involvement when the conditions of normal operation are violated.
Recent work in automated exception recovery has focused on fault
diagnosis—detecting and identifying faults—during normal opera-
tion. For instance, many approaches diagnose faults by using parti-
cle filters or multiple model estimation with neural networks [11].
While these approaches detect and identify exceptions, they do not
offer a way to handle exceptions without human assistance. Building
on recent work in fault diagnosis, our goal is to develop an exception
recovery framework that detects, identifies, and handles exceptions.
We offer an approach to introspective autonomous systems in re-
cent work [8]. This system uses belief space metareasoning to re-
cover from exceptions by interleaving a main decision process with
exception handlers based on a belief over exceptions that can arise
during normal operation. We show that an introspective autonomous
vehicle is effective in simulation and on a fully operational prototype.
3 FUTURE WORK
This year, we will make the remaining contributions toward the plan-
ning and execution modules of the metareasoning framework below.
Contribution 3. Although our contributions have focused on how
to determine when to interrupt an anytime algorithm and act on the
current solution, adjusting its internal parameters to optimize perfor-
mance has not been explored yet. We are developing a metareasoning
approach that learns how to adjust its internal parameters by using
deep reinforcement learning with a rich state of computation. The
state of computation could include features specific to the problem,
algorithm, or system. Formally, this approach learns a policy of an
MDP with states representing the state of computation and actions
representing the internal parameters of the anytime algorithm. We
will evaluate our approach by learning how to adjust the weight of
Anytime A* and the growth factor of RRT*.
Contribution 5. Ensuring safety is critical to autonomous systems
that operate in the real world. We are developing an approach that
monitors and controls the execution of an autonomous system to
maintain and restore a degree of safety: a set of meta-level moni-
tors address any potential safety problems as a main decision process
completes a task. Formally, the main decision process is an MDP that
recommends actions that complete a task while each meta-level mon-
itor is an MDP that recommends actions that constrain the actions of
the main decision process. The objective of each meta-level moni-
tor is to maximize the probability of remaining in a safe region of
the state space while minimizing any interference to the main deci-
sion process. We will evaluate our approach in a simulation with an
autonomous vehicle that must navigate a route while encountering
intermittent safety issues, such as traction loss or overheating.
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Smart Object Segmentation to Enhance the Creation of
Interactive Environments
Marcel Tiator1
Abstract. The objective of our research is to enhance the creation of
interactive environments such as in VR applications. An interactive
environment can be produced from a point cloud that is acquired
by a 3D scanning process of a certain scenery. The segmentation is
needed to extract objects in that point cloud to, e.g., apply certain
physical properties to them in a further step. It takes a lot of effort
to do this manually as single objects have to be extracted and post-
processed. Thus, our research aim is the real-world, cross-domain,
automatic, semantic segmentation without the estimation of specific
object classes.
1 INTRODUCTION
The real world can be captured in 3D with methods such as pho-
togrammetry and laser scanning. The acquired data of this methods
is used to generate a point cloud from which a 3D mesh can be recon-
structed. The resulting mesh can be used for virtual, augmented or
mixed reality applications. For instance, we captured different rooms
of a hospital to produce a VR tour for the patients. All objects of
a room will be connected when transforming a room to a 3D mesh
without any processing such that no special interactions with objects
are possible. Hence, the objects have to be separated to realize spe-
cial interactions such as grasping objects in VR. In this work, we
consider the extraction of objects from the point cloud domain as,
e.g., the level of detail of single objects can be controlled individu-
ally during the mesh reconstruction.
The extraction of objects from a point cloud can be done by a
segmentation algorithm. On the one hand, the segmentation can be
conducted by a classifier where an object with a semantic meaning
should be recognized such as in [5]. On the other hand, the segmenta-
tion can be applied by a geometric method such as the region growing
algorithm or the random sample consensus algorithm [2]. The former
classification methods may only are able to extract learned objects
accurately. The latter geometric methods are mostly unbiased but of-
ten hard to tune as certain expert parameters have to be set. Hence, we
apply deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to segment a point cloud
to make use of the geometric segmentation methods in combination
with neural network agents. The approach for the segmentation of a
point cloud is schematically depicted in Figure 1. An agent perceives
the point cloud with the progress of the segmentation as observation
and chooses an appropriate action. Subsequently, the agent perceives
the next observation and a reward that represents the goodness of the
action in context of the segmentation. The aim of the approach is that
the reward is maximised such that the agent segments a point cloud
optimally. By our knowledge, the novelty of our approach is that the



















Figure 1. Schematic of the deep reinforcement learning segmentation ap-
proach.
agent conducts the segmentation in a sequential environment without
the explicit knowledge of classes or expert parameters.
2 POINT CLOUD SEGMENTATION
We consider point clouds of the form P ∈ R|P |×D as a matrix of
points. There are |P | points in the point cloud and an i-th point
pi ∈ P has D ≥ 3 features whereas the first 3 features are spa-
tial features. A segment of a point pi is characterised by the value
si ∈ N ∪ {0}. The objective of the segmentation of a point cloud is
to assign each point pi to a segment si 6= 0 such that each segment
represents an object. Initially, each point pi is unsegmented what we
encoded with si = 0. The output of the segmentation is a vector
ŝ ∈ (N∪ {0})|P | and we will denote the true segment vector with s.
Optimally, the generated segment vector ŝ that can be produced by
an agent is equal to the true segment vector s. A certain true segment
should be denoted as k and an assigned segment that is generated
during the segmentation will be denoted as j.
3 RELATED WORK
Liu et al. [3] leveraged DRL for the semantic segmentation of point
clouds. An eye window that looks to a point cloud is controlled by
a deep q-network. A reward vector is computed by a 3D convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) which also receives the input of the eye
window. The output of the 3D CNN is the probability that the eye
window contains a target class object. Zhong et al. [6] also used re-
inforcement learning (RL) in combination with point clouds to solve
a semantic segmentation problem. We also use RL in combination
with point cloud processing. However, we do not consider a semantic
segmentation problem. Instead, the agent should segment the objects
without taking care about the explicit class of the object.
4 APPROACHES
Currently, we consider three major components to approach the prob-
lem of Section 2:
1. Data: Multiple point clouds with the corresponding true segment
vectors for the training of the agent.
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2. Mapping: A structure, e.g. a dictionary, that maps an assigned seg-
ment vector j to a true segment k. The mapping is used during the
segmentation to reward the agent.
3. Environment & Agent: The environment accepts certain actions
from an agent, e.g. such as a deep neural network (DNN), to con-
duct a segmentation step.
4.1 Region growing
We developed an environment that uses the region growing algorithm
as first approach. A DNN agent sees a point cloud as observation, es-
timates the parameters of a region growing algorithm and earns a
reward value. The data is generated by sampling points from virtual
mesh scenes. Hence, a point to object relationship exists for the train-
ing of the agent.
The reward function rewards the agent for correctly assigned
points at the end of an episode. The number of unsegmented points u
and the number of erroneous assigned points e are counted. To count
e, an assigned segment j has to be chosen that represent the true ob-
ject with segment value k. This is done by taking the mode jmax
over the distribution of assigned segment values within a true seg-
ment k. If a mode jmax already exists in the mapping, the next best
mode will be selected. If every assigned segment is already mapped,
all assigned points within the true segment will be considered as er-
roneous. In contrast, the mapped assigned segment j within a true
segment k will be considered as correct. Hence, all points can be
categorised as erroneous, unsegmented or correct such that a reward
r = 1− e+u|P | can be calculated.
4.2 Perceptual grouping of superpoints
The approach in Section 4.1 has the following disadvantages:
• The point normals have to be calculated for the region growing
algorithm which can be error-prone.
• No real world point clouds are used.
• The reward is sparse as it is calculated at the end of the episode.
• If using DNNs such as PointNet [5], a certain number of points
have to be sampled from the cloud.
Therefore, we developed an environment that uses point cloud
scenes that are generated from the ScanNet data set [1] as the data
set contains reconstructed labelled mesh scenes. A DNN observes
the point cloud from multiple perspectives as rendered images and
segments it in a perceptual grouping task (PGT). Concretely, a point
cloud is divided into groups of points, named superpoints, by the
voxel cloud connectivity segmentation algorithm [4] that also out-
puts an adjacency graph of the superpoints. During the PGT, a main
and a neighbour superpoint are selected by a certain selection strat-
egy whereas the agent can decide to group them or not. A schematic
of the PGT with the superpoint growing selection strategy is depicted
in Figure 2. The black rectangles visualise the true segments and the
whole green box a point cloud. The coloured isles visualise the su-
perpoints. The grouping suggestions are highlighted with coloured
dots in the middle of the coloured isles. The main superpoint has a
red dot and the neighbour superpoint a blue dot. The neighbourhood
adjacency graph is visualised by the black line connections between
the superpoints. After a grouping is confirmed, the neighbours of the
neighbour superpoint will also be considered as neighbours of the
main superpoint and put on top of a FIFO queue. The main super-
point region is grown till all neighbours are visited. After that, the
Figure 2. Schematic of the superpoint growing environment to realise the
point cloud segmentation as perceptual grouping task.
next main superpoint is chosen and the procedure begins from the
beginning. Additionally, if a superpoint region is finished, the reward
will be computed if determinable.
5 FUTURE WORK
Experiments with an multiview convolutional neural network agent
in the environment of Section 4.2 are promising but lead to local op-
tima. This local optima can emerge by assigning the correct number
of objects while disregarding the object borders. Moreover, the re-
ward sparsity can be diminished by using heuristics during the group-
ing process.
To use point clouds from different domains, we also focus on the
virtual generation of point cloud scenes such as described in Section
4.1. Currently, we try to optimise the point cloud generation by a ray
tracer such that lighting information of the points are included.
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Improving Agent Interaction Safety Through
Environmental Control and Regulation
Norah Aldahash1
Abstract. Safety control of autonomous agent has emerged to be
an important topic for research, and much effort is made to provide
guarantees on predictable and robust agents. However, a trait of au-
tonomy of agents is to have the ability to interact and exist among
other agents, thus increasing the issue of safety. Non-Stationarity of
the environment, conflicting goals and heterogeneity of agents are
some of the challenges that face safe and optimal behavior of au-
tonomous agents. This study aims to address this problem from the
system level, where the environment takes a supervisory role and im-
proving safety of interactions through a governing agent. The role of
the governing agent is to monitor and control: run-time monitoring of
interaction of agents modeled with an Interaction Petri net (IPN) and
controlling environment parameters based on analysis of IPN safety
properties.
1 INTRODUCTION
Safe and robust AI has become a major concern as intelligent sys-
tems are prevalent now more than ever. There is general consensus
on the need to develop techniques for verification and safety con-
trol of modern AI systems. The autonomy of agents and their abil-
ity to independently make decisions expose risk and impose many
challenges. Therefore, there is uncertainty in AI behavior that poses
robustness and predictability issues, which are further pronounced
and more complex in the instance of multi-agent coordination and
cooperation.
Currently there is a notable increase of AI systems that involve
multiple agents interacting and coordinating to accomplish tasks,
such as disaster area rescue and robotics. Safety issues relating to
interaction scenarios that might be harmful to other agents should
be assessed rather than only safety issues that exist on the single
agent level [4]. Numerous studies have been undertaken to investi-
gate safety problems of autonomous agents but there is a need to
further analyze risks of interaction of multi-agent systems.
Safety concerns for autonomous agents operating in a multi-agent
environment would not only arise from individual design of agents
but may result from interaction and coordination mistakes. Multi
agents typically exist in a dynamic, asynchronous, partially observ-
able environments which may compromise correct sequence of mes-
sage interactions. Moreover, as each agent takes an action towards its
goal, it alters its surroundings thus presenting a non-stationary envi-
ronment. This research approach to resolve such problems arising
from interaction of agents through supervisory control.
Methods of verification for multi-agent systems vary but the ma-
jority of work focuses on model checking and formal methods dur-
ing design time. However, such methods need to be complemented
1 University of York, UK, email: na1005@york.ac.uk
with run-time verification of agent interactions. [1]. Safety control
of autonomous multi-agent systems can be realized through an ex-
ternal governing agent for monitoring and control. By observing au-
tonomous interaction among agents, a governing agent is designed
to identify areas of risk in multi-agent interaction and intervene by
altering defined environment parameters to reduce interaction mis-
takes. While formal methods are based on proving the correctness of
system properties run-time monitoring and control is based on con-
tinually evaluating a trace of execution and detecting faults. For this
purpose, we explore a Colored Petri net model to capture the trace
of interaction between agents and propose the Interaction Petri net
to be evaluated during system execution for violations of interaction
protocols.
This research mimics the Dedale environment [7] designed to cre-
ate a real-life testbed that is open, dynamic and asynchronous for
MAS research. We create a similar environment to evaluate the pro-
posed Petri net model for run-time monitoring and control. Dedale
presents a treasure-hunting problem where heterogeneous agents
move through a connected graph to collect treasure. The graph also
contains Well nodes that cause an agent to terminate when visited.
There are different kinds of agents: Collectors to pick up treasure,
Explorers to explore the graph for treasure and Tankers who are
responsible for accumulating it. However, limited perception and
communication range imposes difficulties for agents to interact and
achieve their goals.
2 BACKGROUND
There has been a proliferation of work on Petri net based model-
ing of multi-agent systems for purposes of design, verification and
validation. This indicates conformance of Petri nets ability to model
multi-agent systems and represent its characteristics as a dynamic,
concurrent system.
A Petri net is a graphical model consisting of places represented by
circles, transitions represented by bars and arcs which can be directed
from places to transitions or from transitions to places. A place can be
marked with one token or more and the distribution of tokens among
places is called a marking of a net [9]. The net structure is determined
by arrangement of places and transitions while movement of tokens
between places caused by firing a transition demonstrate its dynamic
nature. Previous Petri net models have been created for verification
during two different phases of a system life-cycle: design time and
run-time. In the analysis and design of MAS Petri nets has shown
to naturally model agent architecture and proven to produce feasible
models of both agent architecture [3] and agent communication and
interaction [5]. Petri net based analysis techniques and simulation
facilitated early detection of faults and assessment of liveness and
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dead-lock properties.
On the other hand, run-time models enable verification of system
properties. In [2] they focus on temporal properties of a real-time
system and present a run-time verification method by comparing ob-
served behaviour with a Time Basic Petri net model of expected
behavior and specified time constraints. In contrast to modeling a
correct specification of agents behavior, this work aims to create a
model which captures run-time behavior for the purpose of analysis
and fault detection of interactions.
3 AGENT INTERACTIONS PETRI NET
The goal of the proposed Interaction Petri net is to trace message
exchanges between agents for the objective of monitoring and con-
trol. Previous work by [5] builds a net to model a specific interaction
protocol, alternatively the IPN would model the collection of interac-
tions. The objective is to provide an all-inclusive view to enable the
analysis of the state of communication such as: status of send mes-
sages, exchange of environment information, open requests. IPN is
based on Colored Petri nets, a high-level Petri net that differs from
low-level Petri nets in terms of tokens, here tokens hold a data value
and belong to types. A place in the IPN represents an agent, a tran-
sition represents the action of sending and responding to messages.
Tokens are defined to feature messages available to agents with a
structure that supports FIPA message structure and metadata [6]. A
token is a message instance which the agent intends to send to an-
other agent. The event of firing a transition results in consuming a
token from an input place and producing it in an output place. Hence,
movement of tokens replicate the dynamic interaction taking place
between agents. Based on [8] we define the IPN as a seven-tuple =
(P ,T ,A, Σ,C,G,E):
1. P is finite set of places. A place p is added for each agent.
2. T is a finite set of transitions t such that P ∩ T = φ. A transition
t is created for each pair of places to model the event of send
message.
3. A ⊆ P × T ∪ T × P is a set of directed arcs. The set of directed
arcs represent a link between an agent place and the event of send
message transition .
4. Σ is a finite set of non-empty colour sets. In the IPN a message
colour set is defined as a union of data types and holds variables
such as performative,sender and receiver.
5. C : P → Σ is a colour set function that assigns a colour set to
each place.
6. G :T → EXPR is a guard function that assigns a guard to each
transition t which holds a Boolean expression. They define con-
straints on firing a transition which is based on the interaction pro-
tocol.
7. E : A→ EXPR is an arc expression function that assigns an arc
expression to each arc a such that it holds the colour set as the
place connected to the arc.
4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND
REGULATION
Complexity of a multi-agent system require safety control of not
only the agent level but the system level as well. We aim to achieve
this by introducing parameters of the system environment that are
governable to improve the safety of interaction. For example in the
described Dedale environment a parameter would be the number of
agents: a new agent can be added to replace a terminated agent. An
Figure 1. Run-time monitor and control architecture
architecture of the monitor and control framework is illustrated in fig-
ure 1: it entails capturing a trace of execution through the Interaction
Petri net, which then is analyzed by a governing agent to determine
if safety properties are satisfied. The result of evaluation determines
if it is required to alter environment parameters to ensure correct in-
teraction among agents.
5 EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION AND
CONCLUSION
This research will create a governing agent that monitors and con-
trol agent interaction to minimize mistakes. This agent will control
defined environment parameters based on observing the proposed In-
teraction Petri net. A case study has been implemented to evaluate the
proposed framework and assess agent interactions with and without
a governing agent.
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Recognition and learning of agent behaviour models
Stanislav Sitanskiy1
Abstract. This paper provides an overview of my PhD research
project which focuses on the definition of a behaviour model as a
strategy that an agent uses on selecting actions for solving problems,
and on Behaviour Trees as a tool for describing the specified model.
The work, firstly, aims to finding the best method for recognizing a
behavior model in a given action plan o data received from sensors.
This will be followed by developing the framework for behaviour
learning from the same type of data and its representation by means
of Behaviour Trees. The findings can contribute significantly to video
game designers and developers, smart-things area, digital assistants
and guides, robotics, etc.
1 INTRODUCTION
Research on AI is more and more focusing towards explainable tech-
nology that accounts for the outcomes of programs and products.
One important aspect in this direction is the ability to recognize the
behaviour patterns of an application in order to make sensible and
informed decisions, predictions or explaining selected choices. An-
other equally important aspect is the possibility of learning agents be-
havior to accelerate the construction of intelligent behaviours, or the
investigation of certain fragments of the learned behaviour. The be-
haviour of a system goes beyond the model that governs the physics
of the domain; i.e., the model determines the legal actions that can
be performed and under which conditions whereas the behaviour de-
termines the reasons for choosing one action among many options
or the order in which actions will be performed. Generally speaking,
the model tells us what can be done, the behaviour tell us how this is
done.
Differences in behavioral models can be illustrated by the exam-
ples of plans in Table 1, executed by two planning agents when solv-
ing a problem of a Logistics domain, a classical planning domain in-
troduced in the first International Planning Competition2. This prob-
lem consists in transporting packages P1 and P2 from location L1
to location L2 with two available trucks, T1 and T2. Plan A follows
Behaviour 1 (which consists in loading all of the packages in the
truck before starting to unload), whereas plan B follows Behaviour 2
(which consists in transporting all the packages one by one).
There exist various methods that can be exploited for describ-
ing the behaviour of an agent. Finite State Machines (FSMs) are
widely used, for instance, for decision making in game AI. The dif-
ficulty in reusing transitions in FSMs is a major limitation in plan-
ning since addressing the same goal for a number of objects of the
same type requires using the same type of actions. Another solution
is using Behaviour Trees (BTs), which focus on making individual
states modular and so they can be easily reused in different parts of
1 Valencian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence, Universitat
Politècnica de València, Valencia - Spain, email: stasiig@inf.upv.es
2 http://ipc98.icaps-conference.org/
Table 1. Two example plans, representing different behaviours: Plan A -
load all of the packages in the truck before starting to unload and Plan B -
transport all the packages one by one
Plan A Plan B
A1: LOAD P1 T1 L1 A1: LOAD P1 T1 L1
A2: LOAD P2 T1 L1 A2: DRIVE T1 L1 L2
A3: DRIVE T1 L1 L2 A3: UNLOAD P1 T1 L2
A4: UNLOAD P1 T1 L2 A4: DRIVE T1 L2 L1
A5: UNLOAD P2 T1 L2 A5: LOAD P2 T1 L1
A6: DRIVE T1 L1 L2
A7: UNLOAD P2 T1 L2
the behaviour[8, 3, 2]. A BT is a static, tree-like, hierarchical struc-
ture representing the behaviour of an agent in a human-editable way.
It has origin in the video-game industry and was introduced to re-
duce games AI-definition complexity and substitute FSMs. It is ac-
tively used to model the behaviour of non-player characters (NPCs)
in video-games and have been used in Halo, Bioshock, and Spore.
This technology quickly gained popularity and now it is included in
the major game engines like CryEngine, Unreal Engine, and Unity.
Usually BTs are created by hand by game designers and developers
to define the agent action policy and parts of them can be mixed or
reused to create new behaviours for other agents.
In our work, we aim to uncover the behaviour of a planning agent
and develop a system which, on the base of the physical model of
the world, could automatically extract behaviour from data received
from sensors or user activity logs to create the BT that describes it.
We have divided the achievement of this goal into two stages: first,
we will focus on the agent behaviour recognition and, then, we will
work on methods for learning this behaviour.
2 STATE OF THE ART
Discovering behaviour of a planning agent is closely related to the
concept of activity and plan recognition [14] but it stresses a differ-
ent dimension of the acting agent. While plan recognition puts the
focus on identifying the goal or intention of the agent, and the corre-
sponding path to achieve it, given some observations of its behaviour
[9, 4, 13], a behavioural analysis aims at finding the patterns that
govern the know-how of the agent. In this sense, it can be argued that
analyzing the behaviour of a planning agent resembles the purpose
pursued within pattern discovery in data mining [6]. The objective
is certainly similar but a key distinction lies in that a planning agent
builds up a plan by using an action model and so the behaviour of the
agent does not solely respond to some goal-driven strategy but also
to some (unknown) model that governs the physics of the domain.
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As far as we know, most of the research in this area is focused on
activity and plan recognition.
With respect to the problem of agent behaviour learning, several
approaches for learning this behaviour in the form of BTs can be
found. In [1], a method based on Reinforcement Learning (RL) is
described for learning BTs in unknown dynamic environments. The
BT is learned through the combination of a greedy algorithm with
genetic programming (GP). However, due to the GP, this approach
requires good computational power to have a result in reasonable
time and it needs the environment prepared for RL, which is not al-
ways available in real-life applications.
Another work[11] presents Learning by Observation methods for
the construction of BTs that will be used in the high level con-
trol of the widely known real-time strategy game Star Craft. In a
nutshell, this method consists of creating a maximally specific tree
based on the player’s actions log, which iteratively is reduced due
to the searching for identical patterns using motif finding (GLAM2
software[5]). These patterns are then combined into new sequences
and inserted into the original tree. The process ends when all pat-
terns are found. Although proved to reduce sequences of player ac-
tions by almost two orders of magnitude, this approach still produces
large BTs which makes difficult to them be edited by hand and it is
not sophisticated enough to separate out most parallel or reactive ac-
tions. Moreover, the way in which the trees are reduced necessarily
removes information, so it is possible that important information is
lost in the process.
3 BEHAVIOUR RECOGNITION
In accordance with the first part of the thesis, we are interested to find
out the strategy that the agent uses when calculating the plans that
solve the planning problems. In order to understand the behaviour of
the planning agent, we first putted the focus on the order of solving
the problem goals. Particularly, we were interested in studying if the
agent follows some behavioural pattern to address the problem; e.g.,
sequentially solving the problem goals, interleaving actions oriented
at achieving different goals or any combination of these strategies.
Therefore, we used BTs to define several behaviours for solv-
ing the problems of the Logistics domain [12]. Then, the planner
LAMA[10] was used to solve the same problems with different ver-
sions of the original domain, adapted to simulate these behaviours.
Finally, each problem solved with LAMA was compared to the plans
for that problem obtained with the BTs in order to decide which be-
haviour was following. For doing this, we tested plan-plan distance
metrics presented in work[7]. In addition, we introduced a novel met-
ric, which is an extension of the metric based on sequence of states
that uses disjunctive landmarks. Our experiments show that using
these metrics to recognize the underlying behavior has some limita-
tions. Mainly, these metrics, based in plan-plan distance, have dif-
ficulties in identifying a behavior when both plans, even following
the same behavior, differ in the order in which the agent reaches the
goal, as well as in the method of choosing the resources to achieve
the goal.
Trying to overcome these limitations, we are currently working on
the improvement of recognition methods by using machine-learning
algorithms. Specifically, we are working on splitting plans on n-
grams of a given length before applying a classifier (Naive Bayes,
Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree). N-gram usage allows to
extract the action order and resource usage in the action context, or
to detect the object evolution. An additional technique that we are
testing is to preprocess the plan for better feature extraction. This
preprocess consists in resource anonimization, allowing to resolve
the syntactical difference between semantically equivalent plans.
4 BEHAVIOUR LEARNING
Upon completion of the previous stage and the best way for rec-
ognizing a behavior model is selected, we plan to proceed to the
development of a methodology for behavior learning. If the goals
are successfully achieved, it will be provided a technique that will
greatly simplifies the creation, modification and maintenance of be-
havior models for agents that can be used in various areas of IT, for
example, controlling characters in computer games, digital assistants
and guides, smart-things, robotics, etc.
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Integrating Open-ended Learning and Planning
for Long-Term Autonomy
Gabriele Sartor1
Abstract. Classical planning is still a powerful tool able to per-
form rather complex reasoning on domains defined by a high-level
representation. However, its main problem is the lack of flexibil-
ity in the definition of the domain. Once the representation of the
world is defined by the expert, the capabilities of the agent are fixed
and, consequently, also its potentially achievable goals. For this rea-
son, many researchers have shifted their attention on developing sys-
tems able to produce autonomously a high-level representation of the
world, resulting from the experience gathered during the interaction
with the surrounding environment. IMPACT (Intrinsically Motivated
Planning Architecture Curiosity-driven roboTs)2 has been our first
attempt to implement a software architecture using high-level plan-
ning and able to extend its operational capabilities.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, traditional planning robotic systems have been
developed providing the agent the knowledge necessary to perform
tasks defined at design time. However, in some cases, particularly in
space exploration missions [6], the agent could need to deal with un-
foreseeable situations or simply detect a variation in the environment
dynamics without the human intervention.
Consequently, many researchers have started to study new meth-
ods to abstract knowledge learned during the interaction with real
world in order to encapsulate the complexity under an easier rep-
resentation, suitable for performing high-level planning. Recently,
some methods have been proposed to translate the agent’s experi-
ence in PDDL representation [7]. For example, it has been proposed
an algorithm translating low-level information about the initial and
final states of each action, called options, into a fully working propo-
sitional symbolic planning domain [5]. Some works have also started
to reconcile deep learning with more abstract representations [4]. For
instance, a system demonstrated the possibility to autonomously gen-
erate a first-order logic (FOL) representation compatible with sym-
bolic classical planning, using neural networks [1]. In this case, the
most important element developed has been a particular autoencoder,
able to transform the feature vectors of the objects visualized in im-
ages into a FOL description, and vice versa.
The project IMPACT [9, 8] has extended the previous work creat-
ing an open-ended learning system [3] able to learn new capabilities
interacting with a simulated environment, abstract this knowledge
into propositional PDDL as in [5] and plan on it.
1 Università degli Studi di Torino, Italy, email: gabriele.sartor@unito.it
2 This research has been supported by the European Space Agency (ESA) un-
der contract No. 4000124068/18/NL/CRS, project IMPACT (Intrinsically
Motivated Planning Architecture for Curiosity-driven roboTs). The view
expressed in this paper can in no way be taken to reflect the official opinion
of the European Space Agency.
2 CURRENT RESEARCH
In the last years, the importance of space missions is increasing. In
particular, the next most challenging missions are focusing on the ex-
ploration of Mars. The robots designated to perform the experiments
on-site will have to be equipped with all the knowledge necessary to
deal with their duties with a high degree of autonomy because of the
latency of communications between the Earth and Mars. For this rea-
son, it is important to build systems as autonomous as possible, but
also able to extend their operational capabilities on-site in order to
face changes in the environment, unforeseeable events and increase
the utility of the mission discovering new aspects of the world and
achieve goals unknown at design time. IMPACT has been our first
try to develop such software architecture.
This system is implemented as a three-layered architecture inte-
grating the following main modules:
1. Planning, reasoning on the initial knowledge of the world and op-
erational capabilities included in the agent at design time used to
reach the mission goals;
2. Abstraction, translating the low-level data gathered during the
mission into a propositional domain of the environment;
3. Learning, responsible for learning new skills, triggered by the
robot’s curiosity [10].
Figure 1. IMPACT high-level software architecture.
In figure 1 it is shown the architecture of our software system,
divided in three layers. The lower one, the Functional layer, con-
tains the modules dealing with the low-level information of the en-
vironment. It implements the controller of the robot and the learning
ability integrating the GRAIL system [10], an intrinsically motivated
reinforcement learning (IM-RL) component able to extend the com-
petences of the agent. This component can autonomously discover
interesting states of the environment and, using a competence-based
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IM-RL algorithm, acquires a new skill to reach that significant con-
figuration.
Instead, the Executive layer is a mapping level in which (i) the
high-level planning operators are translated into commands for the
controllers and (ii) low-level information is transformed into a PDDL
representation of the world [5], suitable for planning. In particular,
the abstraction of the low-level information is crucial for such sys-
tems, because it defines the type of representation and, consequently,
the limitations of the higher level. For example, despite its simplic-
ity, the propositional representation can limit the expressiveness of
the higher level, given that it is not possible to generalize similar ac-
tions and features.
The high-level planning domain and the planning system, imple-
mented using the ROSPlan framework [2], are included inside the
Decisional layer. This level is responsible for deciding how the high-
level goals have to be achieved and controlling the execution feed-
backs received from the lower layers, in order to potentially replan
its activities. The top layer has also to decide the schedule of the goals
to be achieved. For this purpose, it has been developed also a simple
component called Long-Term-Autonomy Module (LTA-M). The idea
of such component is to create a decisional module selecting the next
tasks to be performed in the future, in order to increase as much as
possible its satisfaction in terms of mission goals and extension of
operational capabilities. In other words, it implements strategies to
alternate the achievement of intrinsic and extrinsic goals.
The system described in this paper has been tested in two different
space exploration scenarios. In particular, we simulated a scenario in
which a robotic arm is sent to Mars in order to pickup some stone
samples necessary for its experiments [8]. In the simulation, we as-
sume that the robot is designated to explore two interesting valleys
in which the scientists of the mission control center want to perform
analysis of the ground. In the first valley, the agent is able to pickup
samples of stones without any difficulty, while in the second one the
stones have a particular concave shape. During its activities, the agent
tries to pickup a vase-shaped stone in the second valley, discovering
that it is not able to grasp with its current capabilities because of
its dimensions, failing to reach its high-level goal. The failure trig-
gers its curiosity towards the unexpected situation and tries to learn a
new way to grasp the unknown object. The intrinsic motivated com-
ponent GRAIL [10] detects a curious state and stores it as intrinsic
goal. When the agent decides to focus on that interesting state, it will
try to reach again that situation with a high level of confidence. Af-
ter several attempts, the system learns to grasp the new object and,
exploiting the execution layer, to abstract this new discovered aspect
of world creating a new symbol and operator to deal with it. In this
way, it has been demonstrated that the architecture has been able to
extend its operational capabilities and the potential of this system.
3 FUTURE WORKS
The architecture presented in the paper could be still improved in dif-
ferent aspects. One of the most important limitations of the system is
the use of a high-level planning propositional representation. This ap-
proach is not effective in terms of scalability, because each aspect of
the world has to be represented with a specific symbol. Instead, first-
order logic representation can use parametrized symbols and opera-
tors to generalize some aspects in a more compact description. Given
the potential of the autoencoders in generating a representation from
the world [4], we will examine the possibility of combining them
with open-ended learning to deal with such limitation.
Another component to be examined in depth is the LTA-M [6],
which still presents a simple form. We will examine the possible
strategies to manage the long-term needs of the agent based on the
goal required by the user and its curiosity. A possible extension could
be exploiting the high-level planning to reach less explored states in
order to increase the possibility of encountering new intrinsic goals
and, consequently, learning new aspects of the world. Lastly, our in-
tention is to generalize this architecture in order to extend the range
of applicability of this methodology.
4 CONCLUSION
We proposed an open-ended learning architecture able to learn new
competences, abstract this knowledge and reasoning over this new
representation extending its operational capabilities. Robotics system
autonomy is a branch of research of increasing importance. However,
in this field, autonomy and interpretability seem to be two orthogo-
nal aspects[1]. We think that an abstract representation of the domain
will be fundamental for keeping track of the agent’s improvement
caused by its learning components. Consequently, we intend to im-
prove the robustness of this architecture and generalize it for a wider
range of applications.
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A Computational Trust Model for Task Delegation
Jeferson J. Baqueta 1
Abstract. In cooperative environments is common that agents del-
egate task to each other to achieve their goals, since an agent may
not have the capabilities or resources to achieve its objectives alone.
Thus, in order to delegate a task, the agent needs to deal with in-
formation about the abilities, expertise, and goals of their partners.
However, the lack or inaccuracy of these information may affect the
agent’s judgment about a given partner; and hence, increases the risks
to rely on an untrustworthy agent. Therefore, in this work, we aim
to present a trust model that combines social image and reputation
concepts in order to produce a most reliable information about the
characteristics and abilities of agents.
1 INTRODUCTION
In Multi-agent systems (MAS), trust and reputation models have
been adopted as an important solution in order to ensure security
and efficiency [2][8]. In particular, these models offer mechanisms
to punish inappropriate behaviors of agents and improve the partner
selection process in uncertain situations [4]. Generally, in this kind
of models, the agents are rated (e.g., good or bad) as they interact
with other agents in the society. Thus, a good partner may be iden-
tified based on the ratings about its behaviour. In turn, these ratings,
are performed along the time considering a certain context (i.e., the
agent’s characteristics such as velocity, strength, or expertise).
In task delegation scenarios, evaluating partner agents just consid-
ering their characteristics (internal factors) may be risky, since dele-
gation involves to rely on someone [3]. Therefore, the environment
conditions, as well the risks associated to a given decision (external
factors), should be considered before delegate a task to a partner. In
this sense, in [5] a trust model that combines the internal and exter-
nal factors into a trust measure is proposed, which is adopted in [3]
to evaluate the risks to delegate tasks. In particular, in the literature
there are other works and models that use trust to solve the task del-
egation problem (e.g., [6][1]). However, in general, the trust concept
is modeled based on the agents’ capabilities or the task requirements
(e.g., cost, time, and quality) (internal factors).
In this work, we aim to extend the trust model proposed in [5]. In
our approach, the trust measure is computed through the social im-
age (agent’s opinion) [4], reputation (third party’s opinion) [9], and
agents’ goals. In [5], it is assumed that the inputs of the model are
fed by the beliefs of agents, which are produced through agents’ di-
rect experiences. In particular, the use of image and reputation allows
that the agents share their experiences each other, increasing the vol-
ume of information available. Thus, the increase of the number of
information sources tends to improve the decision-making process
of agents, including the decisions about delegation. Moreover, in the
1 Federal University of Technology - Parana (UTFPR), Brazil, email: jefer-
sonbaqueta@gmail.com
model presented in [5], some parameters, such as the causality rela-
tionship among the concepts of the model, have their values prede-
fined and need to be configured by a human specialist. In particular,
this configuration is essential according to the application, since the
agents’ profiles rely on this context. In our approach, we believe that
these configuration could be defined dynamically by agents themself
according to their goals. Since this research is its initial state, we
have focused on the use of social image and reputation concepts to
compute the internal factors elements discussed in the trust model.
2 TRUST MODEL STRUCTURE
In our trust model, we consider that the task delegation is based on
the skills of the agent partner. In particular, an agent may have several
skills and each skill can be decomposed in different criteria. Thus, an
agent may receive different ratings about its skills according to the
needs and expectations of the appraiser agent. In this case, a given
agent can play more than one role in the society and receive a distinct
evaluation for each one of them, including, being able to stand out
more in one role. For instance, a doctor (skill) can be evaluated con-
sidering several criteria, such as his experience, service price, among
others. At the same time, this doctor could be evaluated by his skill
to play the guitar. In this case, a same agent plays two distinct roles,
which must be evaluated considering different criteria. Therefore, an
appraiser agent could evaluate the target agent based on the target’s
reputation and/or its personal image about the target’s skills.
As discussed in [4], the social image is a social evaluation asso-
Figure 1. The proposed trust model and the relationship among concepts
(Fuzzy Cognitive Map).
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ciated to functions or roles that a given target plays on. Generally,
the social image is associated to a personal appraiser’s opinion about
a target. In turn, reputation can be defined as an opinion shared by
the majority of the member of the society, which can be built based
on gossip. Moreover, as discussed in [8], image and reputation can
have different relevance for the appraiser agent. In this sense, the per-
sonal opinion of an agent may be more important and significant for
it than the opinion from other agents, and vice-versa. This situation
is represented in Figure 1, where the image affects more significantly
the I/R node than reputation. Therefore, in our model, the opinion of
third parties can be compared to personal opinion of an agent during
the decision process of rely on another agent.
Our trust model is built using a Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) [7],
as it shown in Figure 1. A FCM is defined through a set of nodes
connected by weighted edges. The nodes represent the concepts that
describe the evaluation characteristics, and the weighted edges rep-
resent the causal relationships that exist among concepts [10]. Gen-
erally, the values assigned to edges are represented by the interval
[-1,1], where -1 means a negative causal relationship, 0 means neu-
tral, and 1 means a positive relationship. Thus, when two concepts
are connected by a positive edge, the increase on the value of one of
concepts causes an increase of the value of other concept (positive
causality). On the other hand, when the concepts are connected by a
negative edge, the increase on the value of one of concepts causes a
decrease on the value of other concept (negative causality).
Furthermore, in our approach, an appraiser agent may generate a
different FCM for each target’s skill, where each FCM is represented
as a tree. In particular, the leaf nodes represent the criteria associated
to the evaluated skill and the others nodes represent the essential con-
cepts of the model. As it is possible to see in Figure 1, to estimate the
value of internal factors node, in our evaluation, we consider the so-
cial image and reputation of a given target agent, the target’s know-
how, which represents the previous services provided by the target
for other agents (i.e., target’s references), and the target’s availabil-
ity, which indicates if the target is available to perform the task in a
given instant of the time. In relation to external factors, the risks and
opportunities can be estimated based on the beliefs and perceptions
of agents about the environment (e.g., privileged information or an
obstacle that may prevent the execution of a given task).
It is important to note that an appraiser agent computes the social
image about a given target agent aggregating its impressions pro-
duced from the past interactions with this agent (its personal experi-
ences). In particular, an impression is a rating that an appraiser agent
performs about the service provided by a target agent (after the target
completes the delegated task). In turn, the aggregation of impressions
into a social a image is performed through a weighting mean, similar
as defined in [9]. Moreover, the appraiser may share its social image
with other agents in the society. In this case, the shared image will
circulate in the society as a gossip. On the other hand, when an agent
receives different images about the same target agent, this agent can
aggregate these images into a reputation.
In conclusion, in order to compute a trust measure, the input
nodes’ values of the FCM are propagate until arrive at the output
node. Thus, for a given node n in a level i, its value is computed tak-
ing the sum of the values of all nodes in the level i − 1 (connected
to n) multiplied by the corresponding edge weights. In particular, us-
ing a threshold function (e.g., f(x) = tanh(x)), the resulting node
value is squashed into the interval [–1,1], where the value -1 means
the worst rating value for a given concept, 0 means a neutral rating,
and 1 means the best value.
3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We have presented a general view about a model of trust that takes
into account internal and external factors to compute a trust measure.
In this work, we only discuss the computation of internal factors of
this trust model, which is based on the social image and reputation
information. As future work, we intend to explore means to compute
the risk and opportunities that make up the external factors of the
trust model. Moreover, as a starting point, we intend to study some
of the works discussed in [1], since these works provide approaches
to handle the risks (environmental risk).
Additionally, we intend to propose a trust model where the goals
of agents are taken into account before they decide to rely on another
agent. In this case, the agent’s goals could be used as indicators for
the risk decisions making, since according to the state and impor-
tance of a goal, the agent may or not take a more risky stance. In
particular, we intend to evaluate this model based on the amount and
quality of the completed tasks performed by partner agents.
Finally, as discussed in [3], the use of FCM depends on the hu-
man intervention, since the edges’ values (causal relationship among
the concepts) must be defined by a specialist. We believe that these
weights could be defined by agents themselves according to their
goals, since the agents could adjust the causal relationship among
the concepts of the FCM as they learn with the environment or with
other agents.
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Verification and Validation of Planning-based
Autonomous Systems
Anas Shrinah 1
Abstract. The verification and validation of planning domain mod-
els is one of the biggest challenges to the deployment of planning-
based automated systems. In this work, we propose an approach that
increases the robustness of planning domain model verification by
eliminating false positive counterexamples using model checkers and
state trajectory constraints planning techniques. Additionally, we de-
fine planning domain model functional equivalence and develop a
method to compare the functionality of two planning domains by in-
tegrating planners and Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers.
1 INTRODUCTION
Erroneous planning systems could fail to find a plan, generate un-
realistic plans that will fail to execute, produce unsafe plans or im-
properly execute correct ones. In planning-based automated systems,
such flaws could cause catastrophic consequences in real world op-
erations. This project aims to provide automated support to verify
planning-based autonomous systems are clear of such errors.
This work seeks to address three challenges: performing robust
planning domain model verification of safety properties; validating
the correctness of a planning domain model with respect to a given
formal requirement in an automated fashion; and automatically de-
bug failed test cases in test-based verification of planning-based au-
tonomous systems to pinpoint the root cause of such failures.
The following sections summarise the work done on the first two
challenges.
2 PLANNING DOMAIN MODEL
VERIFICATION OF SAFETY PROPERTIES
The state-of-the-art verification methods for planning domain models
are susceptible to false positive counterexamples, i.e. counterexam-
ples that are unreachable by sound planners when the domain un-
der verification is used for a planning task. Designers can be mis-
guided to needlessly constraint domain models due to such unreal-
isable counterexamples, thereby potentially inhibiting necessary be-
haviours. In addition, false positive counterexamples can lead verifi-
cation engineers to overlook counterexamples that are reachable by
planners.
Our proposed method to overcome this shortcoming is to use plan-
ning goals as constraints during verification, a concept borrowed
from verification and validation research [3]. Thus, we introduce
goal-constrained planning domain model verification, an approach
that eliminates invalid planning counterexamples per se.
1 University of Bristol,UK, email: anas.shrinah@bristol.ac.uk
A valid planning counterexample is defined to be a sequence of ac-
tions that falsifies a given safety property before achieving the plan-
ning goal from the initial state, while none of the sub-sequences of
the counterexample can achieve the goal.
Definition 2.1. A valid planning counterexample for a safety prop-
erty, p, of a planning problem is a non-redundant plan, π, that falsi-
fies the safety property, π 6|= p.
Valid counterexamples have to be non-redundant to exclude any
plans that are enriched with action sequences that are unnecessary
to achieve the planning goal but required to falsify the safety prop-
erty. Therefore, the scope of our method is limited to non-redundant
planners, as sound planners can generate plans that have redundant
subsequences.
Thus, to guarantee the resulting counterexamples are valid, we
constrain the verification problem with the planning goal, and we
exclude any counterexample that is a redundant plan.
2.1 Goal-constrained planning domain model
verification using model checkers
To force model checkers to return only valid planning counterexam-
ples, the safety property is first negated and joined with the planning
goal in a conjunction. This conjunction is then negated and supplied
to the model checker as an input property. The final property re-
quires the model checker to find a counterexample that both, falsifies
the safety property and satisfies the planning goal. Unlike Def. 2.1,
these steps permit sequences that falsify the property after satisfying
the goal. However, planners terminate the search once the goal has
been achieved, thus rendering such sequences unreachable. These se-
quences are prohibited by augmenting the model transitions guards
with the negation of the goal. This restricts all transitions once the
goal is achieved.
2.2 Goal-constrained planning domain model
verification using planning techniques
The state trajectory constraints introduced in PDDL3.0 [4] are used
to perform planning domain model verification. Firstly, the negation
of the safety property is expressed using PDDL3.0 modal operators
and embedded in the original domain model as a state trajectory con-
straint. Then a planner uses the modified model to perform the ver-
ification process. If the modified domain model permits producing
plans that, along with achieving the goal, contradict the safety prop-
erty, then the original model can also produce such unsafe plans.
Thus, the returned plan constitutes a valid planning counterexam-
ple. On the other hand, if the planner fails to find a plan for the given
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goal while using the modified domain, then the original domain is
safe and the safety property holds in any plan produced for that goal.
3 PLANNING DOMAIN MODEL VALIDATION
Planning domain model validation is one of the key aspects
of Knowledge Engineering in Planning and Scheduling (KEPS).
Among other tasks, this activity is concerned with checking the cor-
rectness of a planning domain model with respect to a given refer-
ence. If the requirements are described informally, then the process
of validating the domain model is also informal [5]. On the other
hand, when the requirements are described formally, it is feasible to
perform formal validation.
There are applications where a planning domain model and its ref-
erence are both given in the same formal language, like PDDL. For
example, evaluating the quality of automated planning model learn-
ing algorithms. For this application, a hand crafted model is used to
generate a number of plans that are fed to the model learning method
and the produced planning domain model is validated against the in-
put model [1, 7].
Another application is related to planning domain models opti-
misation methods [2, 6]. These techniques learn operator sequences,
called macro-operators, and add them to the planning domain models
to help planners solve planning problems more efficiently. A crucial
verification task is is to ensure that the addition of macros does not
alter the functionality of the original domains. In other words, check
that the modified and original planning domain models are function-
ally equivalent.
Planning domain model validation can also be used to check if two
planning models, that allegedly represent the same domain, are actu-
ally equivalent [5]. This validation task compares two independently
developed domains for the same model in critical applications and
exposes any discrepancies.
Validating the equivalence of planning domain models is a chal-
lenging task. Two planning domain models could be equivalent and
yet have different appearances. They could have a different number
of operators. Moreover, operators and predicates could have differ-
ent names between the two domains. The following definitions and
theorem provides the theoretical base for our method.
Definition 3.1. Two planning domains D1 and D2 are functionally
equivalent if and only if there is a bijective mapping from the pred-
icates of D1 to the predicates of D2 such as when the predicates of
D1 are substituted with the predicates from D2 as per the predicates
mapping, the reach set of each domain is contained in the reach set
of the other domain for any set of objects.
Definition 3.2. The reach set of a planning domain model D over a
set of objectsObj is defined using the set of actionsA as the union of
all successor states of all states of the state space S that is spawned
from the sets of the domain predicates and the world objects Obj.
The successor states of a state s ∈ S are produced by applying all
applicable actions from A in the state s.
Theorem 3.1. For a set of objects and two planning domain mod-
els, D1 and D2, with the same set of predicates, the reach set of the
planning domain model D1 is a subset of the reach set of the plan-
ning domain model D2 if and only if the reach set of each operator
from the domain D1 is a subset of the reach set of a sequence of
operators from the domain D2.
The condition of the same predicates can be generalised to two
different sets of predicates with a proper mapping function. We omit
the proof due to lack of space.
Ultimately, we intend to check whether two planning domains are
functionally equivalent. First, a planner is used to find all potential
macros from one domain that cover the functionality of each one of
the operators in the other domain. This is done for both domains.
Then, we use a SAT solver to find a consistent mapping between the
predicates of the two domains while respecting the operators func-
tionality coverage as decided in the first step. If such mapping is
found, then the two domains are functionally equivalent.
The main challenge for this method is that when there is no con-
sistent mapping for the predicates, the time and space requirement
for proving that the planning domain models are not equivalent will
grow exponentially with the size of the domains. However, we expect
the worst-case scenarios to be very rare in real life applications, as
there are necessary but not sufficient conditions that could easily dis-
prove planning domain models equivalence for most non-equivalent
domains.
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this abstract, we have summarised our goal-constrained planning
domain model verification method of safety properties. An approach
that increases the robustness of planning domain model verification
by eliminating false positive counterexamples. We have also intro-
duced the planning domain model validation problem and have pro-
posed a method to check the functional equivalence of planning do-
mains. Currently, our method can just confirm whether two domains
are equivalent or not. As future work we aim to improve our algo-
rithm to decide on the similarity between planning domain models by
means of some distance measures. As a new research direction, we
will investigate how to automatically debug failed test cases in test-
based verification of planning-based autonomous systems to pinpoint
the root cause of such failures.
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Improving Visual Reasoning
in Visual Question Answering Systems
Kervadec Corentin1
Abstract. Visual Question Answering [3] (VQA), which requires
answering a textual question on an image, has become an interesting
test-bed for the evaluation of the reasoning and generalization capa-
bilities of trained computational models. It deals with open questions
and large varieties, and solving an instance can involve visual recog-
nition, logic, arithmetic, spatial reasoning, intuitive physics, causal-
ity and multi-hop reasoning. In this extended abstract, we present our
approaches to improve reasoning capabilities in VQA systems.
1 CONTEXT: VISUAL QUESTION
ANSWERING (VQA)
High-capacity deep neural networks trained on large amount of data
currently dominate methods addressing problems involving vision or
language such as Visual Question Answering (VQA). The emergence
of such models were possible thanks to the construction of large
databases such as VQAv2 [5] (256K images with at least 3 questions
for each) or GQA [7] (1.7M question-answer pairs and 180K im-
ages), both based on real images. Early work in vision and language
understanding focused on separate models for each modality fol-
lowed by multi-modal fusion [4, 13]. More recently, high-performing
models adopt self-attention architectures and BERT-like training ob-
jectives, which complement the main task-related loss with other
auxiliary losses correlated to the task [12].
The Generalisation Curse However, despite out-standing im-
provement made on standard VQA benchmarks, current models
show a spurious tendency to over rely on harmful language and con-
text biases present in the training corpus [2]. For instance, some mod-
els reproduce gender biases [6] observed in the training set, or others
are myopic and only read half of the question [1]. One could say that
the resulting VQA models ”guess” the answer instead of performing
a ”reasoning”. One the other hand, a blind model (which have only
access to the question) achieves a surprisingly high accuracy – 44%
of correct predictions on the VQAv2 [5] dataset. Thereby, it seems
that the ”generalization curse” affects as much VQA methods than
the benchmarks used to evaluate them.
In that context, our work contributes to the emergence of new
VQA models which are less prone to learning harmful biases and
thus more reliable in real-world scenarios. Our approach is two-fold:
• Defining extra supervision signals in order to guide the model’s
reasoning,
1 Université de Lyon, INSA-Lyon, LIRIS UMR CNRS 5205, France; Orange
Labs, Cesson-Sévigné, France; corentin.kervadec@orange.com




















Figure 1. The model is trained to minimize the distance between the
prediction and the target in a semantic space using our semantic loss LSEM.
• Improving the way we measure the reasoning behavior: analysing
dependency toward context biases and generalisation capacities.
2 CONSTRAINING VQA VIA SUPERVISION
Great efforts have been made to design efficient multimodal neural
architectures [4, 13], providing helpful inductive biases for VQA,
aiming to model relations between words and objects. In our work,
we show the benefit of adding supplementary training objectives in
order to better take advantage of these architectures. In particular we
propose three approaches: a fine-grained object-word alignment, a
language-grounded object detection module, and a semantic loss.
Weakly Supervised Object-Word Alignment [8] The VQA task
requires different levels of understanding, from a global image-text
comparison to fine-grained object-word matchings. In our paper
Weak Supervision helps Emergence of Word-Object Alignment and
improves Vision-Language Tasks [8], we show that adding an ex-
plicit fine-grained object-word alignment supervision improves the
visual reasoning ability. In particular, we demonstrate the benefit of
our method on VQA (GQA [7]) and Language-driven Comparison
of Images (NLVR2 [11]). The latter is interesting as the NLRV2 [11]
dataset has been conceived to be robust towards visual biases. Hence
we demonstrate how the proposed fine-grained object-word align-
ment supervision really helps improving the visual reasoning. In Fig-
ure 2 we provide a comparison of the visualization of hidden atten-
tion maps learned by the model with and without the supervision.
Language-grounded object detection for VQA Current VQA
models rely on an object detector to extract object-level features from
the image. However, its role is limited to providing boxes and feature
embeddings for general object categories, independent of the ques-
tion to be answered. We then propose to add a question-grounding
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Figure 2. Visualization of the attention maps of the penultimate (=4th) inter-modality transformer. Word-object alignment does not emerge naturally for the
baseline (without object-word alignment supervision), whereas our model with the proposed weakly-supervised objective learns to pay strong cross-attention
on co-occurring combinations of words and objects in the scene. (Rows represent words and columns represent visual objects)
(a) (b)
Figure 3. We re-organize the GQA dataset [7] in a fine-grained way: (a) a
distribution shift allows to validate and evaluate in OOD settings; (b) our
distribution shifts are tailored to different imbalanced question groups.
module to the standard object detector, supervised to select visual
regions which are required for predicting the answer2. This has two
main advantages: (1) filtering out useless objects which can mislead
the VQA model; and (2), retrieving additional objects, which would
have been missed with standard process. We test and assess the effi-
ciency of this approach on the GQA dataset [7].
Estimating Semantic Structure for the VQA Answer Space [9]
Following the same approach, i.e. constraining models via additional
supervision signals, we propose a Semantic Loss [9] aiming at struc-
turing the answer space of VQA models (cf. Figure 1). It comple-
ments the traditional classification loss by helping the model to learn
semantic relations between answers. We demonstrate the benefits of
the semantic loss by evaluating it on the VQA-CP [2] benchmark,
conceived to measure the dependency over language biases.
3 MEASURING REASONING BEHAVIOR
During our experiments, we experience difficulties to properly mea-
sure the impact of contextual biases on the VQA performance. In par-
ticular, we observe that standard benchmarks [5, 7] repeat in the test
set the harmful biases observed in the training, leading to mislead-
ing scores and covering the true behavior of VQA models. Then, in
our paper Roses are Red, Violets are Blue... But Should VQA expect
Them To? [10], we propose a large-scale study revealing that sev-
eral state-of-the-art VQA models fails to address questions involving
infrequent concepts. From this result, we design a new VQA bench-
mark named GQA-OOD based on a fine-grained re-organization of
2 Submitted to an international conference (still under review).
the GQA [7] dataset and dedicated to the evaluation of the reason-
ing and generalisation behavior (cf. Figure 3) 3. Our study leaves a
big room for improvement for bias-reduction methods and we hope
it will contribute to the emergence of new VQA models.
Future work We aim to pursue the analysis of reasoning behavior
in VQA. Indeed, one of the major drawback of current studies is
the lack of diagnosis explaining why and how VQA systems works.
Better understanding VQA models will push forward the emergence
of new models capable of what we call ”visual reasoning”.
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Stylistic Dialogue Generation in Narratives
Weilai Xu1
Abstract. In this report, this PhD programme is presented through
a brief literature review. The main goal of the PhD programme is
aiming to explore the influence of generating dialogues with narra-
tive knowledge for presenting style variety using deep learning tech-
niques. The progress to date shows that our approach is able to pro-
vide style variety for generated dialogues from the perspective of
narratives based on personality features.
1 INTRODUCTION
Dialogue is an important way to convey and exchange informa-
tion in daily lives but also translates to virtual story world. A story
or a narrative is an ordered sequence of connected events in which
one or more characters (or entities) participate. Normally, a narrative
can be divided into two constituent parts: plot (or story) and dis-
course. A plot is made up of several elements composing the result-
ing narrative, such as locations, characters, their relationships, nar-
rative actions, etc. Finally discourse denotes an instantiation of the
plot through a means of presentation which can be expressed in dif-
ferent ways (e.g. visual, text, sound, etc.). In narratives, including a
lot of character interactions, dialogue usually plays an essential role
to express the plot and the personalities of characters.
Dialogue generation is a problem of renewed interest in AI, in
which many contributions have been made recently due to the rise of
deep learning techniques [6, 8, 9] . However, most of these works de-
liver content information through the generated sentences, focusing
on the aspect of “what” to say, rather than the aspect of “how” to say
it, which relates to combining stylistic information with the semantic
content. In this case, we argue that there is still a need for work to be
done to meet this promising target.
By incorporating additional features, some works have generated
utterances and sentences in natural language using deep learning,
providing style variety to some extents, such as speaker profile [6, 8]
, personality [5, 8] , and sentiment or emotion [3, 4]. Although such
features can offer positive outcomes for the generation of varying
styles in more generic dialogues, it remains difficult to apply these
features into a successful approach for stylistic narrative dialogue
generation. Primarily, these works alter the conditions of a single ut-
terance or sentence during generation, which means these features
affect word-level local expression within individual sentences. How-
ever, These features are mostly explored on the perspective of in-
terlocutors, which cannot reflect the authoring actions and designs
by authors in storytelling. Additionally, these considered features are
not narrative specific, but instead are simply extracted from and ap-
plied within task-oriented domains (e.g. customer service and restau-
rant booking). Only very few of these features would be relevant for
narrative domains, such as TV series, films, games, etc.
1 Bournemouth University, UK, email: wxu@bournemouth.ac.uk
Therefore, based on the updated research, the goal of this PhD
programme is to explore the potential of how to generate dialogues
within the scope of narratives with various styles. In order to reach
this goal, some research questions are proposed as follows:
1. Why is it promising that incorporating narrative-based fea-
tures for generating stylistic dialogue?
2. What approach can be used for representing and adding
narrative-based features into the neural dialogue system in or-
der to provide various styles?
3. What differences do the additional features make to the gener-
ated dialogues using this approach, and how to evaluate them?
Since it is an interdisciplinary PhD programme, the academic
works on storytelling, narratives, natural language generating and
machine learning have been widely reviewed and researched, for dis-
covering a combination point where the dialogue generation can be
boosted by the knowledge in narratives. Therefore, the three main
contributions are supposed to be made at the end of the PhD are listed
as follows,
1. A review discussing the reasons that neural dialogue generation
approach could be and should be leveraged in narrative area.
2. An approach that incorporate narrative-based features (e.g. per-
sonality) into deep neural dialogue system and an experiment for
evaluating this approach.
3. A dataset which contains great amount dialogues along with nar-
rative features on different aspect, parsed from IMSDb.
2 PROGRESS TO DATE
So far a mid-term major report was completed with two research
works published amid the PhD programme [10, 11]. In these two
publications, we have discussed and analysed the existing related the-
ories and approaches in both computational narrative and natural lan-
guage generation communities, aiming for discovering and exploring
the potential connections between both. During this time, we found
that most dialogue generation research works require further knowl-
edge of narratives, which is the main motivation of this PhD in order
to improve the approach for more stylistic dialogue generation within
the context of narratives.
In [11], we introduce a stylistic dialogue modelling based on
different linguistic features on the aspect of genre diversity and
the relationship between characters. We intend to incorporate these
narrative-based feature model into neural dialogue generation pro-
cess. Also, we design a workflow using LSTM neural model and ex-
plain how the features are fed into the system theoretically. We build
the foundation in this paper for the further implementation stage.
In [10], we explore the influence of different personality-based
features for dialogue generation. Character is a essential element in
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storytelling that responsible for progressing the storyline and con-
veying the intention of authors. Particularly, personality represents
the figure that authors create, reflecting the authorisation to the
biggest extent according narrative theory [7]. Therefore, we imple-
ment LSTM-based neural dialogue system, and trained the system
on the self-processed corpus with dialogue text and personality la-
bels, which are collected from the screenplays in IMSDb. The results
from evaluation show that our approach has the capacity to provide
style variety of generated utterances across different personality trait
combinations by the metrics of edit distance and cosine similarity.
The generated utterances can be altered according to different cer-
tain personality trait combination using trained dialogue generation
system on narrative perspective (partial results shown as Figure 1).
For example, we observe that utterances with extravert personality
(i.e. high extraversion) tend to have more variety than with introvert
personality (i.e. low extraversion).
Figure 1. Mean edit distance between two personality trait combinations
pair-wisely of 30 test utterances in the Drama genre. Each row and column
labels contain the labels of three personality traits (extraversion, emotional
stability, and agreeableness). These labels are ordered by the label High,
Medium, and Low for each trait. A blank control combination without trait
label is placed on the first row and column, labelled None.
The approach has also been implemented using transformer ar-
chitecture and pre-trained GPT-2 language model. A well-designed
user study has been launched for evaluating to what extent do the
additional features affect the quality of generated dialogues from the
perspective of narratives. In the user study, each dialogue is reviewed
on three dimensions for evaluating dialogue quality (Grammar, Con-
sistency, and Readability), and the personality setting is identified for
the evaluation of approach reliability. By analysing the results, it is
promising that the proposed questions could be answered properly.
It is a novel experimental approach by which we explore the po-
tential of incorporating narrative-based features into neural dialogue
generation system using deep learning and big data, differing from
most previous research in narrative community using plan-based and
rule-based methodology (e.g. [1, 2]). Therefore, the main contribu-
tions of this PhD are applying different narrative-based features in the
neural dialogue generation procedure, as well as to evaluate and find
which feature(s) provide more influence to the generated dialogues
and provide more styles in the context of narratives.
However, based on progress so far, we noticed challenges in the re-
search. First, it is difficult to define and quantify narrative-based fea-
tures, while most of the existing corpora in natural language contain
the features which are easy to classify in taxonomy, such as speakers’
gender and age, the topics of the dialogue, etc. Therefore, we have to
define our own narrative-based features derived from narrative theo-
ries and create corpus with such features. Second, we found that there
is a lack of effective existing methods for representing these features
as the formations for the neural networks. To address this limitation,
we are working on adapting existing methods to represent features
with the utterances and embed them into neural dialogue system.
3 DISCUSSION
In this report, we introduce an overview of the whole PhD pro-
gramme with three research questions, after discussing and analysing
the research gaps from current related work. We also briefly present
and explain our up-to-date progress to answer those questions.
It is widely witnessed that neural language model has achieved
huge improvements in natural language process and generation and
text is also a important way for presenting narratives. Therefore, we
believe it is possible to combine them to generate narrative-based
stylistic dialogue with the support of advanced techniques.
We believe that the observations and discoveries from this PhD
programme could be a start and a tryout to apply deep learning tech-
nique and big data to boost narrative dialogue generation. And we
also believe that our research can be applied in plenty of potential
scenarios, such as helping the authors creating huge amount of con-
versations between different characters by popping utterance options
corresponding the character settings or previous storyline progress.
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Improving Robustness of Emotion Recognition in
Multi-Accent and Multilingual Speech
Aaron Keesing1
Abstract. Speech emotion recognition (SER) is receiving increas-
ing interest due to the popularity of speech-enabled devices. The aim
of SER is to estimate the emotional state of a person from the acous-
tic and linguistic content of their speech. While much work has been
done to improve SER on monolingual native speech, less work has
been done in the multilingual case, and cases where the speakers are
L2 speakers. This research aims to improve the robustness of SER in
multi-accent and multilingual scenarios. For the multi-accent case we
are particularly interested in including accents of non-native speak-
ers that influence their prosodic patterns and perceived emotion. To
solve this issue we intend to use three machine learning techniques:
automatic data augmentation, self-training, and transfer learning.
1 INTRODUCTION
Speech emotion recognition (SER) is a sub-field of artificial intel-
ligence and affective computing that aims to predict the emotional
state of a person from their speech. It is cross-disciplinary by na-
ture, at the intersection of human-computer interaction (HCI), AI,
speech processing, psychology, affective computing, and having a
wide range of applications.
A definition of emotion proposed by Cowie et al. [3], defines emo-
tion in the negative as, “whatever is present in most of life, but ab-
sent when people are emotionless,” noting that ‘emotionless’ tends
to have a stricter definition than ‘emotional’. They also discuss the
issue of defining ‘realistic’ or ‘naturalistic’ emotions. Realistic emo-
tions are not prompted and tend to better represent the occurrence
of emotional expression in everyday life. On the other hand, acted
emotion may be more contrived.
Typically, a discrete list of basic emotions is used, such as Ekman’s
[4] ‘big six’. Continuous emotional models are most commonly im-
plemented as a two-dimensional arousal-valence space; arousal mea-
sures the degree of activity that an emotion excites, while valence
measures how positive or negative the overall feeling is. Additional
dimensions have also been used in emotion recognition, such as dom-
inance and power [2].
An important issue to consider for multilingual research is any cul-
tural variation in emotional perception and expression. The research
indicates that there are both similarities and differences in emotional
expression and perception [12] across cultures. People in disparate
cultures are able to correctly identify the emotions of a people in
another culture based on facial images [5], or speech [11], however
their accuracy is greater within-culture.
There are a several datasets that have been used for emotion recog-
nition, but they have two main problems. Firstly, the datasets are
1 University of Auckland, New Zealand, email: akee511@aucklanduni.ac.nz
quite sparse in the sense that the space of possible emotional expres-
sions is quite vast, while each dataset typically focuses on a specific
language and a few fixed emotions. The second issue is the compat-
ibility of datasets for comparison or combination; different datasets
may use different emotion words for discrete labelling, or may dif-
fer in the type of annotation. There are additional issues when com-
bining corpora for testing multilingual SER because the meaning of
emotion words may be different across languages. An issue relevant
to accent-robustness is that databases usually contain speech only of
native speakers in a similar geographic location, thus having simi-
lar accents. The converse is that a reasonable amount of accented
speech data is available, but without emotional annotations. One part
of our research is to gather emotional annotations of different ac-
cented speech using crowd-sourcing.
Features used in SER can be linguistic but are more commonly
acoustic, and can be the raw waveform itself, the spectrogram, or
specific descriptive features. Descriptive features start with low-level
descriptors (LLDs) which represent different aspects of the speech
signal (e.g. energy, pitch, formants, MFCCs, etc.) and are calcu-
lated in short duration (≈25ms) frames from the signal. From LLDs,
functionals (such as mean, max, standard deviation, regression co-
efficients) are calculated across frames, segments or utterances. Se-
quence models may use the LLDs directly, while classifiers use a vec-
tor of functionals calculated. Four standard feature sets in SER are
IS09 [14], IS13 [13], GeMAPS, and eGeMAPS [6]. More recently,
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) can be trained in an end-to-end fashion either directly from
the time-domain signal, or from the spectrogram. Alternatively, un-
supervised learning can be used to automatically learn representative
features that encode the acoustic signal, which can subsequently be
used in another classifier.
2 RESEARCH GOALS
This research has two main broad research goals:
• Create emotion recognition models that are robust against changes
in speech accent, including from non-native speakers.
• Create emotion recognition models that are robust against changes
in language and culture.
In particular, for the first research goal, the aim is to correctly predict
the emotional state of speakers with different accents of the same
language. For the second research goal, the aim is accurate emotion
recognition in multiple languages. Robustness means that a model
does not perform significantly worse on novel accents/languages that
it would when training on those accents/languages. In both cases the
criteria for success are achieving accuracy on unseen test data that
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is comparable to what would be achieved in the within-corpus case,
which should be at least that of standard baseline models such as
SVM. It will be more difficult to compare to ‘state of the art’ multi-
corpus results, unless those results use the same datasets, emotional
annotations, and evaluation procedures, which is less likely given the
greater variability when using multiple corpora.
3 METHODOLOGY
Thus far, some baseline within-corpus results with various feature
sets and model types have been tested, serving as baseline for fu-
ture research and comparison with multi-corpus testing. Develop-
ment tools and an emotion recognition testing framework have been
developed and made open source2.
In this research, speech data in multiple accents, including L2
speakers, will be gathered from pre-existing datasets, and crowd-
sourcing will be used to provide emotional annotations. This will
supplement existing datasets of emotional speech in different ac-
cents. The crowd-sourcing will be done through a crowd-sourcing
platform, where emotional annotation tasks can be created and com-
pleted by volunteers for a small payment. Once a task is com-
pleted, it will be determined as satisfactory or unsatisfactory based
on both self-consistency and a minimum level of agreement with
other raters [1]. For greater flexibility in testing and for compatibil-
ity when combining with other emotion datasets, annotations will
include both emotion words and the three emotion dimensions of va-
lence, arousal and dominance. We will follow a similar procedure to
[9], in which reference clips are inserted periodically in order to de-
termine whether an annotator’s performance is decreasing, and con-
clude the annotation session if performance drops below a certain
threshold. Self-assessment manikins [7] will be used to aid in the
dimensional annotation, where annotators can select pictorial repre-
sentation of the emotional dimensions on a five-point scale. Once
multiple annotations are collected for each clip, a majority vote will
be used on the discrete labels as the ‘gold standard’ for training a
classifier, and the mean dimensional values after annotator normali-
sation will be used for regression.
When training models, data augmentation such as SpecAugment
[10] will be used to slightly non-linearly warp the the spectrogram
along the time axis. Another data augmentation technique is vocal-
tract length perterbation (VTLP) [8] which randomly scales the fre-
quency axis linearly. Care must be taken, however, that the spectro-
gram is not modified so much as to increase the variance in prosodic
features between emotions. Masking in time and frequency, and
adding white noise, can improve robustness against differing record-
ing conditions and audio quality.
The main focus will be on discrete emotion classification. Ini-
tially, for better comparability to previous results, emotion classes or
arousal/valence will be mapped to binary arousal and valence. When
combining corpora in the same language, a common set of emotional
labels will be used if possible.
After testing using only data augmentation techniques, self-trained
models will be tested with data augmentation. This is a weakly-
supervised technique whereby a small amount of labelled data is used
to train a model, after which it generates labels for unlabelled data
which it uses to train itself, and so on, in an iterative fashion, in or-
der to bootstrap the model on mostly unlabelled data. This is ideal
for emotion recognition due to the sparsity of annotated emotional
speech data but relative prevalence of general speech data.
2 https://github.com/agkphysics/emotion
We also aim to test the improvement that transfer learning gives
over the methods described above, to see to what extent transfer
learning is required for robust emotion recognition across accents
and languages. Transfer learning uses a small amount of labelled or
unlabelled target data to change the model’s distribution towards the
target distribution.
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Fuzzy Quantified Protoforms for Data-To-Text Systems: a
new model with applications
Andrea Cascallar-Fuentes1
Abstract. A huge quantity of data is generated every second which
contains valuable information we need to extract. In this context, the
tools that allow to communicate the results of these analyses in a
comprehensible way to human decision makers are not so developed.
This is where data-to-text (D2T) systems, a discipline that focuses on
the automatic generation of texts from various sources of numerical
or symbolic data, is presented as a useful technology. D2T systems
are capable of processing large amounts of numerical data, generat-
ing comprehensible texts that contain relevant information for users.
The objective of this thesis is threefold: i) the proposal of new
models composed by fuzzy protoforms that include geographical in-
formation. ii) An empirical assessment and comparison of the impact
of the selection the fuzzy quantification method to assess their em-
pirical behavior when applied for the evaluation of fuzzy quantified
sentences and iii) the design of a model to manage the imprecision
of temporal knowledge.
1 INTRODUCTION
Organizations generate and consume large amounts of data that have
real value insofar as they can be transformed into relevant and useful
information, which can be effectively transferred so that it is con-
sidered in the decision-making processes. In this context, although
the tools for data analysis are already very common, the tools that al-
low to communicate the results of these analysis in a comprehensible
way to human decision makers are not so developed. This is where
data-to-text (D2T) systems, a discipline that focuses on the automatic
generation of texts from various sources of numerical or symbolic
data, is presented as an emerging technology of undoubted useful-
ness. Within the more general area of the Natural Language Gen-
eration, D2T systems [16] are capable of processing large amounts
of numerical data, converting them into texts that contain relevant
and understandable information for users, so that information can be
automatically extracted from said data and communicated in an in-
tuitive way. An important task within these systems is the analysis
of data made to obtain the basic pieces of information that will be
later integrated into the texts. This phase is called data processing or
content determination [22] and is one of the objectives of this thesis.
At the same time, in the fuzzy logic and soft computing fields
many approaches were proposed to generate describe data using
linguistic terms [28], for instance, Linguistic Descriptions of Data
(LDD) [18] which summarize in a linguistic form one or more nu-
merical variables and their values, using the general notion of proto-
form [27]. Protoforms can follow several structures being unary and
1 Centro Singular de Investigación en Tecnoloxı́as Intelixentes
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binary linguistic descriptions the most common in the literature.
Unary descriptions have the following structure: “Q X are A”,
where Q is a linguistic quantifier, X is a linguistic variable defined
on a given referential and A is a fuzzy linguistic value (property) of
X. For instance, in “Most temperatures are normal,” “Most” is the
quantifier, “temperatures” is the linguistic variable and “normal” is
a linguistic value of temperatures.
Binary descriptions follow the structure “Q DX are A” where an
additional fuzzy property “D” is defined on the same referential
of X . For example, in Most temperatures in the North are normal
“North” is the additional fuzzy property (D).
Evaluating a quantified sentence involves obtaining its truth value
on a given data set. It is obtained by calculating the compatibility
between the number of elements in the referential which fulfill the
sentence (its cardinality) and the quantifier in the sentence. There-
fore, this measure depends on the data, the quantifier definition, the
linguistic terms defined from the properties in the referential and the
quantification model used for evaluating the sentence. There exist
several quantification methods in the literature ([3, 25, 26] among
others) that differ from each other in the way they calculate the truth
value.
2 OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS
The objective of this thesis is threefold: i) on one side, we aim to im-
prove and extend content determination in D2T systems by introduc-
ing new techniques based on artificial intelligence for the representa-
tion of imprecise knowledge and intelligent search. Specifically, we
will propose new models composed by fuzzy protoforms that include
information and geographical relationships. We will design scalable
algorithms that allow their extraction on several types of data. To
perform this task, in the literature both heuristic [5, 21] and meta-
heuristic [6, 9] approaches have been proposed. We will consider, on
the one hand, meta-heuristic approaches to obtain a good compro-
mise between the quality of the solution and the computational cost
of the solution. On the other, we will also design distributed versions
of them that can be applied to large data-sets. In [15] we presented
the generation of fuzzy quantified statements with a purpose based
on the Simulated Annealing algorithm.
ii) Our second objective is to measure and compare the impact of
the selection of the fuzzy quantification method to assess their em-
pirical behavior when applied for the evaluation of fuzzy quantified
sentences. Several fuzzy quantification models have been proposed
in the literature and were later studied from a theoretical perspective
in terms of the properties they fulfill [1, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 24].
An extensive list of properties has been described considering differ-
ent aspects that help to characterize the behavior of the fuzzy quan-
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tification models. From this perspective, all the fuzzy quantification
models exhibit different behavior, since all of them fulfill different
properties. But an empirical comparison between their behavior has
not been performed yet, therefore our aim is to experimentally test
whether there are significant differences between the most widely
used unary and binary fuzzy quantification models used in quantified
sentences. Results of these experiments are presented in [4, 19].
Finally, our last objective is iii) the design of a model which cover
the data-to-text pipeline [22] of fuzzy quantified statements to de-
scribe temporal series. Due to the importance of the temporal dimen-
sion of the data, we will define a temporal ontology with the tem-
poral concepts definitions to process temporal knowledge. In [14] an
approach to manage the imprecision of temporal knowledge is pro-
posed. Also some approaches proposed the definition of languages
and ontologies to manage temporal data [2, 20, 23].
This proposed model will be validated in two real application ar-
eas: meteorology and cardiac rehabilitation.
3 FUTURE WORK
As future work, related to our first objective, our aim is i) to consider
other meta-heuristic algorithms, ii) consider other types of proto-
forms and ii) develop the entire data-to-text pipeline in order to cre-
ate a fluent text. Regarding to our second objective, a possible future
work is i) the consideration of more fuzzy quantification methods
and ii) including new protoform types. Finally, regarding to our third
objective, the future work is its development.
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A Two-Level Item Response Theory Model to Evaluate
Automatic Speech Recognition Systems
Chaina Santos Oliveira1
Abstract. Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems have be-
come popular in different applications (e.g., in virtual assistants and
intelligent interfaces). Ideally, ASR systems should be tested under
various scenarios by adopting diverse speech test data to simulate
real users’ variability. Such data should cover, for instance, varied
test sentences and speakers with different accents. Relying on speech
test data recorded using human speakers is time-consuming and ex-
pensive. An alternative is to adopt text-to-speech (TTS) tools to syn-
thesize speeches from a set of sentences given as input and virtual
speakers provided by these tools. The ASR under test then receives
the synthesized speeches as test data and transcribes them. Finally,
the errors observed in the derived transcriptions are considered for
ASR evaluation.
Despite the availability of TTS tools, not all synthesized speeches
have the same quality for all speakers and sentences. So, before test-
ing the ASR, it is essential to evaluate the speakers’ usefulness and
to determine which sentences are more relevant for ASR evaluation.
In this context, we propose the application of Item Response Theory
(IRT) to evaluate ASR systems, speech synthesizers and sentences
simultaneously.
IRT is a paradigm developed in psychometrics to estimate the cog-
nitive ability of human respondents based on their responses to items
with different levels of difficulty [3, 2]. Recently, this methodology
of evaluation has been used in other contexts, including in the evalua-
tion of Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems. In supervised learning for
instance, IRT has been adopted by [1], [4] and [5] to evaluate the abil-
ity of classifiers based on their answers to test instances grouped by
difficulty. In [4] and [5], it is discussed the importance of analyzing
particular situations in which good techniques fail (e.g., a classifier
with good performance does not hit an instance that a poor classifier
does). So, it is not always robust to evaluate a classifier just based
on the number of instances it correctly solves. It is also important
to consider the difficulty of instances classified by the models under
test.
Based on the potential application of IRT in the evaluation of AI
systems, in our research we adopted IRT for evaluation the speech
recognition and speech synthesis context. A two-level IRT model is
proposed to identify the ability of the ASR systems under test, the
difficulty of sentences adopted for testing and the quality of speak-
ers utilized for synthesis. In the first level, an item is a synthesized
speech, which is produced from a given sentence and a speaker. In
turn, a respondent is an ASR system. Each response is the transcrip-
tion word accuracy (WAcc) observed when a synthesized speech is
adopted for testing the ASR. An IRT model identifies latent patterns
of responses to estimate each synthesized speech’s difficulty and the
1 Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Recife (PE), Brasil, email:
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ability of each ASR system. In the second level, the difficulty of the
synthesized speech is decomposed into two latent factors: the diffi-
culty of the sentence itself and the speaker’s quality. In this sense, the
difficulty of a synthesized speech is high when it is generated from a
difficult sentence and a poor speaker.
So, the fundamental idea in the proposal is to model a response
(transcription accuracy) by a two-level IRT model, in which: (1) the
response depends directly on the ASR system ability and on the syn-
thetized speech difficulty; (2) in turn, the synthetized speech diffi-
culty depends on the speakers quality and on the sentences diffi-
culty and discrimination. In this sense, a difficulty sentence and bad
speaker will result on a synthetized speech which will be hard to be
transcribed. Then a bad response is likely to be observed when hard
audios are given to low ability ASR systems. In our work, we adopted
the β3-IRT model proposed in [1] at each level, since it is more ade-
quate to deal with continuous responses (in this case, WAcc).
A case study was developed to verify the viability of the proposal.
In this study, four ASR systems were adopted to transcribe synthe-
sized speeches from 100 benchmark sentences (e.g., “there was an
auto accident”) using 75 speakers (from four TTS tools). IRT was
applied to estimate the abilities of ASR systems and the speakers’
qualities and characterize the sentences’ difficulty. Initially, a list of
the 100 sentences and the 75 speakers were given as input to the
synthesis module. It resulted in a set of 7500 synthesized audios,
each one produced from a given sentence and speaker. Afterward,
each synthesized speech was transcribed by each ASR system in the
pool. Finally, a report with all transcribed sentences was generated.
Given the transcribed sentences and the original ones, theWAccwas
calculated. Then, the computed WAcc values were stored in the re-
sponse matrix, which was the input to our IRT model. Finally, the
IRT identifies the latent structure of the responses to estimate sen-
tences’ difficulties and discriminations, ASR systems’ abilities and
also speakers’ qualities over the two levels of execution.
The results showed that the difficulty of the synthesized speeches
and the transcription accuracy rates have a negative and very strong
correlation. It indicates that the most difficult synthesized speeches
are more likely to have a low transcription accuracy by the ASR sys-
tems. Moreover, we noticed that the highest is the difficulty of a sen-
tence, the harder it will be to a speaker synthesize it. Furthermore, we
observed that the higher the speaker’s quality, it is supposed to syn-
thesize sentences with less difficulty. So it seems this methodology
could be helpful in a new ASR testing process. Suppose that we want
to test an ASR system that is under development, which requires easy
sentences at the beginning and more difficult sentences when the sys-
tem is getting more robust. By adopting our proposal, we can rank the
sentences according to the difficulty level and then different test data
can be used at different stages of the testing process.
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The current case study conducted in our research provided inter-
esting insights about how to evaluate ASR systems. The proposed
methodology is promising, which motivate us to further investigate
different IRT techniques and to perform new case studies. As the next
step, we aim to perform a case study in a real scenario of ASR testing
in partnership with Motorola Mobility.
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A framework for the automatic generation of natural
language descriptions of processes
Yago Fontenla-Seco1
Abstract. Processes constitute a useful way of representing and
structuring the activities that take place in organization information
systems from almost any domain. However, understanding process
models and their related statistics is not a trivial task, as complex
representations of process structures and beahaviour appear when
processes are implemented in real life. Often, only experts in the
process field are capable of understanding them in detail, making ex-
perts on the domain the process takes place rely on the discourse or
explanation this process analysts can provide them. This predoctoral
project presents an approach for the automatic generation of natural
language descriptions of processes and aims to create and validate a
framework and a system that generates said descriptions.
1 INTRODUCTION
As every day more event data is being produced and stored by the
execution of processes, it is necessary to provide organizations with
tools capable of processing such vast amounts of data and extracting
the valuable knowledge hidden in it. Process mining goal is to exploit
that event data to extract valuable, process related information in a
meaningful way. This information can be used to provide insights,
determine performance, detect, and identify bottlenecks, anticipate
problems, streamline and improve processes, etc. [9].
Process data is usually presented as process models (in a great va-
riety of notations [9]) that represent in a graphical manner the activi-
ties that take place in a process as well as the dependencies between
them. Other properties of the process can be included in the model
such as temporal properties, the use and creation of data, decisions
and resources involved in the execution of the process, etc.
The other most common way to communicate this information to
users apart from process models are visual analytics (or data visual-
ization), as they are commonly used when providing advanced ana-
lytics [9]. Visual analytics or data visualization focuses on the anal-
ysis of large amounts of data relying on human capabilities to under-
stand and identify valuable information on data in form of graphs,
dashboards, scorecards, etc. However, process models are often very
complex, and this kind of visual analytics are usually quite difficult to
be understood by a user on the organization or expert on the domain
the process takes place, as a deep knowledge of processes modeling
and analytics is required.
Parallel to data visualization, in the Natural Language Generation
(NLG) and Fuzzy Logic fields, different methods for generating in-
sights on data through natural language have been under develop-
ment. Through different techniques, the aim is to provide users with
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natural language texts that capture or summarize the most character-
istic aspects of the data that is being described. This information can
be easily consumed by users, as natural language is the inherent way
of communicating for humans, therefore it does not rely on their ca-
pabilities to identify or understand patterns, trends, etc. from visual
representations.
In this context, natural language descriptions can be a good ap-
proach to enhance the understanding and description of processes
and its analytics, as research shows that expertise is required to un-
derstand graphical information [6] and it has already been suggested
that experts can take better decisions from textual summaries than
from graphical displays [3].
This doctoral project aims on constructing a framework for the
automatic generation of natural language descriptions of processes.
2 STATE OF THE ART
The generation of natural language texts from data is a task which
originated within the NLG field. Particularly, the generation of nat-
ural language descriptions over data has been traditionally a task
tackled by the Data-to-text (D2T) [7] research community. Parallel
to NLG and D2T systems, other paradigms emerge from the fuzzy
logic realm, for modelling and managing uncertainty in natural lan-
guage. These paradigms use the concepts of linguistic summary and
protoform [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] which aim on providing data sum-
maries involving linguistic terms with some degree of uncertainty or
ambiguity present on them.
In the process mining field, these two approaches can be each one
paired with a research line. Following the first approach, focused on
the control-flow perspective of a process [9], Henrik Leopold et al. in
[5, 4] and with Han van der Aa in [8] try to provide a way to support
process model validation and inconsistency detection using NLG and
NLP techniques to generate natural language descriptions of process
models. However, this approach only describes the control-flow per-
spective of a process, via its model. It does not use event logs neither
process models extracted from event logs, so all the execution as-
pects of a process (activity frequencies, temporal distances, etc.) are
missing i.e. the other three process perspectives described in [9].
The later approach, taken by Wilbik and Dijkman [10, 11, 1], ap-
plies the concepts of linguistic summaries and protoforms on event
logs, focused on the case perspective of processes [9]. They propose
a series of protoforms over sequences of activities and cases, able to
describe different properties of cases e.g.: throuput time, frequency
of a sequence... However, they only focus on cases, without taking in
count the process structure (model) or the meaning of the activities
of the process. To tackle the problem of the number of summaries
generated, they cluster sequence descriptions using sequence-based
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distances (like Levenshtein) that do not take in count the meaning
of an activity on a process. This leads to grouping sequences with a
high likelihood sequence-wise but that can be very different from the
process domain viewpoint. This approach therefore lacks the gen-
uine aspects of process mining and process analytics as well as the
domain of the analyzed process.
Once analyzed the state of the art, we can see no approach has
gone further than describing structural aspects of a process (process
models) or using protoforms to describe sequences or cases from
event logs, without the combination of structure and quantitive in-
formation and lacking genuine process elements such as temporal
relations, process analytics and indicators based on activities, traces,
etc.
3 CURRENT STATE AND PRELIMINARY
RESULTS
At fist, only protoforms where used. Following a linguistic descrip-
tions of data approach similar to the one proposed by Wilbik and
Dijkman, however, using the process model and related statistics ex-
tracted from the event log rather than just the information present on
the log. This made our approach more valid from the process mining
and analysis viewpoint.
At this moment, a two-stage architecture (data interpretation and
realization) based on the D2T architecture is implemented. This ar-
chitecture is simpler than the full NLG architecture as some of the
steps are manually defined parting from domain expert knowledge. It
still uses fuzzy quantified protoforms in the data interpretation phase,
as they are usefull for managing uncertainty and extracting relevant
information from input data sets. Then, this protoforms are realized
with a combination of template-based realization (the main structure
of the description) and the SimpleNLG [2] realization engine.
4 FUTURE WORK
Future work includes the developement of a complete NLG system
rather than a system that relies on template-based realization. This
will give the framework more flexibility when generating descrip-
tions as well as the capability to adapt to different processes and
process domains without the need develop a new set of templates
for each of them. A complete NLG system should also be capable of
generating more syntactically complex descriptions and description
aggregation, which give place to more human-like texts than those
generated through templates, further helping on a better understand-
ing of them. This system will be (the current implementation is be-
ing) validated over real life processes.
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A Model for adopting the omnichannel strategy from a 
Context-aware computing and Natural Language 




Abstract.1  The omnichannel approach allows the organizations for 
offering to customers a more seamless, consistent and integrated 
cross-channel experience. We can find in the state of the art some 
models for supporting the management task of multichannel 
contact centers, but such models lack a mechanism for allowing the 
integration among channels that enable the companies to deliver 
the omnichannel experience. In this research, the omnichannel 
problem is addressed from the design of a system based on the 
context-aware computing approach with the Natural Language 
processing perspective.  
1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Modeling contact center has constituted a research field with some 
proposals over time, whose goals has been centered on providing 
tools in order to facilitate its administration. The emergence of 
service management strategies like the omnichannel approach, 
make necessary the design of such models by considering both the 
new communication channels and the omnichannel approach goals 
itself.  In the contact center domain, the omnichannel approach is 
related to offer “a seamless and integrated environment for modern 
customer experience (CX) through integrated channels, which 
allows agents to work on a better interface and to use a richer set of 
customer and service data” [1]. 
We can find some models in the state of the art for measuring 
and predicting the contact center performance as a way to 
determine the necessary resources to satisfy certain demand and 
reach a certain performance level. The physical infrastructure, the 
staff, and the budget are some of the resources considering in these 
models. Some of these models are based in statistical analysis 
techniques [2][3], in the predictive analytics [4][5], the 
optimization [6], and the simulation [7]. These models make 
important contributions to the contact center management, buy they 
are focused on the contact center operative challenges, like staff, 
scheduling, physical resource assignment, and the forecasting of 
the interactions volume. However, such models are not supposed to 
address the omnichannel approach in the contact center domain and 
their respective performance measure. 
In addition, even though we have models for contact centers that 
recognize the need for adopting an omnichannel strategy [7], this 
model faces some challenges facing in this domain. Some of such 
challenges are the data acquisition from the channels, the data 
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privacy, the customer identification and authentication trough the 
channels, the collected data synchronization and the channel 
integration. Such challenges add limitations to the previously 
described models related the adoption and management of the 
omnichannel approach in the contact center domain. They also 
reveal the lack of a method/model for allowing the adoption of the 
omnichannel approach in this domain and consider the necessary 
tools and techniques for the processing of relevant information to 
the omnichannel approach implementation. Such information can 
be extracted and reasoned from the linguistic content of the 
interaction established between the users and the contact center 
agents. 
2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Context-aware computing 
“A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant 
information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends 
on the user’s task” [8]. Some of the tasks included in the research 
field correspondent to the context-aware computing scope are what 
to sense, how to acquire the information and reasoning to that 
information to infer the context of a user [8]. “Developing such 
context-aware applications is inherently complex and hence should 
be supported by adequate context information modeling and 
reasoning techniques” [8]. The author define context as “any 
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an 
entity,” and they define an entity as “a person, place, or object can 
become entity which is considered applicable to the interaction 
between a user and an application, including the user and 
applications themselves.” On this meaning, designing a system that 
facilities an omnichannel strategy delivery is tied to the need of 
know and recognize the user context according with the definition 
of the omnichannel concept. The following summarized steps to 
convert contextual information into smart actions are presented in 
[8]: create computational models for context acquisition with 
respect to tasks; generalization of contextual characteristics based 
on the tasks; aggregation of gathered information to generate an 
abstraction of context; selection of the algorithm or a set of 
algorithms to use; context recognition and inference derivation; 
and conclusion derivation and user assistance with most suitable 
decisions. 
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2.2 Natural language processing 
“Natural language processing (NLP) is a theory-motivated range of 
computational techniques for the automatic analysis and 
representation of human language” [9]. We are particularly 
interested in the summarization in this research, witch is a 
technique to “reduce the size of the document while preserving the 
meaning” [10]. The main summarization techniques are the 
extractive and the abstractive techniques. “Extractive 
summarization is to find out the most salient sentences from the 
text by considering the statistical features and then arranging the 
extracted sentences to create the summary” [10], whereas 
abstractive summarization is “a technique in which the summary is 
generated by generating novel sentences by either rephrasing or 
using the new words, instead of simply extracting the important 
sentences” [10]. The internal representation of the text is created by 
analyzing the semantic content of the text, and new sentences are 
generated from the original text by using deep learning and 
reasoning. The main approach to abstraction techniques is based 
on: Structure-Based (tree based, template based, ontology based, 
lead and body phrase, graph based and rule based), Semantic-
Based (predicate argument based, semantic graph based, 
information item based, multimodal), Deep Learning with Neural 
Networks and Discourse and Rhetoric Structure Based [10]. 
3 PROPOSED SOLUTION 
The general objective of this research is building a model for 
allowing the adoption of the omnichannel strategy in the contact 
center domain, based on the context-aware computing and the 
natural language processing approach. We hope to achieve this 
goal through the following specific goals: 
 
1. Characterizing the user context from a knowledge 
representation of the contact center domain.  
2. Performing the recognition of the user context from the 
extraction and processing of the conversational content of the 
interactions the user engages with the contact center.  
3. Developing a channel integration model based on the definition 
of a common language for representing the user context and 
shared across different channels; in this way, each channel can 
have the necessary information to deliver the omnichannel 
experience.  
4. Validating the model by using a case study for implementing 
the model in a real contact center. 
 
The methodology used in this research is based in the paradigm 
Design Science In information Research [11], based on a 
conceptual framework and a set of guidelines which are the basis 
for the next stages defined for this work: Exploration (literature 
review, problem identification, statement of research objectives, 
determination of research contributions), Analysis (definition of 
the design evaluation criteria and key performance indicators of the 
model, compilation of the linguistic corpus, characterization and 
modeling of the user context in the contact center domain), 
Development (extraction and representation of the knowledge of 
the contact center domain from the compiled linguistic corpus, 
design of the method for extracting the user context from the 
interactions, modeling the channel integration, integration of the 
models built for consolidating the omnichannel approach model), 
Validation (case study) and Communication (scientific writing and 
result divulgation).  
4 EXPECTED RESULTS 
This research will provide a model for allowing the adoption of the 
omnichannel strategy, benefiting the organization who desire 
deliver a more seamless experience to their customers, reaching 
their loyalty, confidence, and engagement. Compiling a linguistic 
corpus, we will extract the contact center ontology, based on the 
conversational content of the interactions established in the 
different channels, such as social media, email, voice calls, chats, 
etc. We will represent the user context with this ontology and then 
we will define the service provided by the channel like a context-
aware system. This system will have the ability of extract and 
reason the contextual information from the conversational content 
of each interaction, where each channel will have the awareness of 
the user context, and the capability of share this user context with 
others channels, delivering the omnichannel experience. 
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Structures and Infrastructures around AI: Unbiasedness, 




Abstract.1  The purposed research project aims for 
interdisciplinary analysis of structures and infrastructures around 
Artificial Intelligence-based systems and discussing the 
conceptional and technical concepts around the problem of bias 
and discrimination in those AI-based systems.  
1 EXTENDED ABSTRACT  
Generally, biases occur in all forms of discrimination in our 
society, for example, on a political, cultural, financial, or sexual 
level. These are again manifested in the data sets collected as well 
as the structures and infrastructures around the data, technology, 
and society, and thus represent social standards and decision-
making behavior in particular data points. 
In the past decade, Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based 
systems are increasingly regulating major critical areas of human 
life. Predictive technologies, scoring systems, social ranking 
algorithms are being implemented in socio-technical systems at a 
state level [12]. Nevertheless, there is a significant number of cases 
where data-driven systems are producing discriminatory decisions 
for characteristics based on gender, age group, dis/ability status, 
and ethnic descent groups [1,2,12]. 
These issues bring a new set of questions involving a 
variety of entities, stakeholders, legal, and economic structures 
concerned and not-ready for the discriminatory challenges of data-
driven decision-making [8].  
The traditional approach towards the Ethics of AI and 
“unbiasedness” is generally concentrated on the so-called "AI 
pipeline", reflecting on detecting, measuring, and mitigating biases 
in concrete "layers" of AI system development. Primary research 
contributes to the problem of biased datasets, inclusion in design, 
biased machine learning models with the layered focus on data 
cleaning, data manipulation, design, modeling, and 
implementation.  
However, recent research findings around the topic of 
bias and discrimination in AI highlight that, even if we can make 
datasets and algorithms measurably "unbiased", all other issues of 
the socio-technical systems into which AI algorithms are 
embedded need looking into, might be severely outdated in terms 
of monolithic, controllable systems [3,4,5,6,7,13]. Some of the 
much-investigated questions around “unfairness” are just the tip of 
the iceberg, and by solving one problem, we do forget to solve the 
more significant other problems [8,10,15].  
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The creation of data-driven systems does not happen in a 
vacuum but profoundly impacted by human decisions, values, 
priorities, culture, and prejudices [8,14,15]. Discriminatory 
practices experienced by AI are the reflection of power 
asymmetries, workplace structures, and overall fundamental 
politics and power distribution in society [16].  
With these concerns in our mind, we found value on 
concentrating our focus on politics and metrics around AI-based 
systems and investigating the interplay between society and 
technology (AI) considering biased values, motivation, and 
standards in the creation of those systems. In our previous study, 
we concentrated on data creation and transformation structure, and 
the paper “Biased Priorities, Biased Outcomes: Three 
Recommendations for Ethics-oriented Data Annotation Practices” 
was published in AIES '20: Proceedings of the AAAI/ACM 
Conference on AI, Ethics, and Society. The study aimed to analyze 
the relationship between biased data-driven outcomes and practices 
of data annotation for vision models, by placing them in the 
context of market economy and argued about the prevalence of 
market-oriented values over socially responsible approaches. We 
have investigated the goals prioritized by decision-makers at the 
data creation structure and the way these priorities correlate with 
data-related bias issues and come up with three recommendations 
for ethics-oriented data-annotation practices [9].  
The outcomes of this study merged the most common 
prioritized patterns as profit, standardization, and opacity around 
the creation and annotation of image data sets [9]. Moreover, these 
results contributed to extracting three further aspects, namely 
transparency, education, and regulations that should be prioritized 
by companies and policymakers, if fighting biased AI is to be taken 
seriously [9].  
Being extremely concerned about the implementation 
and real-world effect of the recommendations made based on our 
investigations, as the next step, we are aiming to work closely with 
the impact-sourcing companies, as well as other stakeholders in the  
data-creation structure for practical approaches towards ethics-
oriented data creation practices. Nevertheless, there are several 
further questions we are aiming to address in the next stages of the 
current research project.  
 How can a social consensus be reached on new standards 
for intelligent systems to place their development as a 
democracy-friendly, ethical, and unbiased process under 
the responsibility of all individuals? 
 How can the hierarchy between the system decision 
maker and system developer be deconstructed by 
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unequally distributed knowledge about digital 
technologies? 
 How standards and ethical guidelines can promote non-
discriminating decision-making in AI systems? 
With this questions in our mind, we are planning to concentrate 
on a specific pilot data-driven ranking, decision and 
recommendation systems implemented in various states and 
authorities (e.g., credit scoring, unemployment support, education) 
to be able to analyze the given questions with respect to technical 
and social implications as well as the conceptual principles around 
those systems. In the next stage of our analysis, we are willing to 
dive into the area of data representation in socio-technical systems 
and visioning for conceptional and technical analysis around the 
problem of bias in those AI-based systems. 
We are aiming to apply further mixed methods, including 
metrics of quality engineering, literature research, discourse 
analysis, to address the introduced research directions. Insights 
from critical data studies [1,2] and research on fairness, 
accountability, and transparency in algorithmic systems [10, 11] 
are the main inspirations for the current research project.  
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Accountability and Control over Autonomous Weapon 
Systems: A Framework for Comprehensive Human 
Oversight 
Ilse Verdiesen 1 
 
Abstract.1  Accountability and responsibility are key concepts in 
the academic and societal debate on Autonomous Weapon 
Systems, but not yet operationalized. Accountability is a notion of 
backward-looking responsibility and control can be viewed from 
different perspectives. I propose a Framework for Comprehensive 
Human Oversight that connects the engineering, socio-technical 
and governance perspective of control. By this I aim to broaden the 
view on the control over AWS which may ensure solid 
controllability and accountability for the behaviour of AWS. 
Comparing the CHO Framework of the deployment of current 
weapon systems to that of AWS reveals two gaps in the control 
mechanisms. I have identified three first options for the 
development of such a mechanism. In future work, I aim to design 
a mechanism based on the Glass-box approach to fill these gaps. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Accountability and responsibility are key concepts in the academic 
and societal debate on Autonomous Weapon Systems (AWS). 
However, these notions are mentioned as high-level principles [1] 
but not yet operationalized. The concept of Meaningful Human 
Control (MHC) is often seen as requirement for the deployment of 
AWS [2-4], but this term is not-well defined and quantifying the 
level of control needed is hard [5]. Several scholars are working on 
defining the concept of MHC in Autonomous (Weapon) Systems 
[6-8]. Ekelhof [9] states that the relationship between the human 
operator and AWS is often used as reference to define MHC, but 
this is only one aspect of MHC. Mecacci and Santoni De Sio [7] 
take a wider conception of MHC and they show that the narrow 
focus of engineering control needs to be broadened to allow 
humans to directly influence the behaviour of autonomous systems 
in more than a narrow engineering notion of control.  
However, this wider conception of the control loop does not 
incorporate the social institutional and design dimension at a 
governance level. The governance level is the most important level 
for oversight and needs to be added to the control loop, because 
accountability requires strong mechanisms in order to oversee, 
discuss and verify the behaviour of the system to check if its 
behaviour is aligned with human values and norms. Therefore, I 
am working on a Framework for Comprehensive Human Oversight 
(CHO) (figure 1) based on an engineering, socio-technical and 
governance perspective on control which may ensure solid 
controllability and accountability for the behaviour of AWS. By 
 
1 Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands, email: 
e.p.verdiesen@tudelft.nl 
this I aim to broaden the view on the control over AWS and take a 
comprehensive approach. I am applying the Value-Sensitive 
Design (VSD) method [10] as research approach. The VSD is a 
three-partite approach for considering human values throughout the 
design process of technology.  
The scientific contribution of my research is twofold in that it 
describes 1) the link between accountability and control and 
identifies the gap in control in the deployment of AWS and 2) a 
mechanism for control over AWS might also be applied to other AI 
fields to enhance transparency of decision-making by algorithms 
for Autonomous Systems, such as those for Autonomous Vehicles 
or in the medical domain. The societal contribution of my research 
is the application of a mechanism for control that allows a 
supervisor of an Autonomous (Weapon) System to monitor the 
actions of the system without having extensive knowledge of the 
internal workings of Autonomous (Weapon) Systems. 
2 ACCOUNTABILITY AND CONTROL 
Accountability is a notion of backward-looking responsibility [14] 
and is described by Bovens [15] as a mechanism of giving account 
of your actions by informing and explaining your decisions to 
others. According to Bovens [15] there is a fine line between 
accountability and control and he eloquently states: ‘Accountability 
is a form of control, but not all forms of control are accountability 
mechanisms.’  
Control can be viewed from an engineering, a socio-technical 
and governance perspective which are based on the layers 
described by Van den Berg [16]. Meaningful Human Control does 
not always require more traditional forms of technical control. But 
accountability always requires strong mechanisms in order to 
oversee, discuss and verify the behaviour of the system to check if 
its behaviour is aligned with human values and norms. Therefore, I 
propose a Framework for CHO that connects the engineering, 
socio-technical and governance perspective of control.  
2.1 CHO Framework 
The CHO Framework (figure 1) consists of three horizontal layers 
that are based on the three-layered model of Van den Berg [16]. 
These layers can be linked to control perspectives described above. 
On the x-axis time is plotted which can be divided into three 
phases: 1) before deployment of a weapon, 2) during deployment 
of a weapon and 3) after deployment of a weapon. These phases 
are depicted by the vertical columns of the framework. The y-axis 
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describes the environment of the system which can range from 
internal to external. The technical layer describes the technical 
conditions required for the system to remain under control. The 
socio-technical layer describes the operators’ psychological and 
motivational conditions required for the system to remain under 
control. The governance layer describes the political and 
institutional conditions and the oversight mechanisms required for 
the system to remain under control. The combination of layers and 
columns result in nine blocks that each contain a component of 
control in each phase and layer. The components of control are 
described in governance literature. 
2.2 Gaps in CHO Framework 
Comparing the CHO Framework of the deployment of current 
weapon systems to that of AWS reveals two gaps in the control 
mechanisms: 1) both frameworks lack a mechanism in block 2 that 
ensures oversight of a weapon during deployment, and 2) in the 
CHO Framework for AWS there is no ongoing control mechanism 
in block 5 to control the specific actions that the AWS takes to 
achieve its goal, because executive autonomy [17] inherently 
implies that the AWS is autonomous in setting its means to achieve 
its goal independently from the human operator. 
3 FUTURE WORK 
The CHO Framework for AWS shows two gaps and this raises the 
issue if this control framework is sufficient for control to be 
meaningful for the deployment of AWS. It seems that this is not 
the case and this deficiency indicates a need for an additional 
mechanism for the deployment of AWS. I have identified three 
first options for the development of such a mechanism: 1) a 
monitoring process in block 2 to ensure oversight of weapon 
system, 2) a mechanism in block 5 of the socio-technical layer, or 
3) a mechanism in block 8 of technical layer to control the goal of 
the system. In future work, I aim to design a mechanism based on 
the Glass-box approach [11, 12]. The Glass-box approach has an 
interpretation stage, that derives requirements based on values and 
norms, and an observation stage that qualifies the behaviour of the 
system based on the rules as input and verifies the output. I will use 
the Colored Petri Nets (CPN) method as a computational 
mechanism to verify if the output of a system complies with the 
rules that were given as input [13]. 
3.1 Evaluation & Limitations 
In the validation phase of my research I intend to evaluate the 
mechanism for CHO by running 2 or 3 scenarios to validate the 
architecture. The type of scenarios could entail both traditional 
physical AWS and cyber AWS. 
The main challenge of my research approach lies in formalizing 
values, norms and requirements written in natural language and 
translating them in rules that can be verified by a logical program. 
The limitation of my work might be that I am conducting my 
research in the military domain and my findings might not be 
generalizable or applicable to other domains as I am studying a 
very specific field. Also, the formalization of values, norms and 
requirements into rules means that I will lose a lot of context that 
cannot be captured in logical formulization. 
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Explainable AI for Intelligent Decision Support in
Operations & Maintenance of Wind Turbines
Joyjit Chatterjee1
Abstract. As global efforts in transitioning to sustainable en-
ergy sources rise, wind energy has become a leading renewable
energy resource. However, turbines are complex engineering sys-
tems and rely on effective operations & maintenance (O&M) to pre-
vent catastrophic failures in sub-components (gearbox, generator,
etc.). Wind turbines have multiple sensors embedded within their
sub-components which regularly measure key internal and exter-
nal parameters (generator bearing temperature, rotor speed, wind
speed etc.) in the form of Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition
(SCADA) data. While existing studies have focused on applying ML
techniques towards anomaly prediction in turbines based on SCADA
data, they have not been supported with transparent decisions, owing
to the inherent black box nature of ML models. In this project, we
aim to explore transparent and intelligent decision support in O&M
of turbines, by predicting faults and providing human-intelligible
maintenance strategies to avert and fix the underlying causes. We
envisage that in contributing to explainable AI for the wind industry,
our method would help make turbines more reliable, encouraging
more organisations to switch to renewable energy sources for com-
bating climate change.
1 INTRODUCTION
Condition based monitoring (CBM) has been of active interest to the
wind industry, with the most popular approaches applying signal pro-
cessing and numerical physics-based models [10]. Data-driven ap-
proaches have been also explored, with traditional ML algorithms
including support vector machines, decision trees trees and proba-
bilistic models being used for anomaly prediction [12, 1]. Some stud-
ies have utilised turbine power curves for identifying abnormalities
in operation [5], but lack ability to provide component-level fault
prediction (e.g. in gearbox). Deep learning algorithms have recently
outperformed traditional ML methods in anomaly prediction in tur-
bine operation, with the state-of-art studies utilising multi-layer per-
ceptron and artificial neural networks [7]. The utilisation of more
sophisticated architectures like recurrent neural nets has sadly been
limited to a few studies applying long short-term memory models for
power forecasting and fault diagnosis [8]. Some studies have proven
effective in using computer vision for visual inspection via drones
of external turbine sub-components (e.g. blades) applying convolu-
tional neural networks [13], but are difficult to apply internally.
1 University of Hull, United Kingdom, email: j.chatterjee-2018@hull.ac.uk
2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PROPOSED
APPROACH
While existing studies have demonstrated significant advances in
making more accurate power forecasts and anomaly prediction, they
lack transparency to provide human-intelligible causes and mainte-
nance actions, which is essential for engineers & technicians to con-
sider for averting (or fixing) faults. This makes the wind turbine oper-
ators reluctant to adapt data-driven approaches widely, which we aim
to address in this project. The more interesting information which
has mostly been neglected includes unstructured data on historical
alarms which have occurred in the turbine. These alarm records are
stored as event descriptions for the faults, which are basically natural
language phrases providing detailed information about the faults. In
this project, given a sequence of continuous numeric SCADA input
features, we aim to (1) Predict a fault type and generate the alarm
event description, with its possible causes. (2) Generate a mainte-
nance action message to avert/fix the fault.2 The maintenance ac-
tions to fix failures can either be authored by a human-domain ex-
pert, or learnt from documents such as maintenance manuals and
work orders. This is a data-to-text generation problem, wherein, deep
learning and natural language generation (NLG) models have shown
success in domains such as weather forecast generation [11], spatial
navigation [9] etc. Owing to the sequential nature of inputs (continu-
ous SCADA time-series) and sequential nature of outputs (predicted
alarm messages and maintenance actions), we believe that models
such as Seq2Seq [6] and Transformers[2] can provide transparent
decisions beyond accurate predictions of faults. The components of
the proposed approach are briefly outlined below (refer Figure 1):-
• Stage (a): Alarm message generation module: The first com-
ponent of the system utilises a NLG model, which takes in the
sequence of continuous SCADA features, and outputs the internal
status of the turbine in the form of predicted alarm messages. The
NLG model, such as Transformer provides prediction of likely
occurrence of faults in advance [4] (to assist in preventive main-
tenance), while also estimating the potential causes of the fault
(through the attention weights). 3
• Stage (b): Maintenance action generation module: Consider-
ing a fault predicted in any turbine component, we propose utili-
sation of a second NLG model such as Transformer, which takes
as input a sequence of likely causes of the fault in Stage (a) along
2 We aim to develop a scalable system through transfer learning techniques,
wherein, faults can be predicted in new domains (e.g. new wind farms
which have not been in operation for long) without additional labelled train-
ing data.
3 This component is trained using historical SCADA data labelled with cor-
responding alarm messages through supervised learning.
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xt(SCADA) = (x0, x1, x2, …, xN)
yt(AlarmMessage) = (y0, y1, y2, …, yN)
yt(MaintenanceMessage) = (y0, y1, y2, …, yN)
Fi = (i0, i1, i2, …, ik)
Figure 1. Our proposed intelligent decision support system for O&M of turbines.
with the identified alarm type, and generates the corresponding
maintenance actions suitable for averting/fixing the fault. This is a
content-selection problem, wherein, the most appropriate actions
need to be selected from the available corpus 4.
3 PROGRESS AND RESEARCH PLAN
In the initial phase, we focused on obtaining SCADA data from an
operational turbine 5, and its pre-processing. We established bench-
marks on our dataset, and utilised various ML algorithms and deep
learning techniques for comparison with existing work. At this stage,
we developed a novel model utilising combination of a Long short-
term memory recurrent neural network architecture for component-
level predictions of faults and an XGBoost decision tree classifier
to provide transparency to the black-box neural net. We also imple-
mented transfer learning to port our model to an onshore wind farm,
to predict faults without additional training data in a new domain [3].
Next, we extended our technique towards generating alarm messages
and maintenance actions, utilising a dual-transformer NLG model for
alarm type prediction and content selection [4]. At this point of sub-
mission, we are exploring development of a queryable ontology for
O&M of turbines, by utilising maintenance manuals and other un-
structured data. We are also considering the causal relationships in
SCADA data to identify hidden relationships between features dur-
ing various types of faults, through temporal causal graphs. Finally,
we envisage that our approach will help facilitate intelligent deci-
sion support for the wind industry, by generating human-intelligible
O&M reports in an accurate, scalable and transparent manner.
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OBOE: an Explainable Text Classification Framework 
Raúl Antonio del Águila Escobar1 
 
Abstract.1  In this paper, OBOE (explainatiOns Based On 
concEpts), a framework for explainable text classification is 
presented. This framework is aimed to provide a process in which 
explanations, in the form of rules, can be obtained both (a) from the 
models used to classify the text and (b) from the concepts available 
in the text and retrieved from the Linked Data Cloud.  
1 BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH PROBLEM 
1.1 Background  
Machine Learning classification algorithms (hereinafter ML 
algorithms) can be used for knowledge acquisition [18] but not all 
of them are useful to explain the results obtained, as they are 
considered ‘black boxes’ [7].  
Black-box models do not provide a clear interpretation of how 
the model concludes a result [7] but, on the contrary, obtain better 
evaluation metrics than those obtained by interpretable (e.g. logit) or 
white-box models (i.e ID3).  
Despite performance issues, there are many situations in which it 
is necessary to provide an explanation of the reasons that lead to a 
conclusion (such as banking or medical models) [2], even more after 
regulations such as GDPR [13]. Moreover, in some scenarios, 
explanations are needed to take actions based on them [7][2]. 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has 
founded the eXplainable Artificial Intelligence initiative (XAI), an 
area which has recently come as one of the main topics of research 
in the recent years [1] [2][4][7]. Nonetheless, the need to provide 
meaningful explanations is not new [4][5][6]. 
There are several views of what does the concept explainability 
implies and its related concepts such as interpretability [1][7][9]. 
Also there are new techniques aimed to offer an explainable solution  
from any classifier such as LIME [14] or SHAP [11] and others 
integrated in the classification process itself [10].   
Nevertheless, as Lecue points out [8], the research community is 
far from having a self explainable system which adapts to any data, 
model, and user or context.  
In the Natural Language Processing (NLP) field, the situation is 
not that different. Liu et al [10] proposed a framework to classify 
and provide fined grained explanations which can also improve the 
classifier.  
In this sense, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) can play an important 
role in XAI [8]. Lecue identifies some research areas in which KG 
might help to overcome some limitations and research challenges. 
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Some of these areas are (i) machine learning and (ii) NLP, by giving 
semantic layers to classification models and clearing up concepts. 
1.2 Research Problem 
The aim of the research work in progress is to develop a framework 
for text classification that eases2 the creation of further explanations 
of the results. The main idea is to propose the explanation building 
based on KGs and Linked Data (LD) paradigm. The research 
hypothesis (RH) of this work is as follows: “The identification of the 
topic of a text can be explained from symbolic rules obtained from 
the early identification of terms or concepts in the corpus and from 
the machine learning techniques used to classify them. 
2 PROPOSED SOLUTION 
The proposed solution is a framework called OBOE that is based on 
Positive Unlabeled Learning (PUL) [3] in combination with 
techniques such as outliers detection [17] and weighted tf-idf [15]. 
Figure 1 shows the process that is explained in section 2.1: 
 
Figure 1.  OBOE Framework 
2.1 Framework  
Research Hypothesis (RH) implies that the system learns to identify 
texts sharing the same topic by discriminating in first instance words 
(corresponding to concepts) related to that topic. In this way, terms 
are relevant to discriminate the topic from the beginning of the 
process. Positive Unlabeled Learning (PUL) matches this 
hypothesis. PUL does not require a fully supervised corpus with 
positive and negative texts. Instead, it uses positive and unlabeled 
dataset that to early discriminate which texts (and words) do not 
belong to the positive class (main topic of the text). 3 
2 “Eases” means that the different activities of the classification process are 
oriented to support the explanation of the results obtained. 
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The PUL strategy used in this framework is the two steps method 
[3]: the first step is aimed to discriminate negative examples and the 
second step learns based on both the positive and negative labeled 
texts identified on the previous step. Instead of using a classic 
clustering method, the proposed solution uses Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA) [16] (step 1), which is based on a similar 
assumption based on text-topics probabilities distribution. 
The proposed solution assumes that there could be texts that 
would be related in some way to the topic we are trying to 
discriminate but whose main topic is different (i.e. although the 
movie review of a film such as ‘Gladiator’ might be related to 
Ancient Rome, its main topic is Filmography). Those documents 
that might be related to the main topic are outliers [17] according to 
the probability of belonging to positive class (step 2). 
The Document Term Matrix (DTM) that will be used by the ML 
algorithm is based on a tf-idf scheme modified according to an inter 
class dispersion scheme [15] and discretized in terms of relevance 
(step 3) for its later use by the Rule Extraction Algorithm. The 
proposed solution uses as ML algorithms Decision Trees (already 
used for knowledge acquisition [12]) and Support Vector Machines 
and we intend to include other models as described in [3]. The ML 
algorithm is a multi-class classifier with documents belonging to the 
main topic, documents that might be related to that topic and 
documents that do not belong to the main topic (step 4).  
Finally, the rules are generated by a Rule Extraction Algorithm 
(step 5). The user can introduce the vocabulary or the number of 
terms (that will be mapped to concepts of an existing ontology) 
retrieved by LDA and ML classifier, the length of the rules and the 
size of the ruleset that that eases to explain the results.  
There is also implemented a Free Context Grammar to translate 
those rules to NLP into Spanish (step 6). 
2.2 Current Status and Preliminary Results 
Two experiments have been conducted to validate the process. Table 
1 details in its columns the variations of the process used in the 
experiments and the F1 measure obtained.  
 
Table 1. Summary of the experiments. 
N. Corpus(*) DTM ML Algotithm F1 
1 Wiki (i) TdIdf CART 69% 
2 ARS (ii) Weighted Tfidf SVM 87% 
(i) Semiautomatic corpus created from Wikipedia. Positive class: texts 
belonging to Ancient History (1.159). Negative class: 1.509 texts from 
other topics. (ii) Amazon Reviews based corpus. Positive class: 50.000 
reviews of Books. Negative class: 50.000 reviews of other products. 
 (*) Texts were chosen randomly for corpus creation. 
The rules generated by the Rule Extraction Algorithm are 
expressed as the following example: if book = 9 then is a 
book review with X confidence, which is translated to  Si la 
relevancia de book es máxima, es un “book review” 
con una confianza de X using the Free Context Grammar. 
3 ONGOING WORK AND CHALLENGES 
The process is being repeated with two additional corpora and 
other machine learning algorithms. The terms that are present in the 
rules are also being mapped to concepts of ontologies. Also, the 
natural language explanations are translated into English.  Some 
ongoing challenges are (i) to perform an explanation based on 
similar texts (if there is no rule that can explain the classification of 
the document), (ii) to perform a further research on the evaluation 
techniques and methodologies to develop an evaluation module and 
(iii) to implement an evaluation ontology.  
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Understandable Deep Learning Analysis
for Very High Energy Astroparticle Physics
Ettore Mariotti1
Abstract. This work addresses the machine learning problems re-
lated to Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes analysis with the intent
of leveraging a richer description of the captured events by using
Convolutional Neural Networks, avoiding the potential information
loss due to the hand-crafted feature engineering used in the standard
analysis. An explainable and minimal model pointed toward the lim-
itation of the simulation used for training. The full analysis is then
tested both on simulated and real data, showing a significant im-
provement of the sensitivity of the system for different energy bands.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the universe there is more than we can see, our eyes are only sensi-
tive to a small portion of the light spectra but outside of that lie infor-
mation about a wild variety of phenomena. In particular the MAGIC
telescopes2 are built to capture the most energetics photons (gamma-
rays) that reach our planet and interact with the atmosphere. The sys-
tem is built exploiting a phenomenon known as Cherenkov radiation,
a brief and dim blue light emitted by objects traveling faster than the
speed of light in the medium they are in. One of the big problems
with this technique is being able to discriminate the signal from the
background. Unfortunately gamma rays are not the only particles that
produce Cherenkov light, as there is a wide and diverse catalog of
events that make the telescopes trigger, outnumbering gamma rays at
about 2000:1. In order to discover and characterize a new gamma-ray
source the analysis must recover only the events caused by gamma
photons and then reconstruct their energy and their direction of im-
pact in the sky.
When an energetic particle interact with the atmosphere, it pro-
duces a cone of light due to the Cherenkov effect. The telescopes fo-
cus with a big array of mirrors this secondary shower of light toward
the camera. The camera is composed of 1024 photodetectors which
produce a voltage proportional to the light that reach the sensors (raw
signal). This voltage is then processed to estimate the number of pho-
tons arrived to the camera (Calibrated signal). After a number of trig-
gers that aim to grab plausible gamma events, a set of handcrafted
features is computed (Hillas parameters). The physical underlying
process is reproduced with a Montecarlo Simulation (MC) which al-
lows to have a set of expected observations with their ground-truth
from which the analysis can learn. Once the analysis chain is com-
pleted, in order to check its correctness the telescopes are pointed
toward the Crab Nebula, a well-known strong and stable source of
gamma-rays, and compares its spectra with the one established in the
literature by other experiments.
1 Universitá di Padova, Italy, email: mr.ektor@gmail.com
2 http://www.magic.iac.es/
In order to select and reconstruct the energy and the direction of
the events, the standard analysis makes use of machine learning from
a parametrization of the grabbed events. In particular, Aleksic et al.
[1] solves the tasks in this way:
1. Separation: A random forest for classification is trained on the
Hillas parameters for MC gamma rays (Signal) and real observa-
tions taken when the telescopes point to a dark region of the sky
(Background)
2. Energy: A Nearest Neighbour trained on the MC estimates the
energy of the events
3. Direction: Some additional features are computed with a geomet-
ric rationale, and the final result is then fine-tuned with a Random
Forest Regressor.
2 DEEP LEARNING ANALYSIS
The feature engineering is (as of any parametrization) destroying in-
formation that could be potentially useful for the purposes of the
analysis. The approach proposed in this work is based on Deep
Learning (DL). More precisely we use Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNNs) starting from the Calibrated signal. Anyway since the
feature engineering provides an already valuable source of predictive
information, Hillas parameters are passed to the network as side-
information. The architectures for each task thus are composed of
two differentiable stages:
1. a CNN body that process the Calibrated signal
2. a Self-Normalizing Neural Network [6] that processes the hand-
crafted features.
These two branches of processing are then merged together at the
final layer in order to produce the final estimation. In particular dif-
ferent CNN bodies were found more suit to different tasks:
1. Separation uses a VGG-19 [7]
2. Energy uses an Inception V3 [8] with squeeze and excitation
blocks [2]
3. Direction uses a Densenet-121 [4] with squeeze and excitation
blocks [2]
Each model was trained with stochastic weight avearging [5] of
checkpointed models computed with a cyclical learning rate [3]. In
order to being able to interface with the DL frameworks the cali-
brated data was interpolated from a native hexagonal grid to a reg-
ular rectangular grid. Due to the big memory footprint of the train-
ing data (>500GB), the events were structured in a custom-designed
SQL server.
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3 UNDERSTANDING THE
SIMULATION/REALITY GAP
When separation is trained and tested on the MC-Real data (as in the
standard analysis) the model reach an accuracy of 99.99%, which is
unrealistic because we still expect a small 1% of gamma-like events
in the Real data.
In order to better investigate what happened in the separation,
we designed a minimal and explainable CNN model (called Simp-
licioNet) based only on the Calibrated signal. Its explainable nature
lies in its simple structure:
1. One layer of four convolutional filters 20x20 pixels with ReLU
activation.
2. One maxpool layer that selects the most intense activation.
3. One dense layer without bias that combines the values of the pre-
vious activation and squeezes the result with a sigmoid.
By having a sigmoid as the last non-linear activation we can know
that the feature map combined with a positive coefficient is respon-
sible for the gamma class and the one combined with a negative co-
efficient is responsible for the non-gamma class. By tracing the loca-
tion of the most prominent feature (maxpool) it is possible to trace
the precise activation field of the Calibrated signal that caused the
prediction. When inspected, it was clear that the model was making
decisions not by looking at the shower itself, but by looking at other
places of the image. The model was solving the separation problem
by focusing on some feature of the MC simulation that was different
from the Real-Data observations. In other words it was discriminat-
ing the Simulation from the Real data instead of gamma from non-
gamma. The separation problem was then addressed in two different
ways:
• by performing a strong preprocessing of the calibrated signal that
cleaned the image;
• by using a MC simulation of the background (which unfortunatly
is not really representative of the richness of the real events).
4 RESULTS
The whole pipeline was evaluated both on MC and on Real observa-
tions.
Regarding the MC set, we observed that the DL proposal showed
significant improvements with respect to the standard analysis. En-
ergy resolution is enhanced of 30% for events above 1 TeV while di-
rection reconstruction is enhanced for each energy band ranging from
a 5% to 40%. This is especially important since improvements in the
direction reconstruction translates proportionally to improvements in
the sensitivity of the system. The whole pipeline, thus including also
the separation stage, globally enhance the sensitivity, particularly in
the lower energies bands (Fig. 1).
The final pipeline was then evaluated on a set of 5h of real obser-
vations of the crab nebula. The results showed performances com-
parable with the one of the standard analysis, thus proving the proof
of concept that this richer analysis can in principle work in a real
environment. Most importantly, as the simulation will become more
and more realistic it is reasonable to expect a much more dramatic
improvement in line with the results on the MC set.
5 CONCLUSIONS
This work leveraged the steep advancements of computer vision by
adapting DL solutions to the specific field of Imaging Air Cherenkov
Figure 1. Sensitivity computed on the MC set obtained with the proposed
approach (blue line) and compared with the one actually in operation for the
telescopes (red line). The lower the better.
Telescopes. Results on MC showed superior performances in terms
of sensitivity of the instrument. The implementation of such ap-
proach would allow to require less observation time in order to
claim a discovery, which translates in more discoveries in the same
operational time. Moreover the results point toward improvement
in certain energy bands that allows the discovery of previously-
undetectable sources. SimplicioNet made evident the limits of the
simulation, thus investment of energy and time in its refinement will
be a valuable investment as it will resolve in higher performances on
the real observations.
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Explaining Bayesian Networks in Natural Language
Conor Hennessy 1
Abstract. The advent of Artificial Intelligence has been one of the
great achievements in Computer Science. The increase in usage of AI
systems has given birth to a new challenge; explainability. This ex-
tended abstract serves to highlight the importance of explainability
in AI, and to examine the challenge it poses. The abstract will have
a particular focus on Bayesian Networks and their usage. I will dis-
cuss the state of the art in approximate reasoning, namely Bayesian
Reasoning and Fuzzy Syllogistic Reasoning, as well as describe a
proposed approach to the Natural Language Explanation of Bayesian
Networks.
1 INTRODUCTION
In recent times there has been an obvious explosion in the usage of
AI models in various situations. In the case of highly complex mod-
els, the reasoning or methodology behind the decisions of a model
may remain unknown to the end user. It is true that there may exist
certain use cases where such a scenario of a lack of understanding
about the decision process of a model is acceptable. What is clear,
however, is that the potential inability to explain the reasoning be-
hind a model’s results serves as a roadblock to the future usage of
machine learning in general. In fact, the inability to produce an ex-
planation of the decision of a model may even impinge on the rights
of a European citizen in certain circumstances [15] .
A natural example of the conundrum of explainability can be
drawn from the medical field. Take for example a model which has
learned to diagnose chest pathoses such as lung nodules or cancer,
pulmonary embolism or airway diseases [10]. If such a tool were be-
ing used by a medical professional to diagnose a patient based on the
patient’s X-ray, the question of the accuracy would, of course, be a
crucial one. Explainability, however, would also be highly important.
The medical professional should feel confident in the reasoning of
the model and the patient should have peace of mind that the diagno-
sis is reliable and logical. A method of generating Natural Language
explanations of such a model reasoning would alleviate this problem,
and is the motivation for this extended abstract.
The model that is the focus of this abstract is the Bayesian Net-
work (BN). In addition to medical applications [7], BN’s have found
use in evidential reasoning in Law [2] and in DNA profiling in crim-
inal forensics [5], amongst other uses. I will focus on a use case of
predictive inference in this abstract. While Using BN’s as a model
carries certain advantages, which shall be discussed, its use also car-
ries its own challenges. The graphical nature of a BN can aid in the
intuition of a system, and there are several graphical tools, such as
GeNIe, that can provide understanding for the user. Graphical aids,
however, do not provide sufficient knowledge about the model for
1 Centro Singular de Investigacion en Tecnoloxı́as Intelixentes (CiTIUS),
Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, email: conor.hennessy@usc.es
users not familiar with probabilistic reasoning. Graphs can be mis-
leading, and conditional probability tables are not digestible for an
average user. Bayesian reasoning in particular is challenging and of-
ten not intuitive.
With an automatic Natural Language Generation method to ex-
plain the BN, there can be much more widespread utilization of BN’s
and higher level of clarity in their usage. I will outline the inner
workings of a predictive BN, how the information of a BN can be
condensed into Fuzzy quantified syllogisms, and how this could then
be used in the Natural Language Explanation.
2 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND
REASONING
Before an approach to Natural Language Generation can be used to
explain a BN, the knowledge and reasoning of a BN must be rep-
resented so that a computer system can understand them. Bayesian
Reasoning is what is represented in the BN. The starting point for
my research will be to model the BN as a quantified syllogism and to
solve this syllogism. To do this, a method of representing Bayesian
Reasoning must be used. As a first step, I will be investigating Fuzzy
Quantified Syllogism.
2.1 Bayesian Reasoning and Bayesian Networks
In classical Bayesian Inference, the Posterior Probability is calcu-
lated by including a prior parameter, designed to be a measure of the
prior information that is known, which can then be updated as more
evidence is gathered [6]. Bayesian networks are Directed Acyclic
Graphs (DAG’s), representing a set of Random Variables and the
dependencies between these Random Variables [11]. The Random
Variables are shown as nodes in the DAG, while the edges between
these nodes demonstrate the dependencies. The state of a node might
affect the probability of another node, depending on the relationship
between the nodes. Similarly, the probability that a node is in one
state depends on the state of another node according to prior infor-
mation about the relationships among the nodes. The direction of the
arrow on each edge indicates the direction of causality [4], though for
certain models, such as those predicting risk, edges may not indicate
causality.
Using BN’s as a model is advantageous in several ways. They are
excellent in modelling potential cause and effect [4] and in risk pre-
diction [1]. They also allow for the encoding of prior knowledge in
the model, and the explicit definition of dependencies between nodes
leads to more compact graphs [1].
In [1] a predictive BN is introduced, outlining the relationship
between patient characteristics, disease and test results. Using the
model, predictions can be made for the patient regarding the disease
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in question. It serves as an excellent example for visualising the pro-
cess, as the predictors, the hierarchy of dependencies and the condi-
tional probability table are clearly presented. It is important to note
that the methodology for representing a predictive BN introduced in
this abstract is also a potential methodology for diagnostic and inter-
casual BN’s. The first step I will be investigating is how to represent
this information in quantified statements.
2.2 From Bayesian Reasoning to Fuzzy Syllogistic
Reasoning
There have been several proposals of methodologies to represent in-
formation contained in a BN, such as the qualified support graph
method discussed in [3]. The use of Fuzzy syllogisms as a method to
represent BN’s, however, carries the following potential advantages.
Unlike Boolean Logic, where the output is either true or false,
Fuzzy Logic can represent levels of uncertainty or vagueness, as the
output can be any x ∈ [0, 1], where x ∈ R. Natural Language also
involves this uncertainty and vagueness. In the case of quantitative
linguistic variables, such as with the example of height in [13], they
too can be often be fuzzy variables. In the given example of height,
tall, very tall, and very very tall all signify varying levels of pre-
cision. In the same way, probabilistic statements can be considered
fuzzy, for example ”approximately ..” or ”highly unlikely..”. As fuzzy
logic mimics the human decision making process more closely, it has
found use in AI as a form of approximate reasoning [12]. For this rea-
son, it could serve as an excellent tool to bridge the gap between the
BN reasoning process and formulating a human language explana-
tion.
Though the connection between probability theory and Fuzzy
Logic is a long established one [14], there has been renewed interest
in the relationship between Bayesian Reasoning and Fuzzy Syllogis-
tic Reasoning. In order to connect the two concepts, I will take as a
starting point the enhanced Syllogistic Reasoning Schema introduced
in [8], which allows for any number of variables and several quanti-
fier types, allowing the conditions for the BN to be represented. In [9]
a blueprint is then laid out for extracting quantified statements from
a BN to form a Fuzzy Syllogism, and compiling a knowledge base
for use in an approach to creating a natural language explanation of
the BN.
3 EXPLAINABILITY
Once the Bayesian Reasoning process is translated to a Fuzzy Quan-
tified Syllogism, and the Knowledge Base is generated, this would
form the first stage in the process of the automatic Natural Language
explanation of the BN.
In [2], a 4-step architecture for the Natural Language explanation
of a BN is outlined. The Fuzzy Syllogistic approach to BN explana-
tion discussed in [9] focuses on Step 1 from [2], namely the Content
Determination phase. Content Determination amounts to the extrac-
tion of the information required for the Natural Language Explana-
tion, utilizing the quantified statements.
In the case of template based Natural Language Generation, steps
2 - 4 are normally combined into a single step, namely Linguistic
Representation [9]. The Fuzzy Syllogistic approach described above
would form the first step in a template based automatic description
system, followed by the Linguistic Representation step. In the Lin-
guistic Representation step, a full Natural Language Explanation is
generated using the quantified statements compiled in the previous
step.
4 FUTURE WORK
As this abstract serves only as a presentation of the problem of ex-
plainability of BN’s, I will be studying the topics introduced here
in more depth. Following this, I hope to define and implement a
methodology for explaining in Natural Language the various types
of BN reasoning, including predictive, diagnostic and inter-causal
reasoning. As BN’s grow, scalability becomes an issue, with both
the graphical and probability table components of the BN rapidly
expanding to cumbersome levels. This issue must also be addressed
in future work. The Natural Language Generation methodology can
then be implemented in both academic and industrial use cases, with
the testing/validation process being assessed by a human user.
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Argumentation-based Interactive Factual and
Counterfactual Explanation Generation
Ilia Stepin1
Abstract. The need for explaining automatically made decisions
has shaped a vast body of research on eXplainable Artificial Intel-
ligence (XAI). In addition to stating why a system made a particu-
lar (“factual”) decision, explaining why a range of alternative non-
occurring (“counterfactual”) decisions were not made is hypothe-
sized to enhance confidence in the given outcome. Besides, coun-
terfactual explanation suggests the end user a recommendation on
how to achieve a favourable result while requiring minimal effort to
do so. The present doctoral project approaches the task of factual
and counterfactual explanation generation for the multi-label classi-
fication problem by discovering the explanatory potential of model’s
internal structure as well as that of dialogic human-machine interac-
tion on the basis of an argumentation-based framework.
1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays intelligent systems tend to make a wide use of data-driven
algorithms to make automatic decisions. Hence, it is essential that
end users understand the underlying reasoning of such systems to be
able to trust and effectively manage them [1]. Furthermore, the need
to explain automatically made decisions tends to be formalised at the
regulatory level worldwide (e.g., in the European Union [6]).
A given automatic decision can be explained factually, i.e., by pro-
viding an end user with the data patterns found to be most relevant
for a reasoning algorithm when making the decision. However, this
approach to explanation is argued to merely summarize the decision-
related data instead of really explaining the agent’s decision [12]. Al-
ternatively, a complete understanding of why the decision was made
may require an explicit specification of why non-made decisions
were rejected [10]. Formalised in natural language as conditional
sentences, such so-called counterfactual explanations (or counterfac-
tuals, for short) aim at finding a combination of the feature-value
pairs minimally different from the actual input, which would enforce
the reasoning algorithm to give out a different outcome.
Counterfactuals are known to be context-dependent [9]. Hence, to
provide counterfactual explanation is to find the most relevant pieces
of counterfactual information and present them to the end user in an
effective manner. It is thus of crucial importance to (i) carefully es-
timate the relevance of the selected counterfactual(-s) to the given
automatic decision and (ii) design a human-machine interaction pro-
tocol to provide for effective communication of the inferred explana-
tory pieces of information.
The problem of counterfactual relevance estimation may be
viewed from two perspectives. On the one hand, the model’s inter-
nal structure (if available) can be inspected to assess the proximity
of a counterfactual piece of information to the one representing a
1 University of Santiago de Compostela (Spain), email: ilia.stepin@usc.es
factual decision. For instance, interpretable classifiers (e.g., decision
trees) provide means for assessing the proximity of a counterfactual
piece of information to the one representing a factual decision in the
context of the model’s characteristics. On the other hand, the end
user can be placed at the center of the explanation generation prob-
lem solving. Such a user-centric approach provides for incorporating
user-specific context information (e.g., task-based constraints, user’s
profile and preferences for specific pieces of counterfactual informa-
tion).
Paired with a factual explanation, a set of the most relevant coun-
terfactuals is hypothesised to exhibit a transparent big picture of the
system’s reasoning. A combination of model-specific internal aspects
based on user-dependent preferences is expected to enable intelligent
systems to produce explanatory output and make a step towards hy-
brid collective intelligence [5, 11].
The problem of counterfactual explanation generation has recently
attracted attention from various research groups. However, some of
these approaches do not recognise the problem of counterfactual ex-
planation relevance [7, 15] while others [8, 13] are limited to offer-
ing one-shot explanations and do not involve the user explicitly in
the process of explanation generation. The present doctoral project
aims to overcome this obstacle and synthesize the two aforemen-
tioned strategies to address the problem of factual and counterfactual
explanation generation.
2 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
At first, a conceptual framework was suggested for generating fac-
tual and counterfactual model-specific feature-based explanations for
crisp decision trees and fuzzy rule-based classification systems (FR-
BCS). The method proposed estimates the relevance of counterfactu-
als on the basis of the minimal XOR-based distance between the test
instance vectors and a so-called path-condition matrix containing bi-
narised feature-value permutations. In addition, decision tree-based
explanations are linguistically approximated to allow for a consistent
pairwise analysis with the equivalent output of a given FRBCS.
The initial experiments have been carried out to generate and eval-
uate one-shot explanations in the frame of a multi-label classification
problem [17]. The results emphasize the importance of measuring
counterfactual explanation relevance for rule-based classifiers. Thus,
the complexity of the model selected was observed to affect the di-
versity of candidate counterfactuals as well the compactness of the
explanations for the same data instance. In addition, it was concluded
that fuzzy classifiers are capable of providing more relevant explana-
tions than their linguistically approximated analogues retrieved from
crisp decision trees.
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3 FUTURE WORK
3.1 A perspective of granular computing
The potential of the suggested method for computing model-based
explanations is to be further investigated in the context of granu-
lar computing. Information granulation is a form of data abstraction
that is argued to be inherent in human cognition [18]. In a general
sense, granulation is referred to as “a grouping of elements based on
their indistinguishability, similarity, proximity or functionality” [2].
In light of this definition, the potential of the generated explanations
is expected to be estimated with respect to their capacity to interpret
information granules representing factual and counterfactual infor-
mation about the classified objects.
A series of experiments are planned to be carried out to assess the
potential of the method proposed previously for interpretability of
fuzzy information granules. First, the relevance of candidate coun-
terfactuals is to be estimated under the effect of applying a set of
discrete α-cut values on the basis of the selected FRBCS given the
expert-generated knowledge base. Second, it is proposed to inves-
tigate the effect of linguistic approximation of fuzzy sets on the ex-
plainability of information granules. Third, the resulting explanations
are to be evaluated against those generated given the data-adapted
fuzzy sets. The experiments listed above are expected to make a sig-
nificant contribution to the theory of granular computing in the con-
text of XAI.
3.2 Argumentative counterfactual reasoning
In addition to the core model-based method for generating fac-
tual and counterfactual explanations, a cognitively inspired human-
in-the-loop architecture is planned to enrich the method proposed
above. For instance, a variety of argumentation techniques [3] may
serve as a reasoning mechanism over a set of possible counterfac-
tual explanations. Indeed, computational argumentation presents an
effective way of logical reasoning as well as a human-machine in-
terface when explaining the output of a multi-agent system (MAS)
[14]. Furthermore, recent progress in conversational agent develop-
ment [4] offers the user the opportunity to affect the quality of output
explanations.
Human-machine interaction is claimed to be greatly enhanced
through integration of counterfactual explanation generation mod-
ules [16]. To enable a MAS with the ability of counterfactual reason-
ing, a diverse set of possible counterfactual explanations is planned
to be regarded as arguments in the predesigned abstract argumenta-
tion framework. The candidate counterfactual explanations are thus
to be considered claims, argued for or against, to shape the final
explanation on the basis of available information about the user as
well as their preferences. Achieved as a consensus in a dialogue be-
tween the user and the system, a set of factual and the most relevant
counterfactual explanations is hypothesised to greatly enhance col-
lective human-machine decision-making. Therefore, further research
on methods of user-centric counterfactual explanation generation is
believed to be an indispensable step in developing next generation
intelligent systems.
To conclude with, it is worth noting that both model-based and
argumentation-based methods will be subject to human evaluation.
Thus, the argumentative conversational agents are expected to be
developed and experimentally validated in real-life use cases in the
health care domain.
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Age-Related Individual Differences and their
Implications for the Design of Cognitive Interactive
Systems
Lucas Morillo-Méndez1
Abstract. In the fourth industrial revolution we are witnessing the
appearance of new interactive technologies designed to support older
adults (OA). This technology has mostly focused on assistance based
on age-derived issues and has put a special emphasis on offering so-
lutions to them. The goal of this project is to investigate how age-
related differences affect the interaction between a human and the
system —be it a robot or a virtual agent— in terms such as en-
gagement with the interaction, processing of social cues and the ex-
tent to which a performed task is actually facilitated by the agent.
The project focuses on studying the means of interaction with assis-
tive systems between different groups of users —younger and older
adults—rather than exploring final applications of technology as a
tailored solution for different people.
1 INTRODUCTION
Older Adults (OA) are one of the main groups of users for whom
new technologies may offer more opportunities as a consequence of
population ageing occurring in parallel to the fourth industrial revo-
lution. By the year 2050, it is estimated that population over 65 years
old will represent a 16% of the population [12]. Despite the poten-
tial of these technologies, they are mostly oriented to compensate
for declines associated with ageing. While these assistive technolo-
gies have an outstanding potential, there is also a need to think of
OA as a group of users who are not always fragile in need of help. A
healthy OA could benefit from the use of technology that could assist
in everyday tasks in a similar way than any other population could
do. Nevertheless, there are changes at the cognitive level through hu-
man lifespan that could modulate the preferences of interaction with
these systems. In addition, these changes can create access barriers in
the interaction with them. While complex interfaces could heighten
the ease of use for OA, multimodal and natural interactions are per-
ceived as more intuitive for everybody [10]. In addition, the use of
non-verbal cues can enhance the feeling of engagement with a robot
and a virtual agent, and the interaction can be facilitated if these are
designed considering human aspects of social cognition and commu-
nication [1]. However, there is little theory-driven research that has
searched for principles of interaction between cognitive interactive
systems and OA based on these traits.
Traditionally, research in the field of human-computer interaction
(HCI) and human-robot interaction (HRI) involving OA has put spe-
cial emphasis on the validation of systems created for specific func-
tions. This approach is useful for exploring the acceptability and us-
ability of a system, but it does not emphasise the creation of human-
1 Örebro University, Sweden, email: lucas.morillo@oru.se
based models of interaction with technology. These models could be
grounded on theory-driven studies of HCI/HRI, but control groups
are mostly lacking in the literature [13], making developmental mod-
els of interaction with cognitive systems a barely explored possibil-
ity. This project will evolve over a series of experiments involving
OA and younger adults (YA) with the aim of exploring links be-
tween ageing and different aspects of the interaction with cognitive
systems, such as how are they perceived, their acceptability and their
actual effectiveness. To do so, I will rely on a multidisciplinary ap-
proach to the study of HCI/HRI that uses tools and models from the
fields of experimental and cognitive psychology to develop a frame-
work to study how age affects the interaction with cognitive systems.
2 PREVIOUS STUDIES
There is evidence of users’ preference for cognitive systems that
show certain human features. It has been shown that anthropomor-
phic robots enhance the social presence of a system [11], a concept
related with the degree of awareness somebody attributes to a partner
—or to a system in this case— [9]. The attribution of social presence
over a system that features a human-like shape and behaviour is me-
diated by a top-down attentional bias towards social stimuli in hu-
mans that varies in normal ageing [6]. However, this variation have
not been tested in interactions with systems featuring social features.
Despite our tendency towards social stimuli, just a few studies in
HCI/HRI explore aspects of social cognition in humans and the pos-
sible differential outcomes in OA [5, 7].
Feingold-Polak et al. [7] investigated the effects of embodied an-
thropomorphic robots with two groups of OA and YA. Their study
showed that despite the preference for humanoid robots in both
groups, OA preferred to interact by touching the hand of the robot
rather than using a tablet attached to the system, which was the pre-
ferred way of interaction for the younger group.
The effects of robots that feature non-verbal communication cues
have also been studied and these have generally scored high in ac-
ceptability and social presence. Crompton and MacPherson [4] re-
ported an increase in accuracy and decrease in completion time for a
collaborative task with a non-embodied agent when it used a nat-
ural human voice and the OA thought of the system as a human
person. However, we could not find more studies that have focused
in non-verbal interaction communication between social robots and
OA. Nevertheless, it has been shown that robots that use personality
matching through gaze, a non-verbal social cue, increase the moti-
vation of the user to engage in a repetitive task [1]. In spite of not
studying interactions with OA, this experiment explore interactions
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with social robots based on individual differences of personality traits
(introversion-extroversion, from the Big-Five model of personality
[8]), which has been shown to vary through the human lifespan to-
wards lower extraversion attributes during adulthood [3]. This high-
light the importance of non-verbal communication for designing bet-
ter interactions with cognitive systems. It is also an example of how
human-human interaction principles (Similarity-Atraction principle
[2]) and psychological models [8] can be applied to HCI and HRI.
3 METHODS
A set of experiment will explore if parameters such as deictic eye
gaze from the robot (i.e. eye behaviour signalling to a point in space)
affect the interaction with the system in a different way based on age.
Other variables of interest are embodiment and anthropomorphism,
as they constitute social stimuli that could be attended differently as a
result of ageing. These variables will be studied by means of interac-
tion with robots, agents within Virtual Reality (VR) and screen-based
agents.
This research is based on a more naturalistic approach towards
experimental psychology, similar to other experiments in HRI, but
with more control over variables and the environment. Eye-tracking
will be used in order to quantify features receiving more overt visual
attention by participants. Data from questionnaires measuring mental
workload, social presence and scales on perception of the agent will
be gathered, as well as qualitative data in the form of annotations
from comments and behaviours from the participants.
4 EXPECTED RESULTS
This research will help to shape the preferred and optimal means
of interaction between cognitive systems —i.e. virtual agents and
robots— and OA. Changes in the way OA interact with the systems
are expected based on studies from human-human interaction, which
would constitute the first steps towards the creation of AI models ca-
pable of adapting to the possible limitations of their human partner.
In more concrete terms referred to our first experiment, it is expected
that deictic eye-gaze behaviour from a robot to be less useful for an
OA in terms of aid for task completion or for communicative pur-
poses when compared with a YA.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This project will delve into how age-related differences shape inter-
action with cognitive agents. Research in the field of HRI has focused
in exploring how OA interact with robots and virtual agents, but this
is normally in the interest of validating specific goal-oriented sys-
tems. In addition, the general lack of control groups limit causal link
between the age of users and the output. In this research, differences
between two groups of OA and YA will be addressed when interact-
ing with a virtual agent and a robot. If found, these differences will
have implications in the way in intelligent systems are designed. On
the one hand, this knowledge might enrich models of adaptive AI if
designed for everybody. On the other hand, if designed for OA, this
research might inform of which elements are important based on how
these are attended and evaluated.
This research aims to reach a wider generalisation of its results
by not validating a system based on user’s opinion of its usefulness
for helping with a specific task, but it is also true that the system
cannot be purposeless during the interaction. Consequently, it will
be difficult that some of evaluations made by participants are not
influenced by the task being performed, which is the main limitation
of this project —e.g. even if deictic eye behaviour helps the user
in finding an ingredient while preparing a meal, the user may still
evaluate the system negatively if the behaviour is not found necessary
for performing such a task.
To conclude, it could be argued that if humans are biased towards
social stimuli in general, designing a robot that completely emulates
humans would allow us to skip the steps of investigating which are
the important human-like elements for a robot. This could be true, but
also not feasible at this stage. In addition, a more human-like agent
might not always be optimal, as it has been shown that for certain
tasks, task efficiency might be reduced based on the social features
of a system [11].
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Big Data in IoE: investigating IT approaches to Big Data 
in healthcare whilst ensuring the competing interests of the 
right to health and the right to privacy 
Aiste Gerybaite1 
 
Abstract. Big Data has been vastly applied in sports domain while 
Big Data in IoE in healthcare has only recently started gaining 
traction.  Sophisticated IoE devices are now able to process Big Data 
in order to monitor undesirable events through real-time alerting 
such as crash of vital signs with wearable wireless sensors, domestic 
accidents involving elderly people, or assist in predicting and 
monitoring outbreaks of various diseases which may put at risk 
public health as a whole. Due to the multidimensional nature of 
healthcare emergencies, the use of Big Data in such emergencies 
poses a number questions, not only with respect to the precise 
definition of an emergency, the agencies involved, the procedures 
used, but also questions with respect to securing privacy and the 
right to health in such emergencies without hindering the potential 
benefits of the development of Big Data solutions within healthcare 
sector. 
1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
1.1 Research problem 
 
The correlation between Big Data and data protection is undeniable. 
Big Data in healthcare brings about several data protection and 
privacy challenges. Firstly, many of the classic fair information 
principles and data protection principles are being challenged by Big 
Data. In fact, van Der Sloot argues that the current data protection 
regime, based on the principle of data minimization, undermines Big 
Data’s potential as in Big Data scenarios the objective is to collect 
as much data as possible and store data for as long as possible (for 
example, in healthcare research Big Data analytics are used to find 
trends and treatments that have the highest rate of success in the real 
world for cancer treatment). Further, Big Data tests the principles of 
ratione personae and ratione materiae[1]. In the first instance, Big 
Data do not focus on specific individuals but rather on groups of 
individuals/everyone, while in the latter, it becomes unclear whether 
a particular right (right to data protection) is even involved in certain 
Big Data scenarios. This raises a question on whether data protection 
and privacy in Big Data scenarios should take into account the 
collective dimension of data protection rights rather than focus on 
the individual dimension of such rights[2]. Additionally, since Big 
Data processing is often transnational, the rapidly changing 
technology may circumvent the applicable data protection 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––————–––––––––––– 
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provisions. Consequently, many questions arise whether the 
definitions of personal data, anonymized data, sensitive personal 
data are still tenable in the age of Big Data where ICT approaches 
tend to be more and more dynamic while the law remains faithful to 
its static nature. 
In healthcare sector, the research to date focuses on the 
development of the ICT solutions for the sector (various medical 
devices, tracing devices) or on the regulatory requirements 
applicable to the sector. Yet, Big Data, privacy and data protection 
issues tend to be overlooked. In particular, the healthcare sector 
tends to overlook the two dimensions of healthcare emergencies, the 
public health and the individual dimension, and their implications to 
data protection and privacy. The public dimension of healthcare 
emergencies refers to emergencies such as global outbreaks of 
diseases (such as Covid-19, SARS etc). The latter, instead, refers to 
loss of vital signs by an individual which would not qualify as a 
public health emergency but, nevertheless, could have devastating 
impact on an individual’s wellbeing.  
The compendium of data aggregated by various actors in such 
emergencies though the use various health-monitoring, medical 
devices, or data generated and captured through various tracing apps 
and other healthcare software systems proliferates both concerns and 
opportunities. Indeed, a number of research focuses on developing 
WBAN, Primary Mobile Device (PMD), and Internet using 
Bluetooth, ZigBee IEEE 802.15.4, or 3G/LTE/Wi-Fi 
communication technologies-based ICT solutions[3]. Nonetheless, 
integrating real-time and similar health monitoring data has 
significant ethical[4], legal and social implications on individual’s 
informational privacy due to the abstract and value based nature of 
law which is built on compromise. Instead, “Big Data is empirical, 
algorithmic, and deterministic. Also, Big Data is inherently 
acontextual. Big Data cannot interpret itself, nor can it discern the 
indeterminate boundaries of legal principles[5]”.  
Since the use of Big Data depends on the context it is used in, 
from the perspective of healthcare Big Data Shameer argues that the 
ownership rights of the data subject and the control of how patients 
may opt-in and opt-out are important for building real-time and 
similar health monitoring systems[6]. Such systems would need to 
be secure in order to ensure high degree of protection of personal 
and sensitive data in order to adhere to data protection requirements. 
This is particularly pertinent in the European scenario where the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is applicable. In this 
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regard, an in-depth analysis of the scope and application of articles 
5,6 and 9 of the GDPR is required. 
Likewise, ransomware and hacking attacks do not only work on 
data that a healthcare organisation already holds but also when 
various devices and health apps transmit, collect and share the data 
between one another or with a healthcare organisation. Thus, the 
processing of such personal and sensitive data may lead to data 
privacy violations. According to Cohen privacy violations can be 
divided into two categories, consequentialist and deontological 
concerns[7]. Whilst the first point concerns the negative 
consequences that the data breach carries with it, the second one 
does not depend on experiencing the negative consequences (ie. 
publication of sensitive information on an open web, which 
inadvertently allows third parties to gain access to such data).Whilst 
most research encountered addresses the potential breach in terms 
data privacy under the existing regulatory regime, few assess to what 
extent the existing ICT solutions in healthcare already provide for 
data privacy and data security.  
In conclusion, the current state of the art undoubtedly indicates a 
gap between the appropriate translation and application of 
fundamental legal research into concrete scenarios with specific ICT 
technologies used in healthcare sector. As the ethical-legal research 
world focuses on fostering a high-level discussion on Big Data, 
healthcare and IoE, the ICT sector wonders what all this means to 
their specific scenario. Finally, the researcher believes that through 
the proper analysis of case-specific scenarios a further path for the 
regulation of Big Data and data protection may be paved. 
2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The research project investigates ICT approaches to the processing 
of Big Data in healthcare emergencies focusing on the two 
dimensions of such emergencies. In particular, the research focuses 
on applications used to assist and manage pandemics, and on 
wearables used for tracking person’s vital signs and how data is 
processed and treated in healthcare emergencies. Such analysis 
permits to provide a multidimensional look at the core issues from 
both legal and technical standpoints for Big Data in healthcare 
emergencies with possible solutions for the issues. The objective 
therefore is to set ground for future regulatory regime which would 
facilitate the sharing of personal and personal sensitive data in a 
secure manner that would allow to implement ICT solutions within 
healthcare sector. Finally, the researcher believes that certain 
existing ICT tools used in healthcare may already be capable of 
guaranteeing data protection and privacy. 
The research project will engage a discussion on the two angles 
of Big Data, the regulatory side and the technical side: 
1. on the regulatory side the project analyses what part data 
protection legislation plays within the development of Big Data 
applications in healthcare sector. The research further looks 
into the precise notions of an emergency from both empirical 
and legal standpoints; the notions of data privacy vs data 
security; and securing privacy and the right to health in such 
emergencies without hindering the potential benefits of the 
development of Big Data solutions within healthcare sector. 
2. The research considers to what extent the current design 
guidelines for wearables and various applications in healthcare 
take into account the applicable data protection framework. 
3. The research explores how to balance the competing rights and 
interests of the affected parties with respect to data privacy and 
the right to health. In particular, through looking at the specific 
Big Data applications within healthcare, the research attempts 
to answer the question of how the benefits of Big Data in 
healthcare can be captured in a way that respects fundamental 
principles of ethics and the rights to privacy and health.  
In essence, the approach taken within research aims to look at the 
Big Data in healthcare and regulations with a novel perspective, ie. 
evaluate specific ICT solutions within the specific legislative 
framework. If the research is successful, the proposed research 
would benefit a wide range of stakeholders including legislators, 
scholars, practitioners, and consumers. The project is aimed and 
bridging the gap between the law and the ICT solutions within 
healthcare sector with respect to the EU applicable regulations and 
the ICT tools developed within the healthcare sector.  
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Deep learning neural networks to detect anomalies in
video sequences
Jorge Garcı́a-González1
Abstract. The purpose of this work is to summarize a PhD work
focused on anomaly detection in video sequences. The first section
presents the problem, the second one summarizes the state of the
art, the third section exposes our work within the area so far and the
fourth one explains our current and future work.
1 PROBLEM
Multimedia data are a sign of our times. Our society generates each
day more and more data, including a considerable share of images
and videos with very different sources and objectives: smartphones,
surveillance and traffic cameras, satellites, handmade or digital art,
films, TV shows, X-ray or CT-scan medical images, etc. The increas-
ing amount of image and video data imposes the need for automatic
analysis methods and computers barely understand them.
One of the approaches to better understand them and reduce the
amount of data that requires human supervision is the detection of
elements that should be subject to further study. These elements are
what we often call anomalies or outliers.
How do we define an anomaly? That is a key question with an
ambiguous answer: it depends on the context. Since we are interested
in video sequences, we will focus on their usual context.
Anomaly detection in images and video sequences can lead to
two problems. Foreground Segmentation problem (also called Back-
ground Subtraction in bibliography) is the problem of, given a video,
classify each pixel in each frame as foreground (anomaly) or back-
ground (normal). On a road, each car would be classified as fore-
ground while a tree next to the road would be considered as back-
ground even if its branches are also moving with the wind.
Behavior anomaly detection in a video sequence would be the
problem of, given a video sequence, classify each pixel in each frame
as usual behavior or anomaly. In our previous road example, if usu-
ally the cars are going from left to right, then a car moving from
right to left would be an anomaly. If there are no motorcycles but
one, then that one could also be considered as an anomaly. This sec-
ond problem implies a deeper understanding of the video and is more
challenging.
2 STATE OF THE ART
Foreground segmentation algorithms have been proposed for
decades. First methods were based on pixel level analysis [14] but
they show very low noise robustness so other later methods also clas-
sify at pixel level but use information from surrounding pixels to in-
crease noise robustness [12, 9].
1 University of Málaga, Spain, email: jorgegarcia@lcc.uma.es
In recent years deep learning advances have provided other ap-
proaches to foreground segmentation based on a semantic segmen-
tation network output [1] or by using autoencoders networks to in-
crease noise robustness with no dependence of a network trained in
a supervised way [17].
Behavior anomaly detection methods often study characteristics as
Histogram of Optical Flow [2], use Markovian techniques [8] or are
based on statistics aggregates [11]. Other newer methods use deep
learning [16, 18] and it is common to use autoencoders networks
[15, 13] in a way pretty similar to foreground segmentation methods.
This common approach is based on the reduction of data dimension-
ality in order to analyze that lower dimension data. It is important
to note that the autoencoder approach to both problems usually uses
only autoencoder’s encoding layers, so it acts as a Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) method. Figure 1 shows the usual basic scheme
for this approach. This approach shows the following advantages:
Autoencoders are trained in an unsupervised way, so no labeled data
is needed; by deleting non-relevant data, the noise robustness is in-
creased; the amount of data to analyze is much more manageable.
3 OUR WORK
Following previous works in the field as [17], our main approach
to the foreground segmentation problem is based on the use of deep
learning techniques to change the data representation dimension into
a lower one in combination with other traditional analysis methods
often based on probability theory or statistical analysis. As previ-
ously mentioned, the lower dimensionality representation has the ad-
vantage of the destruction of the smallest details since they usually
have no relevance to the anomaly detection in the image but are a
source of noise.
In our preliminary work [5], we studied how a simple statisti-
cal analysis over a lower dimension representation based on autoen-
coders could lead to a method able to deal with Gaussian noise in the
video sequence. Following that path, on [6] we improved the codifi-
cation output analysis by using a Gaussian model, and we tested the
newly proposed method against different kinds of noises, including
Gaussian, uniform and salt and pepper. However, this approach has
a problem: since we need to split the images into patches in order to
encode them, the output will have a low segmentation resolution.
To avoid that problem, in [3], we proposed a new method using
shifted tilings to increase both robustness and resolution. In [4], we
include the tiling approach in combination with a new Gaussian anal-
ysis, so our method is robust but also has higher segmentation reso-
lution than [5] and [6]. Figure 3 shows a comparison between two
foreground segmentation methods with different robustness to noise.
In parallel, we have tried other different approaches to foreground
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Figure 1. Basic usual autoencoder approach used both in foreground segmentation and behavior anomaly detection in video sequences.
original PMDAPF PAWCS
Figure 2. Foreground segmentation example. On the left, the original
image from changedetection.net dataset with added noise, on the center, our
PMDAPF [4] method output, on the right, PAWCS [12] method output.
segmentation. In [10], we studied how some simple preprocessing as
downsampling the images in order to apply simple foreground de-
tection methods could also lead to robust results. Another parallel
approach will be presented at the ECAI conference. In that work, we
show a way to combine the information from a semantic segmenta-
tion network as Mask-RCNN [7] with a probabilistic model to obtain
foreground segmentation.
4 FUTURE WORK
We are currently working on methods to deal with behavior anomaly
detection based on the approach we have followed in dealing with
foreground segmentation. As we noted before, the problem is much
harder since, in foreground segmentation, the background (context)
does not change too much, and even if it contains movement, it can
be countered with noise robustness. Behavior anomaly detection has
a context much more dynamic. Spatio-temporal information is much
more important, and so the way to model the context is much more
challenging, but we think that it also has more applications. We are
also currently developing another foreground segmentation method
that contains most of the advantages from [4] but with no resolution
limit.
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Embedding based Link Prediction for Knowledge Graph
Completion
Russa Biswas1
Abstract. This thesis proposes a novel Knowledge Graph (KG) em-
bedding model for Link Prediction (LP) for Knowledge Graph Com-
pletion (KGC). The missing links in a KG are predicted based on the
existing contextual information as well as textual entity descriptions.
The model outperforms the state-of-the-art (SOTA) model DKRL for
FB15k and FB15k-237 datasets.
1 INTRODUCTION
KGs are large networks of real world entities and relationships be-
tween them. The facts are represented as a triple < h, r, t >, where
h and t are the head and tail entities respectively and r represents the
relation between them. Despite the huge amounts of relational data,
KGs are sparse and often incomplete as the links between the entities
are missing. Furthermore, different KGs have information about the
same real world entities but the fact that these entities in different
KGs are same is missing.
LP is a fundamental task of KGC that aims to estimate the likeli-
hood of the existence of links between entities based on the current
observed structure of the KG. LP task can be performed across dif-
ferent KGs to predict the missing links between two same entities
across KGs and is also known as Entity Alignment. This thesis fo-
cuses on the KGC task based on predicting the missing links within
the KG as well as across multiple KGs.
Due to the high complexity of the graph mining algorithms, the la-
tent representation of a KG is learned into a low dimensional space.
To-date many algorithms are proposed to learn the embeddings of
the entities and relations into the same vector space. However, none
of the SOTA models consider the contextual information of the KGs
along with the textual entity descriptions to learn the latent represen-
tation for the task of LP within the KG. This thesis focuses on propos-
ing a model which takes the above described features into account
and performs the task of LP i.e., head, tail prediction as well as triple
classification. On the other hand, due to the structural differences
amongst multiple KGs, their embedding spaces also exhibit different
characteristics. Therefore, for the entity alignment task, these differ-
ent vector spaces generated for different KGs are to be aligned to a
single space to predict the missing links between the same entities
across different KGs.
2 STATE OF THE ART
Link Prediction. So far, different KG embedding techniques have
been proposed which can be categorized as translation based mod-
els, semantic matching models, models incorporating entity types,
1 FIZ Karlsruhe – Leibniz Institute for Information Infrastructure, Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology, Institute AIFB, Germany email: russa.biswas@fiz-
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models incorporating relation paths, models using logical rules, mod-
els with temporal information, models using graph structures, and
models incorporating information represented in literals and a de-
tailed description of them are provided in [4], and [7]. Amonsgst
them, he translational model [2] use scoring function based on dis-
tance and the translation is carried out with the help of a relation.
GAKE [6] considers the contextual information by generating paths
starting from an entity. On the other hand, DKRL [11] incorporates
textual entity descriptions in the embedding model and uses TransE
as the base model.
The textual entity descriptions present in the KGs provide infor-
mation about the entity which might not be available otherwise in the
KG. Also, the paths originating from an entity provide the structural
contextual information about the neighboring entities. Therefore, in
this thesis, paths and entity descriptions are modeled together to learn
the embeddings of entities and relations for LP.
Entity Alignment. Entity Alignment is the task of aligning the same
entities across different KGs. To do so, several embedding based
methods have been proposed, in which a unified embedding space is
learned using a set of already aligned entities and triples. A detailed
description of these models for entity alignment is provided in [1].
The challenges of these models are: (i) They are supervised and re-
quire a set of aligned entities or triples as seeds for training. (ii) Some
of the models require all the relations to be aligned between the KGs.
However, in case of heterogeneous KGs which consist of different
sets of relations, it is a challenging task to have a pre-aligned set of
relations. (iii) The methods lack proper mechanisms to handle multi-
valued relations. This thesis proposes an entity alignment model for
heterogeneous KGs with multi-valued relations based on the unsu-
pervised approach, i.e. without pre-aligned seeds for training.
3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND
CONTRIBUTIONS
This section discusses the research questions and the corresponding
contributions to address the challenges.
• RQ1: Given an entity and a relation pair, how to predict the miss-
ing entity in a triple?
– The head or tail entity in a triple < h, r, ? > or <?, r, t > is
predicted by defining a mapping function ψ : E×R×E → R,
where E and R are the set of entities and relations in the KG.
A score is assigned to each triple where the higher the score of
the triple indicates the more likely to be true.
• RQ2: How to identify whether a given triple is valid or not?
– This is a triple classification task, in which a binary classifier is
trained to identify whether a given triple is false (0) or true (1).
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• RQ3: How to predict the type information for an entity in a KG?
– Entity typing or Entity Classification is the process of assigning
a type to an entity. To do so, different structural and literal infor-
mation have been exploited to train a multi-label classification
model for fine-grained entity typing.
• RQ4: How to align the different embedding spaces of the KGs into
a unified vector space to identify the owl:sameAs links?
– To align two different KG embedding spacesX and Y , a trans-
lation function τ coupled with a rotation function θ is intro-
duced. The owl:sameAs links are then to be determined by
vector similarity.
Therefore, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• A novel KG embedding model exploiting the structural as well as
the textual entity descriptions in the KGs for head and tail predic-
tion as well as triple classification.
• A neural network based multi-label hierarchical classification
model for fine-grained entity typing using different features in the
KG such as text and images along with the structural information.
• A novel translational model to align the different KG embedding
spaces to identify the owl:sameAs links across multiple KGs.
4 LINK PREDICTION
To encapsulate the contextual information, random walks of 4 hops
are generated starting from each entity in the KG. Predicate Fre-
quency Inverse Triple Frequency (PF-ITF) [8] is used to iden-
tify the important relations for each entity. A sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) learning based encoder-decoder model [10] is adapted to
learn the representation of the path vectors in the KGs as shown in
Figure 1. Given a path sequence, which is a combination of enti-
ties and the relations between them, such as {e1, r1, e2, r2, ..., en},
the input to the encoder is the corresponding embeddings (computed
using TransE). These embeddings are passed through an attention
based Bi-directional GRU which encapsulates the information for all
input elements and compresses them into a context vector which is
then passed through the decoder. A scaled dot product is employed
as the attention mechanism. The representation of the textual en-
tity descriptions is obtained using SBERT [9], followed by the same
encoder-decoder model. ConvE [5] is used as a base model for scor-
ing. For triple classification, the vectors are passed through a CNN
model. Both triple classification and head/tail prediction are evalu-
ated for FB15k and FB15k-237 datasets and the model outperforms
the SOTA model DKRL as depicted in Table1. For the entity typing
task, a multi-label CNN model is to be built.
5 FUTURE WORK
Entity Alignment. This task is yet to be addressed in this thesis.
However, the basic idea is to adapt MUSE [3] which is an unsu-
pervised multi-lingual word embedding alignment model to the KG
alignment. A translation function coupled with a rotational function
is to be used to align the related entities from different KGs. The
same or related entities in different KGs will have overlapping infor-
mation which could be exploited in an unsupervised manner.
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Figure 1. Encoder-Decoder Architecture
Table 1. Results on LP with FB15k and FB15k-237 datasets.
FB15k
Models MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10
DKRL 85.5 0.311 0.192 0.359 0.548
Our model
(w/o Attn.)
87 0.316 0.222 0.365 0.5615
Our model
(w Attn.)
85 0.335 0.243 0.383 0.59
FB15k-237
DKRL 90.5 0.298 0.187 0.337 0.523
Our model
(w/o Attn.)
90.5 0.314 0.217 0.349 0.527
Our model
(w Attn.)
90 0.316 0.229 0.356 0.545
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Using Machine Learning for the Personalized Healthcare 
of Vascular Diseases 
Ana Vieira1 
 
Abstract.1  The growing number of people with vascular diseases 
has led to a burden of healthcare providers and an economic burden 
of patients. The development of personalized healthcare solutions 
has the potential to address these burdens while also promoting the 
patients’ well-being. In this research work is proposed the use of 
machine learning algorithms to deliver personalized healthcare to 
patients with vascular diseases. By using machine learning to 
extract knowledge from patient data it is intended to improve 
clinical outcomes of patients while also supporting the health 
professionals in the clinical decision-making process. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Vascular diseases affect a large percentage of the worldwide 
population, conditioning the patients’ day-to-day lives. Due to their 
severity, these diseases require frequent follow-ups and regular 
hospitalizations. The follow-up consists of medical appointments 
where treatment plans are defined based on the patient’s health 
condition. These treatment plans comprise the pharmacological 
intervention and activities that the patient needs to perform in order 
to control and improve their condition. However, this follow-up is 
only done sporadically, being difficult to monitor the patient’s 
condition outside of healthcare settings. Due to the high prevalence 
of these diseases and the need of constant monitoring of the 
patient’s condition, there is a growing burden on healthcare 
providers and an economic burden of patients. As such, it has been 
sought the research and development of technological solutions 
that tackle the current difficulties in the healthcare of vascular 
diseases.  
The evolution of information technologies and their application 
in the health sector has opened the possibility for a change in 
healthcare, shifting from a traditional approached, based on the 
health professional’s experience, to personalized healthcare, based 
on the patient’s clinical information [5]. Personalized healthcare 
has the potential to reduce the current burdens of healthcare 
providers and patients while also promoting the patient’s well-
being. 
There are already innovative solutions for the regular 
monitoring of the patient’s health condition that generate high 
volumes of data, essential for the personalization of the healthcare 
of patients. However, this data is not processed [6], due to the lack 
of solutions focused on data analysis. 
 
1  GECAD, Institute of Engineering, Polytechnic of Porto, Porto, Portugal, 
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Motivated by the current challenges that the healthcare of 
vascular diseases faces, this Doctoral work focuses on using patient 
data to deliver important insights about the patient’s health 
condition. It is intended to improve patient outcomes and promote 
the patient’s well-being by delivering personalized healthcare 
based on the analysis of patient data collected from monitoring 
sensors. 
2 APPROACHES FOR PERSONALIZED 
HEALTHCARE 
One of the main approaches that has been followed in the health 
sector for the personalization of healthcare is the use of 
recommendation systems. Being able of performing predictive 
analysis based on the patient’s clinical data, these systems not only 
allow the support of the health professional but also of the patient. 
The literature presents recommendation systems for personalized 
healthcare aimed at both health professionals and patients [2, 8]. 
For health professionals, recommendation systems are used to 
support the clinical decision-making process, predicting the 
patient’s condition and which treatment is the most appropriate. 
For patients, recommendation systems are used to monitor their 
physical activity, where the systems recommend appropriate 
exercises according to the patient’s physical and clinical 
conditions. These systems are also being used to promote the 
patient’s well-being and to present education information regarding 
the patient’s health condition. 
The analyses carried out by this type of systems use several 
intelligent methods, such as machine learning. Various machine 
learning techniques such as classification, clustering, and 
association algorithms, have been used in the literature to extract 
knowledge from patient data. Classification algorithms are mostly 
used for pattern detection, disease prediction, and detection of the 
patient’s activity. Clustering algorithms are used to identify the 
disease and they are also used to predict it. Association algorithms 
are used in the clinical domain for the identification of 
relationships between diseases. 
Although the application of information technologies has 
resulted in innovative solutions for the personalization of 
healthcare, these are still rarely used for the support of patients 
with vascular diseases [4]. Recent studies have sought to develop 
solutions for delivering personalized healthcare to patients with 
vascular diseases [1, 3, 7]. These solutions focus mainly on the 
monitorization of clinical information and on the presentation of 
personalized recommendations about physical exercises that the 
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patient can perform, lacking functionalities regarding the disease 
management and the presentation of recommendations about which 
treatment to follow. In addition, the proposed solutions lack 
interfaces aimed to support the health professional in the clinical 
decision-making. 
3 PROPOSED WORK 
The main goal of the thesis is the research and development of 
algorithms capable of learning from patient data collected from 
monitoring sensors in order to support not only health professionals 
but also patients with vascular diseases. By doing so, it will be 
possible to deliver meaningful insights about the patient’s health 
condition. 
Specifically, it is intended to research and develop clustering 
and classification algorithms for the analysis of patient data. With 
the research of clustering algorithms, it is sought to identify the 
patient’s health condition, based on the similarity with other 
patients. By grouping patients based on their similarity and 
analysing the evolution of their health condition it will also be 
possible to predict the patient’s condition. By researching 
classification algorithms, it is intended to detect patterns and 
anomalies in the patient’s condition, as well as predicting risks or 
benefits of medical interventions. Hybrid approaches to the 
analysis of patient data, i.e. the combination of classification and 
clustering algorithms, will also be applied to obtain better results. 
The insights generated by the learning algorithms will be made 
available to health professionals and patients through a 
recommendation system. This system will support health 
professionals in the clinical decision-making process by predicting 
possible reactions towards medical interventions, such as treatment 
or surgery, and recommending adequate treatments for patients. 
This system will also support patients through smart coaching. The 
recommendation system will promote the adoption of healthy 
behaviours and the patient’s well-being by presenting personalized 
recommendations, adequate to the patient’s condition, about 
activities that the patient can perform or behaviours that need to be 
adopted by the patient. 
With the development of this thesis, it is intended to assess the 
impact of the insights generated by the machine learning 
algorithms on the clinical outcomes of patients and on the 
workload of health professionals. 
4 ONGOING RESEARCH 
The current research work being performed is the literature review 
of the topics that this thesis comprises: 
1. Vascular diseases; 
2. Main approaches for the analysis of health-related data obtained 
from monitoring sensors; 
3. Approaches for personalized healthcare, including solutions in 
the domain of vascular diseases. 
To identify and understand which disease-related parameters 
must be analysed, a detailed study of this thesis’ clinical domain, 
vascular diseases, is being performed. This study is accompanied 
by a literature review of the main approaches used for the analysis 
of health-related data obtained from monitoring sensors, with 
particular focus on the identification of the patient’s health 
condition and disease prediction. The study of the challenges that 
the analysis of health-related data faces is also included in this 
literature review. 
The main approaches used for delivering personalized 
healthcare are also being studied, as well as an analysis of the 
current solutions available for vascular diseases. As a preliminary 
result of this review, mentioned above, it was found that 
information technologies are still rarely used for delivering 
personalized healthcare in the context of vascular diseases. 
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this work a solution for the personalization of healthcare of 
patients with vascular diseases is presented, involving the use of 
machine learning algorithms, specifically clustering and 
classification algorithms, that will extract knowledge from patient 
data collected from monitoring sensors and will provide 
meaningful insights about the health condition to health 
professionals and patients. With the development of the Doctoral 
thesis, it is intended to improve the clinical outcomes of patients 
with vascular diseases while also reducing the workload of health 
professionals. 
As future work of the thesis, the research and develop clustering 
and classification algorithms to process patient data will be carried 
out. The combination of these algorithms, hybrid approaches, will 
also be researched. The developed algorithms will be evaluated 
using adequate methods for the evaluation of machine learning 
algorithms and the best performing algorithms will be selected. 
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Adversarial Attacks on Android Malware Detection
Models using Reinforcement Learning
Hemant Rathore1
Abstract. Malware analysis and detection is a rat race between
malware designer and anti-malware community. Most of the cur-
rent Android antivirus(s) are based on the signature, heuristic and
behaviour based mechanisms which are unable to detect advanced
polymorphic and metamorphic malware. Recently, researchers have
developed state-of-the-art Android malware detection systems based
on machine learning and deep learning. However, these models are
prone to adversarial attacks which threaten the anti-malware ecosys-
tem. Therefore in this work, we are investigating the robustness of
Android malware detection models against adversarial attacks. We
crafted adversarial attacks using reinforcement learning against de-
tection models built using a variety of machine learning (classical,
bagging, boosting) and deep learning algorithms. We are designing
two adversarial attack strategies, namely single-policy and multi-
policy attack for white-box and grey-box scenarios which are based
on adversary’s knowledge about the system. We designed the attack
using Q-learning where a malicious application(s) is modified to gen-
erate variants which will force the detection models to misclassify
them. The goal of the attack policy is to convert maximum Android
applications (such that they are misclassified) with minimum modi-
fications while maintaining the functional and behavioural integrity
of applications. Preliminary results show an average fooling rate of
around 40% across twelve distinct detection models based on differ-
ent classification algorithms. We are also designing defence against
these adversarial attack using model retraining and distillation.
1 INTRODUCTION
Today Android Operating System (OS) runs on more than 70% of the
world’s smartphone and holds the monopoly in the smartphone mar-
ketplace [8]. Android OS domination is due to its open-source na-
ture, availability of a large number of apps, multiple third-party App
Stores etc. [9]. The above factors have also made Android smart-
phones an obvious target of malware attackers. Malware is a soft-
ware program designed with malicious intent against any target [10].
Trojan-SMS.AndroidOS.FakePlayer.a (2010) was the first malware
detected on the Android OS. Since then, there has been exponential
growth in malware detected on Android OS from 9, 158 in 2011 to
22.48 million in 2018 [3]. According to McAfee Mobile Threat Re-
port, an average 8 million new Android malware was detected in each
quarter of the year 2019 [7]. Antivirus industry (Norton, McAfee,
Trend Micro, etc.) and anti-malware researchers provide the first line
of defence against any malware attack [10]. Today most of the an-
tivirus heavily rely upon signature, heuristic and behaviour based
malware detection engines. These engines are exceedingly human
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dependent, time-consuming, non-scalable etc. and thus cannot detect
advanced polymorphic and metamorphic malware [10].
Recently researchers have explored Machine Learning (ML) and
Deep Learning (DL) to build Android malware detection systems
which have shown promising results [10] [2]. Developing these sys-
tems is a two-step process: Feature Engineering and Classification.
Feature engineering requires domain knowledge to extract various
features using static/dynamic analysis. Arp et al. perform static anal-
ysis of 5, 560 Android apps to extract the features like permission,
intent, API calls etc. and proposed a malware detection model using
support vector machine which achieved 93.90% accuracy [1]. Li et
al. developed SigPid using association mining to identify 22 most
significant permissions for Android malware detection [6].
Machine learning and deep learning models are prone to adver-
sarial attacks. Goodfellow et al. showed that a small number of in-
tentional perturbations could force the classification model to mis-
classify with high confidence [4]. Earlier adversarial fooling was as-
sumed to be due to non-linearity and overfitting of the models which
was proven to be incorrect. Recently Yuan et al. proposed GAPGAN
which perform a black-box attack on DL-based windows malware
detection system using generative adversarial networks [11]. Kurakin
et al. showed that adversary without any knowledge about the ML
system can still fool the classification model [5]. The knowledge can
consist of information about the dataset, feature info, model architec-
ture and classification algorithm. In white-box attack, the adversary
is assumed to have complete knowledge about the system, whereas
in black-box attack the adversary does not know the system. Also,
we can define the grey-box attack where an adversary has only lim-
ited knowledge which does not contain any information about model
architecture and classification algorithm. Malware designers can also
design and develop similar adversarial attacks on Android malware
detection system, which will threaten the complete antivirus ecosys-
tem. Following are the specific contributions, the problem we are
currently investigating and the direction of future work:
• We propose the Single Policy Attack (SPA) for white-box scenario
which uses Q-learning based on Reinforcement Learning (RL) to
generate adversarial samples. Initial investigation of adversarial
attack using SPA has shown an average fooling rate of more than
40% across twelve different Android malware detection models.
• We are also designing Multi-Policy Attack (MPA) for the grey-
box scenario where an adversary has limited knowledge about
model architecture and classification algorithm. The current de-
sign uses multiple Q-tables to optimize the adversarial attack with
limited time and space complexity. Based on the current design,
an average fooling rate of around 25% is achieved across twelve
different Android malware detection models.
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed architecture for adversarial attack and defence
• The adversarial defence mechanisms should be able to defend
against SPA and MPA, which are planned as future work based
on model retraining and distillation. The final goal of this work is
to propose an Android malware detection system using RL, which
is more robust against adversarial attacks.
2 PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
In this work, we will first act as an adversary to find vulnerabilities in
the Android malware detection models. After a thorough investiga-
tion, we will design an adversarial defence to improve the robustness
of the Android malware detection models against adversarial attack.
2.1 Problem Definition
Consider a dataset D = {(xi, yi)} ∈ (X,Y ) where X and Y repre-
sents an Android application and the corresponding class label (mal-
ware/benign) respectively. Feature vector xi from X can be gener-
ated using static/dynamic analysis of application (malware/benign)
and can be used to build Android malware detection models using
different classification models. Performance metrics like accuracy,
AUC-ROC, false-positive, false-negative etc. can be used to evaluate
the quality of the detection models.
The goal of the adversarial attack on Android malware detection
models is to modify maximum malicious applications (m) such that
they are forced to be misclassified by the detection model(s). An ad-
versary can assume white/grey/black box scenario to evade detection
model(s) developed using a variety of classification algorithms (clas-
sical, bagging, boosting and DL). Another goal is to minimize the
modifications in X or (xi) and the changes should be syntactically
possible, i.e. they should not disrupt the functional and behavioural
aspect of the Android application.
2.2 Architecture Overview and Research Progress
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed architecture to develop robust An-
droid malware detection models using adversarial attacks and de-
fences. The process starts with data collection of Android applica-
tions (malware/benign). The next step is feature engineering which
consists of feature extraction and feature selection. We perform static
analysis of all the Android applications to extract features like per-
mission, intent and API calls to be represented as a feature vector.
In the third step, twelve different Android malware detection models
were constructed using classical algorithms, bagging, boosting and
DL algorithms. The fourth phase consists of two parts (1) In the first
part RL agent interacts with the environment to generate an optimal
policy (2) In the second part the optimal policy is used to modify
the malware samples to be misclassified as benign. In the fifth phase,
modified malware samples are tested with real-world Android mal-
ware detection models to calculate the fooling rate. Our preliminary
results attain an average fooling rate of around 40% and 25% for per-
missions vector with SPA (white box scenario) and MPA (grey box
scenario) respectively on twelve different detection models. We are
still in the process of fine-tuning SPA and MPA. In the last phase,
adversarial defence mechanisms are planned as future work and will
be designed to improve the robustness of the detection models.
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Ranking Rules as a Tool for Reducing the Impact of the
Distance in Machine Learning Methods
Noelia Rico 1
Abstract. There are several machine learning methods that take
decisions based on the distance between the objects in a dataset. How
this distance must be measured is not always clear. Different distance
measures may lead to different results and the information given by
all of them is useful when the most suitable distance for the dataset is
not defined. We propose to aggregate information given by different
distances using ranking rules such as Borda Count.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the field of machine learning, there is a family of methods that
performs their corresponding task based on the similarity between
the objects in the data. This similarity is measured by means of a
distance. By doing this, the method assumes that, given an object x
and a dataset of objects {x1, . . . ,xm}, the objects in the dataset that
are closer to x are more similar to x than the ones that are further.
For both supervised and not supervised learning, methods based on
this principles are quite popular, probably due to the fact that they
are easy to use and also the results they generate are usually explain-
able [1].
How the distance between two objects should be computed is not
very clear for all the scenarios as many definitions of distance ex-
ist [8]. Imagine that you are playing a game and you get to win the
nearest object to your position. Which object is the nearest one? In-
tuitively, the distance is measured by humans using the Euclidean
distance and thus, it seems natural that the object which is closest in
a straight line would be chosen. On the other hand, someone could
argue that, if the distance were measured, for example, with the Man-
hattan distance instead of the Euclidean distance, this object may or
may not be the same, depending on how the other objects are situ-
ated.
Although for some problems the distance that better measures the
similarity between the objects is clear, this is not the case for all
the contexts in the real world. When performing a machine learning
task, the dataset containing the input may combine data of different
nature for which the best distance to measure the similarity between
objects is not known a priori. In practice, the Euclidean distance is
taken for granted as the distance that must be used, probably due
to the fact that it is part of the standard distribution of the machine
learning methods in most of the popular programming languages.
Nevertheless, the results obtained by the method using this distance
could be misleading if this distance happens to not be suitable for the
input data [6].
This handicap emphasizes with the increasing popularity of ma-
chine learning in research areas not related with computer science,
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where methods are often used as a tool but without studying the prin-
ciples that define how the method itself works. We aim to propose
a standard implementation for some of the most common machine
learning methods that aims to minimize the impact of the distance
function in the results obtained. In our opinion, it could be interest-
ing to propose a method that works with different distance functions
so if the user does not know the suitable distance for the dataset at
least the results can be more steady as they are obtained based on the
consensus of the criteria given by multiple distances.
2 RANKING AGGREGATION
A new question issues from the fact that one distance is changed by
multiple distance functions. How are the values given by the differ-
ent distances merged? These cannot be simply aggregated with basic
operations such as the average since not all the distance functions
work with values of the same magnitude. In order to keep clear of
the magnitude problem, objects from closest to furthest according to
each distance can be rank to use the positions of the objects in the
rankings to get a winner.
Suppose a contest where the four candidates c1, c2, c3 and c4 are
judged by four different judges j1, j2 and j3:
j1: c1  c4  c2  c3
j2: c2  c4  c1  c3
j3: c3  c4  c2  c1
In order to determine the winner of the contest, each of the judges
gives a ranking of preferences from which the general winner must
be elected. Given these rankings a question arises: which of the can-
didates should be the winner? At first sight, it is not clear whom
should be elected, since each of the judges has the opinion that a dif-
ferent candidate is in the best position. Also, one of the candidates is
in second position for all the judges, although it is never considered
the best. Does it deserve to be the winner?
How to solve this problem has been studied for centuries now in
the field of social choice theory. Scoring ranking rules propose a
mechanism that given a set of rankings aims to select a winner rank-
ing (from which a winner candidate can be deduced) assigning points
to the candidates according to their position in the rankings. A popu-
lar scoring ranking rule of the many that have been proposed during
the years is Borda count [2], which has been used in the field of so-
cial choice theory for centuries. When applying the Borda Count,
each candidate is awarded one point every time that it is ranked at
a better position than another candidate and half a point every time
that it is tied at the same position as another candidate. All the points
obtained by a candidate over all rankings are added up to obtain the
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score of the candidate. Finally, the Borda Count outputs the ranking
of candidates from highest to lowest score. The scores obtained af-
ter applying this ranking rule to the contest, c1 = 3 + 0 + 1 = 4,
c2 = 1 + 3 + 1 = 5, c3 = 0 + 0 + 3 = 3 and c4 = 2 + 2 + 2.
Ranking the candidates according to their score the final value would
be c4  c2  c3  c1.
In our research we apply the presented concepts to extend machine
learning methods based on distances by means of using different dis-
tances that give rankings of objects in the dataset. Then, those rank-
ings are aggregated applying a ranking rule to the set of rankings
and the winner ranking is the one employed in the different machine
learning approaches we propose.
3 APPLICATION TO MACHINE LEARNING
The k Nearest Neighbours method (hereinafter kNN) [3] applied to
classification problems is a classic method that aims to classify an
object x into a class taking into account its most similar objects in the
dataset {x1, . . . ,xm}. This similarity is measured by the distance d
between the objects, considering that the closest objects in the dataset
are more similar than the ones which are further away. Thus, given
the object x that needs to be classified, the other objects are ranked
from closest to furthest and the k closest objects are selected, being
k a value fixed prior to the beginning of the method. Then, the most
common class among the k closest objects to x is established as the
class of x.
We propose to modify this method by introducing the criteria of
multiple distances for determining the nearest neighbours. First of
all, it is necessary to establish a set D that contains n different dis-
tances and also to fix the value of k. Once this has been done, in
order to classify an object x, using each of the distances d ∈ D , the
ranking of nearest objects to x that we aim to classify is computed.
At this point, n different rankings are obtained. These n rankings are
then aggregated using a ranking rule and the winner ranking is used
to select the k objects in the best position and to classify the object x
with the most common class among them. In [7] we study this idea
using three different distance functions. Currently we are working in
the study of how this method behaves in comparison with the clas-
sic knn using a larger set of distances, more datasets and different
ranking rules.
Similarly, we apply this idea to a clustering problem modifying the
kmeans method. As proposed by MacQueen in the original paper [4]
on kmeans, the goal of this method is to identify the partition of the
dataset of objects {x1, . . . ,xm} into k clusters that minimizes the
distance between the points of the same group (known as total within
sum of squares). To achieve this, first it is necessary to establish the
number k of clusters the dataset is going to be divided into. Next,
k initial centers are selected randomly. Once this has been done, the
method of kmeans consists of two main parts, the assignment phase
where the points are assigned to a cluster and the update phase where
the center of the cluster is update. The algorithm iterates as follows:
once the initial centers have been selected, the assignment phase oc-
curs and the objects are assigned to the closest cluster (represented
by the closest center). When all the objects have been assigned to a
cluster, then the center of each cluster is recomputed as the centroid
of all the points belonging to that cluster. These steps are repeated un-
til all the points are assigned to the same cluster that in the previous
iteration or a maximum number of iterations established beforehand
is attained [5].
We propose a method where the assignation step is modified so,
instead of using one single distance to determine the closest cluster,
a set of distances D is used. Again, as we did for the modified ver-
sion of knn, we propose to combine the rankings of closest clusters
obtained by each distance d using a ranking rule to assign the object
x to a cluster.
1. Establish the number k of clusters the dataset is going to be di-
vided into.
2. Select k initial random centers.
3. For each distance d ∈ D , calculate the distance to all the centers
and rank the centers from closest to furthest from x in a ranking
rd that is added to a set of rankings R.
4. Using a ranking rule, aggregate all the rankings in the set R which
contains all the rankings rd given by the different distances.
5. Get the winner center from the first position of the resulting rank-
ing after applying the ranking rule and assign the object x to the
cluster it represents.
6. Recalculate the centers of the clusters.
These steps are repeated until none of the objects changes of clus-
ter or a maximum number of iterations established beforehand is at-
tained.
4 FUTURE WORK
Future work will cover the study of these methods applied in real
world datasets, more concretely in computer vision problems. Fur-
thermore, these techniques will be used to study the efficient eval-
uation of the clustering method proposed, adjusting clustering eval-
uation metrics that are also based on distances to use ranking rules.
Once this has been established the ideas will be applied to other clus-
tering methods that are not based in data partition.
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Semantic Embeddings in Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks
Armand Vilalta 1
Abstract. One of the big questions in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
is how can we represent knowledge. Here we focus on the field of
transfer learning, specifically: how can we represent the knowledge
learned by a Deep Neural Network for one specific problem, to be of
use in different problems? We already found two important points:
the contextualization of the knowledge learned and how a reduction
of expressiveness can increase generalisation.
1 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
One of the big questions in Artificial Intelligence (AI) is how can
we represent knowledge. The main challenge is that we need a rep-
resentation we can use for “intelligent” computations. The question
is not trivial at all and several answers have been provided over time
according to which are the “intelligent” computations we wish to do
over the data.
The paradigm of knowledge representation is ontology. It attempts
to represent entities, ideas and events, with all their interdependent
properties and relations, according to a system of categories. How-
ever, one of the main difficulties ontologies face in the field of AI
is its creation. Ideally, we would like an AI to be able to learn
new knowledge from data inputs, automatically avoiding the labour-
intensive task of ontology creation. Important work has been devoted
to this goal in the fields of ontology extraction, ontology genera-
tion or ontology acquisition. However, most of these methods obtain
knowledge from natural language texts. They do not create knowl-
edge from the data, but from a text describing the data. They do not
“learn” the knowledge; they translate it. If we aim for a useful AI, ca-
pable of dealing automatically with the humongous sources of infor-
mation available today, we definitely need automated ways to create
and represent knowledge.
Since its popularization in 2012, when the Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN) Supervision proposed by Alex Krizhevsky et al.
[2] won by a fair margin the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recog-
nition Challenge [4], Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have become
the State-of-the-Art for Computer Vision (CV). They have been suc-
cessfully applied to many other AI fields like text, voice, games or
robotics and are applied to a myriad of contexts like web search, self-
driving cars, health-care or finance. Deep Neural Networks have al-
lowed AI to achieve a human performance level in many of the tasks
and problems tackled so far. The power of DNNs relies on the in-
ternal representations of the information they learn from data. Each
neuron layer in a DNN produces a new representation of the data
based on the previous layer’s representation. These representations
are learned automatically so that they are useful to solve a partic-
ular task. That is why we say that DNNs are actually representation
1 Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Spain, email: armand.vilalta@bsc.es
learning techniques. Unfortunately, to learn this representation space,
deep networks require a lot of data and a lot of computational effort,
which reduces the number of problems these models can be directly
applied to.
Deep Neural Networks represent the information in the activa-
tion’s of the neurons that compose them. These activations are usu-
ally represented as vectors or, more generally, as tensors. But un-
derstanding the actual meaning of these representations has proved
to be an elusive task. Ontologies or knowledge graphs are derived
from natural language, so they have an easy interpretation. On the
contrary, DNNs’ representations are learned just from data; there-
fore we do not even know the ”language” in which they represent
the data. Moreover, there is little understanding on why do they work
or why do not depending on each particular case. We can neither be
sure whether they will generalize properly to new unseen samples or
not, what is called a ”wild” generalization. For all this, Deep Neu-
ral Networks have been seen as a kind of Machine Learning (ML)
black-box.
2 TRANSFER LEARNING
Even without having a clear understanding of whats going on inside
a DNN, there had been successful attempts to reuse DNN’s inter-
nal representations for a new problem, different from the original
source task the DNN has been trained for. This is generally known
as Transfer Learning (TL) [3]. Within Deep Learning, the field of
Transfer Learning has three main applications: improving the perfor-
mance of a network by initializing its training from a non-random
state, enabling the training of deep networks for tasks of limited
dataset size, and exploiting deep representations through alternative
machine learning methods. The first two cases, where training a deep
network remains the end purpose of the transfer learning process, are
commonly known as transfer learning for fine-tuning, while the third
case, where the end purpose of the transfer learning does not nec-
essarily include training a deep net, is typically referred as transfer
learning for feature extraction.
Transfer learning for feature extraction is based on processing a
set of data instances through a pre-trained neural network by doing a
feed-forward pass, extracting the neural activation values to generate
a new data representation which can then be used by another learning
mechanism. This is applicable to datasets of any size, as each data in-
stance is processed independently. It has a relatively small computa-
tional cost since there is no deep net training. And finally, it requires
no hyper-parameter optimization or tuning of any sort. Significantly,
the applications of transfer learning for feature extraction are lim-
ited only by the capabilities of the methods that one can execute on
top of the generated deep representations and addresses the needs of
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Given the state of the art, we consider how we can improve trans-
fer learning making it more general. To do that, we reason on the
two paradigms of knowledge representation presented. If we make
a comparison with actual human intelligence, it is like if we would
like our neurons to talk easy words instead of talking via billions of
spikes, which we can not understand. But how did we evolve a nat-
ural language from billions of spikes? The process is not known yet.
But there is an important clear point: we can not say all what we
think. Therefore, there is an important information bottleneck when
we use natural language to express an idea. This is one o the key
ideas of this research.
Another key idea is the generalization capability of human lan-
guages. If I say the word “chair” you immediately imagine an ob-
ject which we both would recognize as a chair, but for sure we did
not imagine the same chair. Even though both objects imagined will
comply with similar functions, and most likely will have a similar
shape. Therefore, when we use the word “chair” to communicate, we
do it successfully most of the times, even if we are in a different con-
text. So, this simplification of our mental representations allows us to
reuse them in different contexts helping to increase its generalization
capabilities.
Given that, we aim to obtain a more general representation of
DNNs knowledge obtaining a “semantic” embedding. First of all we
consider the context of the features. We are reusing a CNN trained
for a different purpose so we must keep in mind that they may take a
new meaning in the new context. You may skim over these lines, but
not as you skim your milk. So, we want to use the DNN activations’
meaning in the context of the new target task. We achieve it with a
simple feature standardization in the context of the target task.
The key part is to create a bottleneck in order to reduce the repre-
sentation space and improve generalization capabilities. We consider
the simplest embedding that can retain meaningful information. To
do so, we discretize each standardized feature value to represent ei-
ther an atypically low value (-1), a typical value (0), or an atypically
high value (1) in the context of the dataset. This specific represen-
tation is chosen because of its clear and simple semantic meaning.
In this regard, it can be divided in two elementary propositions: first,
whereas if the feature is significant; and second, if it is significant is
it by absence or presence? In language parallelism it would be if a
“word” is present, and second, if it is present is it used straight or
negated?
4 RESULTS
We have already tested these hypotheses on classification problems
obtaining very good results [1]. One of the most appealing properties
of our solution is its robustness to the use of ill-suited pre-trained
models in image classification. This is the most common scenario in
real-world settings, when there is rarely a large dataset similar to the
target task to pre-train with. When a dissimilar source task is used
to pre-train the model, the difference with the baseline grows from
2.2 % accuracy on average to a remarkable 11.4 %. On top of that,
the methodology developed is parameter-free, capable of providing
results out-of-the-box. We also studied the application of the referred
methods to multimodal embeddings. In all cases, proposed image
embeddings obtained superior performance to that of a single layer
instance normalized embedding [5, 6].
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Reinforcement Learning
for Saturation-Based Theorem Provers
Bartosz Piotrowski1
Abstract. We describe a research project aiming at improving exist-
ing saturation-based automated theorem provers with reinforcement
learning methods. These methods are meant to substitute heuristics
governing certain aspects of the proving algorithms. We believe that
there are hidden regularities appearing in the proving process which
may be learned and exploited by the reinforcement learning agent to
improve efficacy of the provers. The setup we consider aim at achiev-
ing balance between the speed of the prover and level of freedom for
the reinforcement learning agent.
1 GOAL
The objective of our research project is to use reinforcement learning
methods to improve state-of-the-art saturation-based automated theo-
rem provers (like Vampire [3] or E [6]). The improvement should be
demonstrated by increasing proving performance on multi-domain,
broad, first-order theorem proving benchmarks like TPTP [7]. The
designed methodology should not rely on consistent naming of sym-
bols and formulae (which is the case for large-theory proving bench-
marks like, e.g., MPTP [9] or HOList [1]).
2 MOTIVATION
Saturation-based theorem provers are currently the strongest avail-
able automated provers, as can be seen in the results of the CASC
competition [8]. This kind of provers though, require a lot of ad hoc
manual tweaking of their parameters. Moreover, there is a lot of in-
comprehensible “noise” in their runs. Machine learning methodology
may be an effective remedy for dealing and optimizing complex be-
haviour of the saturation provers. However, it is unclear, which of the
possible ways of applying machine learning to the provers would be
the most effective. One of the issues which must be addressed is the
trade-off between the speed of the run of the prover’s algorithm and
it’s “intelligent behaviour”. In our work, we propose an approach of
applying reinforcement learning to state-of-the-art saturation-based
provers addressing this trade-off.
Saturation-based automated theorem provers maintain two sets of
clauses: the processed set and the unprocessed set. At the beginning,
all the input axioms and the negated conjecture are clausified and
put to the unprocessed set. Then, the saturation loop is run: from
the unprocessed set one clause is selected and all possible inferences
with the use of this clause and the processed clauses are performed.
The selected clause is put to the processed set, and the newly inferred
clauses are put to the unprocessed set.
1 University of Warsaw and Czech Technical University
The selection of a clause to process is typically governed by
manually-created heuristics. The Vampire prover, for instance, main-
tains two queues of unprocessed clauses. The first queues is ordered
by “age” of the clauses, the second by “weight” (i.e., size) of the
clauses. The clauses from the unprocessed set are selected for pro-
cessing by selecting a queue and then the top clause from it. The
queues are selected in weighted round robin fashion. The weights
for the queues are fixed for the whole run. Their values, which influ-
ence the proving performance significantly, are pre-set manually on
a basis of experience and conventional wisdom.
One may think of learning these weights with machine learning.
Moreover, these weights do not need to be fixed. We hope it is
possible to train a reinforcement learning agent, which dynamically
switches between the queues on the basis of the current proof state.
This may be even more interesting when a prover maintains more
than two queues (which is the case, e.g, in the E prover).
Putting an RL agent in this place may be a good trade-off between
the performance and the level of freedom for intelligent behaviour.
Selecting each clause individually would be too slow. On the con-
trary, the queue may be selected for the next n iterations of the satu-
ration loop and n may be suitably adjusted.
Why use reinforcement learning instead of supervised learning for
the given purpose? Because the prover may arrive at the proof in
(infinitely) many different ways, and there is no one best way. So
no golden training data for supervised learning exists. Additionally,
the environment induced by the prover is very noisy. So ultimately,
reinforcement learning seems to be necessary if one wants to find a
robust methodology to improve the state-of-the-art provers.
3 BASIC SETUP FOR REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING
We propose the following basic setup for applying reinforcement
learning for queue selection in the saturation provers.
The state available to the RL agent is a proof state in the prover
characterized by a vector of manually selected statistics which may
be computed efficiently. These statistics include: current sizes of the
processed and unprocessed sets of clauses, and proportion of them;
average length of a processed and unprocessed clause; the highest
age in the unprocessed clauses; the lowest weight in the unprocessed
clauses; elapsed time, remaining time. Other statistics of this kind are
being considered.
The set of actions {0, . . . , k} available to the RL agent refers to
selecting one of the available k queues for the next n iterations of the
saturation loop, where n is a fixed hyper-parameter.
The reward given to the RL agent for its actions is 1 when a proof
is found and 0 otherwise.
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The RL agent is trained by the classic policy-gradient algorithm –
REINFORCE [10].
The training environment is initialized by selecting a training
batch of TPTP problems. They are repetitively given to the prover
as an input. For testing the trained RL agent, a separate testing batch
of TPTP problems will be used.
The above-described setup was implemented for a simple
saturation-based prover – PyRes2. The first experiments with this im-
plementation are being run. This is meant as a preparation step before
applying a similar setup in state-of-the-art provers like Vampire or E.
4 REFINING THE BASIC SETUP
One can think about multiple ways in which the described basic setup
may be extended and refined. Below, we briefly show ideas we want
to implement and evaluate experimentally.
The proof state may be characterized not by manually designed
features/statistics, but with the use of graph neural networks, as pre-
sented in a recent work [4].
A non-zero reward may be given to the RL agent not only for
finding a proof, but also for each queue-selection which resulted in
picking up clauses which were actually used in the found proof. Ad-
ditionally, the reward may depend on time and memory resources
used by the prover.
Instead of using the basic REINFORCE policy-gradient algorithm,
more advanced methods may be applied, including the actor-critic
type of algorithms.
The training may be organized according to the curriculum learn-
ing idea – at the beginning, the RL agent may be trained on easier
problems, and when achieving satisfactory performance, more diffi-
cult problems may be given.
5 RELATED WORK
There is few works in applying reinforcement learning to saturation-
based provers.
In [5] authors present an idea where the RL agent learns to do
several first inference steps, outside of the prover. This results in an
augmented input for the prover; the reward is based on the success of
the proof run and on the usage of resources by the prover.
In [2] authors present experiments in which the RL agent per-
forms selections of the clauses in the saturation algorithm directly,
without the use of the queues. The achieved performance in terms
of the number of proofs found roughly matched the performance of
the reference prover guided by standard heuristics. However, the pa-
per does not state what was the time efficiency of the proposed so-
lution. Likely, the RL-guided prover was much slower in compari-
son to the heuristic-guided prover. Our proposal of applying the RL-
guidance on the level of queues is meant to be a trade-off between
time-efficiency and level of freedom of the RL agent.
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